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Resource Manual
How to use the ADL Resource Manual 

This resource manual should be used as a reference when creating 
or distributing any materials or communications about ADL. 

It serves as a resource to ensure consistency within visual identity, 
messaging and collateral. 

Please refer to this resource manual when developing ADL 
materials. If you have questions that are not answered in this 
manual, please contact Olivia Marcus, Community Solutions 
Associate at omarcus@adl.org or 212.885.5834.



ABOUT ADL
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Brand Strategy Glossary

VISION VALUES BRAND IDEAMISSION POSITIONING BRAND STORY
BRAND 

ARCHITECTURE

What you aim  
to achieve.

What you believe 
and stand for.

The brand intent 
boiled down to  
the simplest 
language possible. 
Often the tagline. 

How you plan  
to achieve  
your vision.

What you do,  
for whom you  
do it, and how  
you bring it to 
market uniquely.

A longer, copy-
written form of  
the brand idea  
that adds emotion 
and tone.

The organizational 
structure of the 
brand, sub-brands, 
products and 
services within  
the organization- 
at-large.

+ + + + + +

A Brand Strategy is Composed  
of Multiple Elements
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Vision

A world in which bias, discrimination and hate do not 
impact or compromise any group or single individual.
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Mission

To stop the defamation of the Jewish people 
and to secure justice and fair treatment to all.
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ADL Values
Courage

Respectfully disagreeing with leaders, donors, community members, 
constituents and each other when we have a different belief or point  
of view

Being a lead voice when others are hanging back or playing it safe

Questioning authority, as appropriate
 
Respect
Demonstrating consideration for staff at all levels

Acknowledging people by being responsive to E-mails and requests in a 
timely manner

Being present, fully engaged, and actively listening

Being considerate of co-workers’ time and taking into account their other 
commitments when making requests
 
Collaboration

Actively seeking the views of those with different perspectives

Being a good listener and allowing people to finish their thoughts

Identifying key stakeholders early in the process and leveraging the 
ideas, creativity and expertise that exists within the  
ADL community

Seeking best practices from all sources, both internal and external, and 
sharing with colleagues
 
Inclusion

Ensuring staff feel part of the organization and new hires feel welcome 

Recognizing the value of everyone

Demonstrating personal commitment to the importance of diversity

Addressing biased behavior when we encounter it

Integrity

Being transparent with our actions and intent
Giving credit to others/colleagues when it’s due
Exemplifying the values of the organization in actions and 
statements — in situations where there is conflict between  
your personal views and those of the agency, you  
voice your concerns internally and honor the agency's  
positions externally  
Operating with the highest levels of ethical and legal standards

Credibility

Demonstrating expertise in your area of responsibility
Demonstrating responsibility, reliability and trustworthiness
Accessing the correct experts for guidance
Providing nuanced and principled responses based on facts

Accountability

Taking ownership for work product — both successes  
and shortcomings
Delivering on commitments
Taking a solutions-based approach to challenges
Assuming/taking a proactive role as an individual or as part  
of a team
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Positioning Statement

ADL is a 100+ year-old anti-hate organization founded to protect  
the Jewish people that relentlessly fights anti-Semitism and  

all forms of hate, in communities across the globe,  
to secure justice and fair treatment to all.
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Brand Idea

ADL. Fighting Hate for Good™.
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Brand Story
Anti-Semitism begins with the Jews, but never ends with  
the Jews.

–Deborah Lipstadt, Author “Denying the Holocaust”

In 1913, the founders of ADL understood this truth. 

And, then catalyzed by the lynching of Leo Frank, they 
embraced a simple yet audacious mission: 

To stop the defamation of the Jewish people and secure 
justice and fair treatment to all. 

Hateful, anti-Semitic stereotypes in the press.  
In the public square.  
In politics. 
We fought for us all. For Jews. For everyone. 

The right to participate fully in all aspects of American life. 
Where we all can live.  
Where we all can work.  
Where we all can go to school.  
We fought for us all.  
 
The right to vote, regardless of the color of your skin.  
The right to come to our shores, regardless of what country  
you hail from.  
The right to marry, regardless of sexual orientation. 
The right to be free from harassment, discrimination or hate,  
regardless of your differences.  
Today, ADL continues to fight for us all.

ADL is a century old anti-hate organization. 
And we have only begun to fight.  
 
Against anti-Semitism.  
Against all forms of hate.  
On the street. Online.  
In the classroom. On campus. In the workplace.  
From City Hall to the halls of Congress to the halls of power in 

world capitals.  
We will continue to fight the hate that harms us all. 

ADL is the first call when acts of anti-Semitism occur. 
We are a recognized expert in the study of extremism. 
We are a worldwide leader in anti-bias education. 
We are the foremost authority and trailblazer in fighting  
hate online.  
And we are a relentless advocate for the civil rights of all. 

When vulnerable communities are threatened here at home or 
abroad, we will speak out for them. 

We will defend Israel’s right to exist, calling out those who 
delegitimize and demonize her. 

We will expose bigotry for what it is, whether it’s cloaked in 
political rhetoric, academic theories or calls for boycotts.  
 
We don’t care how you vote, but we do care what you value.  
We are principled, not political.  
We choose action, not sides. 

We are guided by the words of Hillel,

“If I am not for myself, who will be for me? If I am not for 
others, what am I? And if not now, when?”

In 1913, our founders understood that America would only be 
safe for its Jews if it was safe for all its people. 

And, since then, we have defended American values like dignity. 
Equality. Justice. And Fair Treatment for us all. 

ADL. Fighting Hate for Good.
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Outward Facing Statement
Full Outward-Facing Statement
ADL is a leading anti-hate organization. Founded in 1913 in 
response to an escalating climate of anti-Semitism and bigotry, 
its timeless mission is to stop the defamation of the Jewish 
people and to secure justice and fair treatment to all. Today, 
ADL continues to fight all forms of hate with the same vigor 
and passion. ADL is the first call when acts of anti-Semitism 
occur. A global leader in exposing extremism, delivering anti-
bias education and fighting hate online, ADL’s ultimate goal 
is a world in which no group or individual suffers from bias, 
discrimination or hate.

Abbreviated Outward-Facing Statement
ADL is a leading anti-hate organization. Founded in 1913 in 
response to an escalating climate of anti-Semitism and bigotry, 
its timeless mission is to stop the defamation of the Jewish 
people and to secure justice and fair treatment to all. Today, 
ADL continues to fight all forms of hate with the same vigor  
and passion.
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Why Our Brand Matters
Our brand is the sum total of all of the interactions  
a constituent has with us. 

It should inform everything we do. 

Everyone in the organization has a role to play in building 
and reinforcing our brand. It is up to all of us to build brand 
awareness, understanding and engagement. 
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Brand Architecture
Lorem Ipsum

Lorem Ipsum. 

lorem ipsum

ADL Brand Architecture Matrix
Version 14, Updated 8/13/2018

Poll on anti-Semitism Around the World (G100) Investigative research and  topical reports (e.g., Islamist extremism, white 
supremacist funding, campus propaganda, etc.)

 Periodic Special Reports (e.g., Twitter, Cyberhate, etc)  and Blogs

Annual Audit of anti-Semitic Incidents (domestic & international) Problem Solving Lab

Twitter Reports

Online Hate Index / Decoding Hate

Community Security Training Advanced Training School on Extremism and Terrorist Threats (Domestic & 
International)

Law Enforcement and Society training (domestic) Cyberhate Training for Jewish communities around the world 
(being evaluated)

Hate Crime Training National Counter Terrorism School (Israel) Managing Implicit Bias for Law Enforcement Game Jam

Holocaust Education Ongoing local hate crime training Hate Crimes Training Conferences & Convenings

Echoes and Reflections COE Extremism Trainings and Presentations "Campus of Difference" (bullying prevention)

Resources for Students, Educators & Admin. (e.g., Think. Plan. Act.) A Community of Difference (bullying/cyberbullying prevention)

Law Enforcement Training in Communities Around the World C orporate Partners Against Hate

A World of Difference

No Place For Hate

Resources for Educators & Campus Security  (e.g. Hate Uncycled)

Anti-Bias Training in EU and abroad

Leading voice on anti-Semitic issues and incidents Local Law Enforcement Investigative Support & Assistance JUDICIAL SYSTEM INITIATIVES - partner with on litigation, amicus briefs, SCOTUS review, etc. 
Cyberhate Response
(Videogames/content)

EXECUTIVE BRANCH INITIATIVES - Advocacy and opinions on policy orders, regulations, executive 
orders (policy statements, blog posts, OpEds, etc)

Consultations with companies, governments and civil society

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH INTIATIVES - Model statutes, testimony, advocacy on the federal, state and 
local levels

VR for Civil Rights

PUBLIC SQUARE INITIATIVES - Coalition partnerships (e.g., LCCHR etc)

50 States Against Hate

International Partnerships (e.g. MOUs)

Never Is Now (N!N) Oneday Against Hate Social Cohesion Summit

Belfour Fellows Innovate Against Hate Game Jam

Missions National Leadership Summit GLI/L2020

Publications Impact Report COE Reports Regional annual fundraising events (e.g., Walks, Concerts, Social Cohesion Summit, Dinners, etc)

Councils Sports Leadership Council Mayors Compact / After Charlottesville Project

COE PROGRAMS CTS PROGRAMS LAW ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS PROGRAM TYPE

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS Product

EDUCATION PROGRAMS CIVIL RIGHTS PROGRAMS BRAND LEVEL Activity

LEGEND
Who is running each program?

Signature Events/Pipeline

WHAT WE DO
We counter these acts and behaviors to secure justice and fair treatment for all
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Advocate and Assist:
We speak out against anti-Semitism and 

discrimination and advocate for democratic 
values and core civil rights. We act as a powerful 

voice for the vulnerable through incident 
response, coalitions, partnerships and our work 
with all levels of local and federal government. 

We believe in securing justice and fair treatment 
for all.

Investigate and Research:
We monitor and report hate incidents and 

extremist activity, online and in communitities, 
to inform internal constituents, law 

enforcement and the general public. We use up-
to-the-minute information and analysis to 

expose and disrupt anti-Semitism, hate and 
extremism of all types. As vigilant fighters we 
know having the right information and insights 
enables us to fight for a world free from hate.

Educate and Train:
We create anti-bias education and bullying 

prevention programs and trainings for students, 
educators, communities, law enforcement 

personnel, and business professionals alike. We 
work to stop the escalation of hate before it 

progresses to prejudice and discrimination.   We 
teach the importance of creating an 

understanding and open-minded society. We 
believe one interaction with one individual can 
change the relationships we all have with each 

other. 

ANTI-SEMITISM EXTREMISM BIAS, BIGOTRY AND DISCRIMINATION CYBERHATE
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Our Audiences Include:
Program Recipients/Influencers
Individuals facing discrimination 
Students 
Educators/Administrators 
Clergy 
Parents 
Local communities 
Law Enforcement 
Government 
Courts 
Tech companies 
Press 
Sports industry

Donor Segments
Synagogue Steve
Bob & Shelly from Boston
Judy from the J 
Activist Anita 
All Business Brian 
#Amanda

Internal Audiences
Staff 
Lay Leaders/Board Members
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve

Target Type: Primary; ADL Engaged

% of Entire Jewish Universe: 6%

Personification:

Steve is a successful lawyer, married with 
two young sons. He’s on the board of his 
Conservative synagogue and active in the 
Jewish community. He mostly gives to Jewish 
causes and is involved with ADL because of its 
work around anti-Semitism.

Why He’s A Target
He’s currently involved with ADL, mostly by donating (93% are donors) but many are also doing 
other things with ADL:

Synagogue Steve is a target for ADL because only about 4 in 10 have donated in the past year, 
indicating room for renewed engagement.

WAYS THEY HAVE GOTTEN INVOLVED IN ADL (PAST OR PRESENT) SYNAGOGUE STEVE

Donated money to the organization 93%

Followed or ‘liked’ the organization on social media 16%

Signed a petition from the organization 93%

Volunteered for the organization 13%

Attended or organized an event, a rally or a march for the organization 13%

Attended a conference sponsored by this organization 11%

Posted or shared something online about the organization or issue (e.g. on Facebook or Twitter) 10%

Signed up for the organization’s email list 10%

Written a letter or email to the editor of a newspaper or magazine, or contacted an elected official, about 
an issue that the organization works on

7%

WHEN THEY LAST DONATED TO ADL
(AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE DONATED TO THE ORGANIZATION) SYNAGOGUE STEVE

In the past year 44%

2-3 years ago 33%

4-5 years ago 12%

6-10 years ago 4%

More than 10 years ago 6%

Source: BSG
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• Use geography tags when sending 
communication to make sure that people  
know what ADL is doing in their local 
community (i.e. Spotlight on ADL St. Louis  
for those in the St. Louis area), since Steve  
is not as aware of ADL’s local work.

• Make sure to provide other opportunities for 
donors to get involved, beyond just donating, 
and use communication to showcase specific 
metrics of ADL’s impact, such as number of 
schools (or children) served by education 
efforts, number of hate incidents identified, etc.

Communications Guidance:

• Lead with the work you’re doing to fight anti-
Semitism but don’t focus only on anti-Semitism 
with Synagogue Steve.

• He still cares about the work you’re doing on 
other issues like fighting for racial justice or 
standing up against bigotry. He’s less familiar 
with ADL’s work outside of anti-Semitism, but 
he’s interested in it, so there’s an opportunity 
to educate him about ADL’s other work.

• Remember that a big part of being Jewish for 
Steve is standing up for others — regardless 
of their religion.

• Don’t shy away from Israel messaging but 
know that his views of Israel are nuanced —  
it’s not blind support, but Israel still makes  
him proud and he feels a responsibility to 
support Israel.

• Lean into ADL’s Jewish roots because Steve is 
highly engaged with Jewish organizations in 
general.

• Recruit other Steves in traditional  
Jewish venues like synagogues,  
Federations and JCCs.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve

Source: BSG
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Demographics
Demographically, Synagogue Steve is more 
likely to be male, upper income and college 
educated. He is moderate and more likely to 
have visited Israel. He’s also more likely to live  
in the Midwest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve

CATEGORY

TOTAL
(AMONG THE 66% OF JEWS  
WHO QUALIFIED FOR THE 

SURVEY BASED ON  
INTEREST IN ADL ISSUES/ 

CHARITABLE INVOLVEMENT)

SYNAGOGUE STEVE

GENDER Male 47% 54%

Female 53% 46%

AGE 18-34 24% 27%

35-49 19% 24%

50-64 33% 22%

65+ 23% 27%

INCOME < $75K 44% 37%

$75-150K 31% 33%

$150K+ 18% 26%

EDUCATION < College 40% 33%

College + 60% 67%

PARENT Kids under 18 yrs 28% 28%

MARITAL  
STATUS

Married 57% 61%

Not Married 43% 39%

IDEOLOGY Liberal 41% 32%

Moderate 38% 54%

Conservative 21% 14%

ISRAEL Have Visited 32% 51%

ANTI-SEMITISM Experienced 43% 41%

URBAN/
SUBURBAN/
RURAL

City 40% 47%

Suburb 51% 50%

More Rural, Less Developed 9% 4%

REGION New England (CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT) 8% 4%

Mid Atlantic (NJ, NY, PA) 32% 22%

South Atlantic (DE, DC, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV) 17% 19%

North Central — Eastern part (IL, IN, MI, OH, WI) 9% 17%

South Central — Eastern part (AL, KY, MS, TN) 2% 3%

North Central — Western part (IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, 
SD)

3% 4%

South Central — Western part (AR, LA, OK, TX) 5% 5%

Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, UT, WY) 9% 6%

Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, WA) 15% 20%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve
Key Attitudes & Values
Steve is in the know with what’s going on in the 
world and when he finds issues he cares about, 
he likes to tell his friends and family about it.

Fighting hate is clearly a priority for him, 
particularly in light of Trump’s election. He 
believes both hate generally and anti-Semitism 
are increasing in the US and there’s not enough 
being done to address either issue. He is 
worried about hate against all groups and is 
equally worried about hate against Jews as he is 
about hate against Muslims.

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:
(% WHO SAY IT DESCRIBES ME WELL (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL SYNAGOGUE 

STEVE

I'm always "in the know" about what's going on in the world. 50% 62%

An important part of who I am is standing up for others, even if they are not like me. 59% 61%

It's important to me to be personally involved in making my community a better place. 51% 58%

If an issue is important to me, I tend to become a 'promoter' of it to my friends, family, 
coworkers or other people in my life. 

47% 56%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:
% WHO AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL SYNAGOGUE 

STEVE

If hate exists in the United States, it hurts all of us, even if it doesn't affect me personally. 79% 79%

When it comes to equality in the United States, we still have a lot of work to do. 75% 77%

A threat to justice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. 70% 72%

There is a renewed degree of urgency to fight hate in America due to the results of the 
2016 presidential election.

66% 71%

Immigrants make America a better place. 62% 67%

TOO MUCH, NOT ENOUGH OR THE RIGHT 
AMOUNT BEING DONE TO ADDRESS… HATE IN AMERICA TODAY ANTI-SEMITISM IN AMERICA TODAY

Not enough 62% 60%

The right amount 25% 26%

Too much 12% 15%

AMOUNT OF HATE IN THE  
US IS… ANTI-SEMITISM IN THE US IS…

Increasing 72% 69%

Staying about the same 20% 29%

Decreasing 8% 3%

% VERY WORRIED ABOUT… TOTAL SYNAGOGUE STEVE

Hate against Jews in our country 52% 52%

Hate against Muslims in our country 49% 52%

Hate against immigrants in our country 48% 45%

Hate against African Americans in our country 43% 42%

Hate against LGBTQ people in our country 43% 42%

Hate against Hispanics in our country 36% 35%

Gender inequality in our country 36% 34%Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve
Jewish Identity: Attitudes  
& Affiliation
Steve is proud to be Jewish and his Jewish 
identity is a central part to who he is. He is 
an affiliated Jew, meaning he is most likely 
to identify with a movement, and for Steve, 
it’s conservative or reform. Steve is generally 
engaged in the Jewish community — he belongs 
to a synagogue, goes to services on the High 
Holy Days, has Passover Seders and donates his 
time and money to Jewish causes.

Steve strongly believes that as Jews, we need 
to stand up for ourselves because no one else 
will, but Jewish values to him also mean that we 
need to stand up for others, even if they are not 
Jewish.

Supporting Israel is part of Steve’s Jewish 
identity (it is the segment with the highest 
percentage having traveled to Israel, at 51%). 
He feels personally connected to Israel and a 
responsibility to support Israel, BUT that doesn’t 
mean that he agrees with everything Israel does. 
In fact, nearly half, 46%, say they often disagree 
with the actions Israel takes.

INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS YOU AGREE WITH MOST: TOTAL SYNAGOGUE 
STEVE

Being Jewish is central to how I define myself 39% 63%

Being Jewish is part of who I am, but it is not central to my identity 49% 34%

Being Jewish is not really part of who I am 12% 3%

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES HOW YOU PRACTICE JUDAISM? TOTAL SYNAGOGUE 
STEVE

Conservative 23% 36%

Reform 25% 29%

Just Jewish 29% 23%

Orthodox 10% 10%

Reconstructionist 2% 2%

PLEASE INDICATE WHICH JEWISH-RELATED ACTIVITIES YOU ENGAGE IN. TOTAL SYNAGOGUE 
STEVE

Have Jewish friends 66% 77%

Attend services on high holidays or other times of the year 44% 76%

Eat traditional Jewish foods 59% 72%

Donate your time or money to Jewish causes or organizations 42% 67%

Host or attend a Seder on Passover 53% 65%

Read about current events in Jewish or Israeli news media 41% 60%

Belong to a synagogue 32% 57%

Read Jewish literature or books about Jewish culture or history 40% 56%

Engage in activities, either in person or online, that commemorate the Holocaust or honor 
Holocaust survivors

36% 54%

Follow Jewish religious customs such as keeping kosher, observing Shabbat, fasting  
on Yom Kippur, displaying a mezuzah, wearing a yarmulke or kippah or having a bar  
or bat mitzvah.

38% 52%

Have traveled to Israel 32% 51%

Attend Jewish cultural events, such as Jewish film festivals, Jewish plays  
or Klezmer concerts

32% 50%

If applicable, had a rabbi officiate your wedding 36% 49%

Fight for social justice 37% 46%

Belong to your local Jewish Community Center, or JCC 32% 39%

If applicable, send your children to Jewish Day School or Hebrew School 18% 26%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve
ATTITUDE STATEMENTS ABOUT BEING JEWISH:

% WHO STRONGLY AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL SYNAGOGUE 
STEVE

I am proud to tell people I am Jewish. 73% 85%

More needs to be done to teach and educate people about the dangers of  
anti-Semitic behavior.

74% 79%

As Jews, we need to be concerned with all hate, not just anti-Semitism. 78% 79%

Important part of our Jewish values is standing up for others, even if they are  
not Jewish.

75% 78%

An important part of being Jewish is standing up for others, because as Jews,  
we know what it’s like to be persecuted.

74% 77%

As Jews, we have a responsibility to help make the world a better place. 74% 74%

As Jews, we have to stand up for ourselves because no one else will. 60% 73%

I worry that the lessons of the Holocaust are being forgotten. 73% 73%

Anti-Semitism hasn’t really affected my life personally. 42% 64%

As Jews, we have to stand up for others so they will stand up for us. 62% 59%

I think there are other groups that face more discrimination in the United States  
and need our support, more than Jews.

49% 57%

Sometimes I think that some Jews can be too quick to label things as anti-Semitic  
when they might not really be.

38% 52%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS ABOUT ISRAEL:
% WHO STRONGLY AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL SYNAGOGUE 

STEVE

As a Jew, I feel a responsibility to support Israel. 54% 69%

I feel a personal connection to Israel. 48% 67%

In general, Israel makes me feel proud to be Jewish. 54% 62%

I often disagree with the actions that Israel takes. 30% 46%

Criticizing Israel is a form of anti-Semitism. 32% 40%

Source: BSG
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Additionally, only about half of Synagogue Steve's say ADL is active in their local community, 
providing an opportunity for local outreach.

How They Feel About ADL
Synagogue Steve is involved with ADL  
because of its work fighting anti-Semitism  
and Jewish causes, but he’s also interested  
in the organization’s general work fighting  
hate speech.

Steve is more familiar with ADL’s work within the 
Jewish community: 69% say ADL is the premier 
organization fighting anti-Semitism in the U.S. 
compared to 54% who say ADL is the premier 
organization fighting hate in the U.S.

However, Steve isn’t looking for an organization 
that only works on Jewish causes: he wants an 
organization that stands up for Jewish people 
(72% say it’s important) — and that part of

ADL’s work is important to him — but only 49% 
want an organization that primarily works on 
Jewish causes.

Steve rates ADL well on the work that it does 
(i.e. standing up for Jewish people, standing 
up for people who need a voice and educating 
communities about standing up to hate), but 
there is room to grow with how ADL performs  
in engaging its donors, particularly around:

1. Showing clear results that demonstrate the 
impact of ADL’s work

2. Providing opportunities to get involved, 
beyond donating

3. Creating a sense of community with donors 

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve

REASONS WHY INVOLVED WITH ADL (OPEN-ENDED) SYNAGOGUE 
STEVE

Fight against anti-Semitism 21%

Too much hate/violence 13%

Support for Jewish issues/causes 12%

I believe in its mission 10%

They do good work 6%

I want to be involved/part of something 6%

Educating the public 6%

Fighting against bigotry 5%

Protecting civil liberties/human rights 5%

Helping other people 3%

Tensions since the election of Trump 3%

Support for Israel 2%

Equality 2%

Standing up for people 2%

Helping the community 2%

Good/trusted organization 1%

They are powerful/influential 1%

Promoting peace/unity 1%

I remember the Holocaust 1%

I follow their actions in the media/social media 1%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve
% “MUCH MORE LIKELY” TO WANT TO GET INVOLVED WITH ADL  

IF THEY KNEW ADL WORKED ON THIS ISSUE
SYNAGOGUE 

STEVE

Combats hate speech 63%

Fights anti-Semitism in the US 52%

Advocates for racial justice 46%

Fights anti-Semitism globally 44%

Stands up for and advocates for Israel 43%

Provides education, training and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal 
with extremism, terrorism and bigotry 

42%

Promotes gender equality 41%

Develops and delivers programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention 40%

Researches, identifies and disrupts acts of terror by extremists or hate groups 40%

Protects free speech 39%

Advocates for criminal justice reform 33%

Advocates for the rights of LGBTQ people 33%

Protects the religious freedom of people of different faiths 31%

Supports the rights of immigrants and refugees 28%

ATTRIBUTES IMPORTANCE
(6+7)

DESCRIBES
ADL WELL

(6+7)

Stands up for the Jewish people 72% 74%

Shows me clear results that demonstrate the impact of the organization’s work 71% 56%

Is an organization that fights for civil rights for all people, regardless of race or religion 71% 61%

Stands up for people who need a voice 69% 68%

Is an organization that fights hate in the United States 67% 54%

Works to educate communities about standing up to hate 66% 65%

Is an organization that fights anti-Semitism in the United States 63% 69%

Works to educate law enforcement about fighting hate 61% 53%

Creates a sense of community with its other donors 58% 51%

Provides opportunities for me to get involved with the organization, other than just making 
a donation

58% 52%

Is active in my local community 52% 48%

Is an organization that primarily works on Jewish causes 49% 63%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve
AWARENESS OF ISSUES ADL WORKS ON SYNAGOGUE 

STEVE

Fighting anti-Semitism in the US 65%

Fighting anti-Semitism globally 61%

Combatting hate speech 61%

Advocating for racial justice 51%

Protecting the religious freedom of people of different faiths 49%

Standing up for and advocating for Israel 47%

Providing education, training and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal 
with extremism, terrorism and bigotry

47%

Researching, identifying and disrupting acts of terror by extremists or hate groups 47%

Protecting free speech 43%

Supporting the rights of immigrants and refugees 32%

Advocating for the rights of LGBTQ people (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer) 32%

Promoting gender equality 31%

Developing and delivering programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention 27%

Advocating for the rights of people with disabilities 26%

Advocating for criminal justice reform 25%

Source: BSG
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Organization Engagement
In addition to being involved with ADL, 
Synagogue Steve is involved with other Jewish 
organizations like the JCC, Federation and AJC.

Steve is a more recent donor to ACLU, AJC, JCC 
and Federation, even more so than ADL.

He prefers communication via mail and e-mail. 
Let him choose how frequently he receives 
communication — many are okay with weekly 
communication but allow those who want 
it less often to opt into that to avoid people 
unsubscribing altogether.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve
LOCAL JCC JEWISH

FEDERATION ACLU AJC JCRC

Have been involved in some way 83% 79% 60% 55% 49%

Donated money to the organization 58% 59% 39% 37% 28%

Attended or organized an event, a rally or  
a march for this organization

31% 33% 12% 9% 10%

Volunteered for the organization 25% 31% 11% 18% 15%

Signed up for the organization’s email list 25% 16% 9% 9% 10%

Posted or shared something online about  
the organization or issue (e.g. on Facebook  
or Twitter)

23% 21% 17% 19% 13%

Followed or ‘liked’ the organization  
on social media

22% 18% 13% 11% 11%

Attended a conference sponsored by  
the organization

14% 27% 12% 7% 10%

Asked or requested that friends, family or 
others in your circles donate to or volunteer 
with the organization

13% 21% 11% 11% 8%

Signed a petition from the organization 9% 15% 14% 13% 9%

Written a letter or email to the editor of a 
newspaper or magazine, or contacted an 
elected official, about an issue that the 
organization works on

8% 10% 13% 9% 5%

None of these 6% 11% 29% 24% 18%

Unfamiliar with organization 11% 10% 11% 21% 33%

Source: BSG
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WHEN THEY LAST DONATED TO…
(AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE

DONATED TO THE ORGANIZATION)
ADL ACLU AJC JCC JEWISH

FEDERATION

In the past year 44% 64% 64% 63% 58%

2-3 years ago 33% 23% 19% 20% 31%

4-5 years ago 12% 5% 7% 6% 2%

6-10 years ago 4% 6% 4% 4% 6%

More than 10 years ago 6% 3% 6% 7% 3%

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Synagogue Steve

PREFERRED METHOD OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS SYNAGOGUE 
STEVE

Mail 60%

Email 57%

In-person 41%

Telephone 32%

On social media 31%

Text 23%

Don't want any communication 1%

PREFERRED FREQUENCY OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS SYNAGOGUE 
STEVE

Weekly or more 41%

Daily 12%

A few times per week 16%

Once per week 13%

Monthly 32%

A few times per month 13%

Monthly 19%

Less often 26%

A few times per year 21%

Annually or less 5%

Don't want any communication 1%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston

Target Type: Primary; ADL Engaged

% of Entire Jewish Universe: 5%

Personification:

Bob and Shelly are empty nesters, active in the 
Jewish community and attend a Conservative 
synagogue. They’re proud to be Jewish and 
stand up for Israel. They’re engaged with ADL 
because it fights all types of hate, and they urge 
their friends and family to get involved in issues 
they care about.

Why They’re A Target
They are currently involved with ADL, mostly by donating (98% are donors), but many are also 
doing other things with ADL:

Bob and Shelly are more recent ADL donors than Synagogue Steve — 2 in 3 have donated in the 
past year, compared to only 44% of the Synagogue Steve segment. But it’s important to continue 
to engage Bob and Shelly to keep them part of the ADL family.

WAYS THEY HAVE GOTTEN INVOLVED IN ADL (PAST OR PRESENT) BOB & SHELLY

Donated money to the organization 93%

Followed or ‘liked’ the organization on social media 16%

Signed a petition from the organization 93%

Volunteered for the organization 13%

Attended or organized an event, a rally or a march for the organization 13%

Attended a conference sponsored by the organization 11%

Posted or shared something online about the organization or an issue (e.g. on Facebook or Twitter) 10%

Signed up for the organization’s email list 10%

Written a letter or email to the editor of a newspaper or magazine, or contacted an elected official, about 
an issue that the organization works on

7%

Asked or requested that friends, family or others in their circles donate to or volunteer with  
the organization

7%

WHEN THEY LAST DONATED TO ADL
(AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE DONATED TO THE ORGANIZATION) BOB & SHELLY

In the past year 67%

2-3 years ago 22%

4-5 years ago 6%

6-10 years ago 3%

More than 10 years ago 3%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From BostonDonor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston
• Continue to make sure Bob and Shelly know 

about your work at the local level. They 
rate ADL well on being active in their local 
community and local involvement is important 
to them so it’s crucial to continue to remind 
them of the organization’s work both locally 
and nationally.

• Jewish values are important to Bob and Shelly 
and they can be used in communication to 
appeal to their Jewish identities. Bob and 
Shelly’s Jewish values are primarily about  
standing up for others, even if they are not 
Jewish, a responsibility to make the world a 
better place and being concerned about all 
hate, not just anti-Semitism.

Communications Guidance:

Lead with the work you’re doing to fight all  
hate, but don’t focus only on that. Bob and 
Shelly still care about the work you’re doing 
about anti-Semitism.
• Give Bob and Shelly more information  

about ADL’s work on:

• Researching, identifying and disrupting acts 
of terror by extremists or hate groups

• Protecting free speech

• Developing and delivering programs on 
bullying and cyberbullying prevention (as 
70% are parents and about one-third of this 
segment have children under 18)

• Supporting the rights of immigrants  
and refugees

These are issues that Bob and Shelly are 
worried about, but have lower levels of 
awareness of ADL’s work in those areas. 
 
 

Source: BSG
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Demographics
Demographically, Bob and Shelly from Boston 
are an even gender split. They are more likely to 
be upper income and college educated. They’re 
a little more likely to be liberal and live on the 
East and West Coasts. Most have experienced 
anti-Semitism in some form.

CATEGORY

TOTAL
(AMONG THE 66% OF JEWS  
WHO QUALIFIED FOR THE 

SURVEY BASED ON  
INTEREST IN ADL ISSUES/ 

CHARITABLE INVOLVEMENT)

BOB AND SHELLY

GENDER Male 47% 48%

Female 53% 52%

AGE 18-34 24% 21%

35-49 25% 21%

50-64 27% 31%

65+ 23% 28%

INCOME < $75K 44% 41%

$75-150K 31% 27%

$150K+ 18% 24%

EDUCATION < College 40% 39%

College + 60% 61%

PARENT Kids under 18 yrs 28% 32%

MARITAL  
STATUS

Married 57% 59%

Not Married 43% 41%

IDEOLOGY Liberal 41% 45%

Moderate 38% 38%

Conservative 21% 17%

ISRAEL Have Visited 32% 45%

ANTI-SEMITISM Experienced 43% 63%

URBAN/
SUBURBAN/
RURAL

City 40% 40%

Suburb 51% 53%

More Rural, Less Developed 9% 6%

REGION New England (CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT) 8% 7%

Mid Atlantic (NJ, NY, PA) 32% 35%

South Atlantic (DE, DC, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV) 17% 14%

North Central — Eastern part (IL, IN, MI, OH, WI) 9% 7%

South Central — Eastern part (AL, KY, MS, TN) 2% 2%

North Central — Western part (IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, 
SD)

3% 3%

South Central — Western part (AR, LA, OK, TX) 5% 3%

Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, UT, WY) 9% 6%

Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, WA) 15% 2%

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston

Source: BSG
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Key Attitudes & Values
Bob and Shelly are very community-oriented. 
They believe in standing up for others and in 
making their community a better place.  
They’re also vocal in promoting the causes  
they care about.

Fighting hate is undoubtedly a priority for 
Bob and Shelly, particularly in light of Trump’s 
election. They believe both hate and anti-
Semitism are increasing in the U.S. and there’s 
not enough being done to address either issue. 
They are very worried about hate against all 
groups.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston
ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:

% WHO SAY IT DESCRIBES ME WELL (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL SYNAGOGUE 
STEVE

An important part of who I am is standing up for others, even if they are not like me. 59% 78%

It's important to me to be personally involved in making my community a better place. 51% 73%

I'm always "in the know” about what's going on in the world. 50% 62%

If an issue is important to me, I tend to become a ‘promoter’ of it to my friends, family, 
coworkers or other people in my life.

47% 59%

Sometimes it’s difficult for me to understand the experiences of people who come  
from different backgrounds and upbringings than my own.

26% 32%

I try not to share my opinions in the open about polarizing topics such as politics,  
religion or social issues.

35% 32%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:
% WHO AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL SYNAGOGUE 

STEVE

If hate exists in the United States, it hurts all of us, even if it doesn't affect me personally. 79% 91%

When it comes to equality in the United States, we still have a lot of work to do. 75% 85%

Immigrants make America a better place. 62% 83%

A threat to justice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. 70% 81%

There is a renewed degree of urgency to fight hate in America due to the results of the 
2016 presidential election.

66% 81%

People today are too worried about being politically correct. 51% 54%

I tend not to trust what I read in the mainstream media. 40% 39%

In general, police officers treat everyone the same, regardless of race. 32% 23%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston
TOO MUCH, NOT ENOUGH OR THE RIGHT 

AMOUNT BEING DONE TO ADDRESS… HATE IN AMERICA TODAY ANTI-SEMITISM IN AMERICA TODAY

Not enough 82% 81%

The right amount 15% 18%

Too much 3% 1%

AMT OF HATE IN THE US IS… ANTI-SEMITISM IN THE US IS…

Increasing 89% 81%

Staying about the same 9% 15%

Decreasing 2% 3%

% VERY WORRIED ABOUT… TOTAL BOB AND SHELLY

Hate against Jews in our country 52% 73%

Hate against African Americans in our country 43% 67%

Hate against Muslims in our country 49% 66%

Hate against immigrants in our country 48% 65%

Gender inequality in our country 36% 57%

Hate against Hispanics in our country 36% 56%

Hate against LGBTQ people in our country 43% 55%

Source: BSG
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Jewish Identity: Attitudes  
& Affiliation
Bob and Shelly have a strong Jewish identity, 
but they express their Judaism a little differently 
than Synagogue Steve. They express their 
Judaism by donating to Jewish causes, fighting 
for social justice and belonging to the JCC, 
rather than through traditional organized religion 
like belonging to a synagogue or going to High 
Holy Day services. However, many Bob and 
Shellys are participating in these traditional 
Jewish practices but just at lower levels than 
Synagogue Steve.

In terms of views of Israel, Bob and Shelly are 
generally in line with Synagogue Steve — they 
feel a responsibility to support Israel, feel a 
personal connection to Israel and it makes them 
proud to be Jewish. Israel’s political stances are 
not particularly controversial for Bob and Shelly: 
about 1/3 (36%) say they often disagree with the 
actions Israel takes.

For Bob and Shelly, part of being Jewish is 
about standing up for others even if they are 
not Jewish. They are very focused on all hate, 
including anti-Semitism. 

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston
INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS YOU AGREE WITH MOST: TOTAL SYNAGOGUE 

STEVE

Being Jewish is central to how I define myself. 39% 56%

Being Jewish is part of who I am, but it is not central to my identity. 49% 40%

Being Jewish is not really part of who I am. 12% 4%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS ABOUT BEING JEWISH:
% WHO STRONGLY AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL BOB AND SHELLY

An important part of our Jewish values is standing up for others, even if they are  
not Jewish.

75% 94%

As Jews, we need to be concerned with all hate, not just anti-Semitism. 78% 92%

As Jews, we have a responsibility to help make the world a better place. 74% 89%

I am proud to tell people I am Jewish. 73% 88%

More needs to be done to teach and educate people about the dangers of  
anti-Semitic behavior.

74% 88%

I worry that the lessons of the Holocaust are being forgotten. 73% 88%

An important part of being Jewish is standing up for others, because as Jews,  
we know what it’s like to be persecuted.

74% 86%

As Jews, we have to stand up for ourselves because no one else will. 60% 78%

As Jews, we have to stand up for others so they will stand up for us 62% 76%

I think there are other groups that face more discrimination in the United States  
and need our support, more than Jews.

49% 55%

Sometimes I think that some Jews can be too quick to label things as anti-Semitic when 
they might not really be.

38% 39%

Anti-Semitism hasn’t really affected my life personally. 42% 15%

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES HOW YOU PRACTICE JUDAISM? TOTAL BOB AND SHELLY

Reform 25% 28%

Just Jewish 29% 28%

Conservative 23% 19%

Orthodox 10% 16%

Reconstructionist 2% 5%

Source: BSG
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PLEASE INDICATE WHICH JEWISH-RELATED ACTIVITIES YOU ENGAGE IN. TOTAL SYNAGOGUE
STEVE BOB AND SHELLY

Eat traditional Jewish foods 59% 72% 71%

Have Jewish friends 66% 77% 69%

Donate your time or money to Jewish causes or organizations 42% 67% 67%

Fight for social justice 37% 46% 61%

Attend services on high holidays or other times of the year 44% 76% 60%

Read Jewish literature or books about Jewish culture or history 40% 56% 60%

Host or attend a Seder on Passover 53% 65% 59%

Engage in activities, either in person or online, that commemorate the Holocaust or honor 
Holocaust survivors

36% 54% 55%

Read about current events in Jewish or Israeli news media 41% 60% 54%

Follow Jewish religious customs such as keeping kosher, observing Shabbat, fasting  
on Yom Kippur, displaying a mezuzah, wearing a yarmulke or kippah or having a bar  
or bat mitzvah

38% 52% 54%

Attend Jewish cultural events, such as Jewish film festivals, Jewish plays 
or Klezmer concerts

32% 50% 50%

Belong to a synagogue 32% 57% 47%

Belong to your local Jewish Community Center, or JCC 23% 39% 46%

Have traveled to Israel 32% 51% 45%

If applicable, had a rabbi officiate your wedding 36% 49% 45%

Have used J-Date or other Jewish online dating websites 15% 17% 31%

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS ABOUT ISRAEL:
% WHO STRONGLY AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL SYNAGOGUE

STEVE BOB AND SHELLY

In general, Israel makes me feel proud to be Jewish. 54% 62% 69%

As a Jew, I feel a responsibility to support Israel. 54% 69% 68%

I feel a personal connection to Israel. 48% 67% 62%

Criticizing Israel is a form of anti-Semitism. 32% 40% 37%

I often disagree with the actions that Israel takes. 30% 46% 36%

Sometimes Israel makes me feel embarrassed to be Jewish. 25% 30% 27%

I have a hard time defending Israel to my friends. 23% 28% 25%

Source: BSG
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How They Feel About ADL
Overall, Bob and Shelly have very positive views 
of ADL and rate the organization higher on most 
attributes than Synagogue Steve.

Bob and Shelly are familiar with ADL’s work both 
within and outside of the Jewish community.

They are primarily involved with ADL because 
of its work fighting all hate, but their Jewish 
identity means that ADL’s work fighting anti-
Semitism is still important to them.

Bob and Shelly are particularly interested in 
ADL’s work on:

1. Researching, identifying and disrupting acts 
of terror by extremists or hate groups

2. Combating hate speech

3. Protecting free speech

4. Developing and delivering programs on 
bullying and cyberbullying prevention

But they’re not as familiar with ADL’s work on #1, 
#3 and #4 mentioned above.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston
REASONS WHY INVOLVED WITH ADL  

(OPEN-ENDED) BOB AND SHELLY

Too much hate/violence 21%

Fight against anti-Semitism 18%

They do good work 10%

Standing up for people 10%

I believe in its mission 9%

Support for Jewish issues/causes 5%

Helping other people 5%

Fighting against bigotry 5%

I'm not currently involved 5%

I want to be involved/part of something 4%

I donate money often 4%

Equality 4%

Fight against discrimination 4%

Good/trusted organization 4%

Tensions since the election of Trump 4%

% “MUCH MORE LIKELY” TO WANT TO GET INVOLVED WITH ADL  
IF THEY KNEW ADL WORKED ON THIS ISSUE BOB AND SHELLY

Researches, identifies and disrupts acts of terror by extremists or hate groups 65%

Combats hate speech 63%

Protects free speech 63%

Develops and delivers programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention 62%

Supports the rights of immigrants and refugees 61%

Promotes gender equality 59%

Advocates for racial justice 52%

Protects the religious freedom of people of different faiths 52%

Fights anti-Semitism globally 51%

Advocates for criminal justice reform 50%

Fights anti-Semitism in the US 45%

Providing education, training, and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal 
with extremism, terrorism and bigotry

44%

Advocates for the rights of LGBTQ people 37%

Stands up for and advocates for Israel 28%Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston
AWARENESS OF ISSUES ADL WORKS ON BOB AND SHELLY

Fighting anti-Semitism in the US  70%

Combatting hate speech  67%

Fighting anti-Semitism globally  64%

Protecting the religious freedom of people of different faiths  59%

Advocating for racial justice  57%

Supporting the rights of immigrants and refugees 52%

Providing education, training and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal 
with extremism, terrorism and bigotry

49%

Standing up for and advocating for Israel  45%

Advocating for the rights of LGBTQ people  44%

Researching, identifying and disrupting acts of terror by extremists or hate groups  43%

Protecting free speech  43%

Advocating for the rights of people with disabilities  35%

Promoting gender equality 34%

Advocating for criminal justice reform 32%

Developing and delivering programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention 30%

ATTRIBUTES IMPORTANCE
(6+7)

DESCRIBES
ADL WELL

(6+7)

Stands up for people who need a voice 90% 82%

Is an organization that fights for civil rights for all people, regardless of race or religion 87% 78%

Works to educate communities about standing up to hate 87% 78%

Is an organization that fights hate in the United States 84% 77%

Is an organization that fights anti-Semitism in the United States 81% 85%

Shows me clear results that demonstrate the impact of the organization’s work 80% 75%

Works to educate law enforcement about fighting hate 72% 69%

Stands up for the Jewish people 71% 85%

Is active in my local community 70% 54%

Creates a sense of community with its other donors 69% 57%

Provides opportunities for me to get involved with the organization, other than just making 
a donation

66% 60%

Is an organization that primarily works on Jewish causes 39% 64%

Source: BSG
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Organization Engagement
In addition to being involved with ADL, Bob and 
Shelly are involved with the JCC, the Jewish 
Federation and the ACLU.

Bob and Shelly are more recent donors to  
the JCC, Federation ACLU, even more so than  
to ADL.

They prefer communication via mail and e-mail 
and prefer frequent communication.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston
LOCAL JCC JEWISH

FEDERATION ACLU AJC JCRC

Have been involved in some way 82% 71% 74% 57% 47%

Donated money to the organization 64% 54% 52% 39% 31%

Volunteered for the organization 32% 23% 14% 14% 11%

Signed up for the organization’s email list 20% 12% 12% 8% 6%

Attended or organized an event, a rally or  
a march for the organization

19% 17% 13% 10% 7%

Posted or shared something online about  
the organization or issue (e.g. on Facebook  
or Twitter)

18% 13% 17% 8% 13%

Followed or ‘liked’ the organization  
on social media

18% 11% 8% 8% 7%

Signed a petition from the organization 14% 7% 18% 5% 5%

Attended a conference sponsored by  
the organization

13% 9% 9% 11% 9%

Asked or requested that friends, family or 
others in their circles donate to or volunteer 
with the organization

11% 8% 9% 7% 3%

Written a letter or email to the editor of a 
newspaper or magazine, or contacted an 
elected official, about an issue that the 
organization works on

5% 5% 6% 7% 2%

None of these 15% 18% 23% 25% 16%

Unfamiliar with organization 3% 11% 3% 18% 37%

WHEN THEY LAST DONATED TO…
(AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE

DONATED TO THE ORGANIZATION)
ADL ACLU AJC JCC JEWISH

FEDERATION

In the past year 67% 73% 74% 72% 62%

2-3 years ago 22% 21% 18% 21% 36%

4-5 years ago 6% 4% 6% 2% 1%

6-10 years ago 3% 2% 1% 1% 1%

More than 10 years ago 3% 0% 2% 4% 0%

Source: BSG
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PREFERRED METHOD OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS BOB AND SHELLY

Email 72%

Mail 53%

In-person 36%

On social media 33%

Telephone 29%

Text 16%

Don't want any communication 2%

PREFERRED FREQUENCY OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS BOB AND SHELLY

Weekly or more 42%

Daily 14%

A few times per week 16%

Once per week 12%

Monthly 34%

A few times per month 17%

Monthly 17%

Less often 23%

A few times per year 15%

Annually or less 6%

Don't want any communication 2%

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Bob And Shelly From Boston

Source: BSG
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Target Type: Primary

% of Entire Jewish Universe: 13%

Personification:

Judy and her husband Alan live in a suburb of 
Charlotte, North Carolina, where they belong to 
a Conservative synagogue and are active at the 
JCC. Judy donates to Jewish Family Services 
and JNF. She’s not currently engaged with ADL 
but wants to hear more about how it fights anti-
Semitism and stands up for Israel.

Why She’s A Target
Judy is not currently involved with ADL, 
but she cares about the issues that ADL 
works on, particularly those involving the 
Jewish community. She has a strong Jewish 
identity, already engages with other Jewish 
organizations and she’s looking for an 
organization that stands up for the Jewish 
people and fights anti-Semitism, but she’s just 
not familiar enough with ADL to know it works 
on these issues. As a result, the challenge 
with Judy is primarily around awareness. Once 
Judy learns more about what ADL does, she 
expresses a high level of likelihood  
to get involved.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J
Communications Guidance:

• When reaching out to Judy, lead with the work you’re doing to 
fight anti-Semitism and anything related to Israel.

• While this should be the way to bring Judy into ADL's family, 
don’t focus on Jewish issues exclusively. Judy still cares 
about ADL’s work on other issues like combatting hate 
speech and standing up for people who need a voice.

• Lean into Jewish values as a way to position ADL’s work — ADL 
does what it does because as Jews we have a responsibility to 
make the world a better place and a responsibility to stand up 
for others even if they’re not Jewish.

• Using words like tzedakah and tikkun olam will resonate with 
Judy.

• Judy is looking for examples of impact, so use communication 
to showcase specific success metrics such as number of hate 
incidents identified, anti-Semitism prevention efforts, etc.

• Above all else, Judy expresses her support for organizations 
by donating. She may volunteer or sign a petition, so it’s 
important to offer these options to her, but don’t expect her to 
engage as much as Activist Anita. Many Judys will be happy 
writing a check once a year and that’s it.

• Look for Judy in traditional Jewish settings — synagogues, 
Federation events, JCCs, etc.

Source: BSG
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Demographics
Demographically, Judy tends to be a woman, 
more college educated and higher income than 
the average person in the Jewish universe. Judy 
tends to be more conservative, and she is more 
likely to have visited Israel. Judy also lives in the 
suburbs and in the South more than the rest of 
the Jewish universe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J

CATEGORY

TOTAL
(AMONG THE 66% OF JEWS  
WHO QUALIFIED FOR THE 

SURVEY BASED ON  
INTEREST IN ADL ISSUES/ 

CHARITABLE INVOLVEMENT)

JUDY FROM THE J

GENDER Male 47% 35%

Female 53% 65%

AGE 18-34 24% 11%

35-49 25% 18%

50-64 27% 37%

65+ 23% 34%

INCOME < $75K 44% 43%

$75-150K 31% 30%

$150K+ 18% 18%

EDUCATION < College 40% 35%

College + 60% 65%

PARENT Kids under 18 years 28% 23%

MARITAL  
STATUS

Married 57% 64%

Not Married 43% 36%

IDEOLOGY Liberal 41% 26%

Moderate 38% 43%

Conservative 21% 31%

ISRAEL Have Visited 32% 42%

ANTI-SEMITISM Experienced 43% 43%

URBAN/
SUBURBAN/
RURAL

City 40% 24%

Suburb 51% 69%

More Rural, Less Developed 9% 7%

REGION New England (CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT) 8% 6%

Mid Atlantic (NJ, NY, PA) 32% 32%

South Atlantic (DE, DC, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV) 17% 25%

North Central – Eastern part (IL, IN, MI, OH, WI) 9% 7%

South Central – Eastern part (AL, KY, MS, TN) 2% 1%

North Central – Western part (IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, 
SD)

3% 3%

South Central – Western part (AR, LA, OK, TX) 5% 4%

Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, UT, WY) 9% 8%

Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, WA) 15% 13%

Source: BSG
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Key Attitudes & Values
Judy thinks it’s important to stand up for others, 
even if they are not like her, and she does what 
she can to make her community a better place.

Fighting hate is a priority for Judy, and she 
believes there’s a lot of work left to be done to 
achieve equality in America. She believes both 
hate and anti-Semitism are increasing in the U.S. 
and there’s not enough being done to address 
either issue.

Above all else though, she is worried about  
hate against Jews, more so than hate against 
other groups. 

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J
ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:

% WHO SAY IT DESCRIBES ME WELL (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL JUDY FROM THE J

An important part of who I am is standing up for others, even if they are not like me. 59% 54%

It’s important to me to be personally involved in making my community a better place. 51% 48%

I’m always "in the know" about what’s going on in the world. 50% 46%

If an issue is important to me, I tend to become a ‘promoter’ of it to my friends, family, 
coworkers or other people in my life.

47% 44%

I try not to share my opinions in the open about polarizing topics such as politics, religion
or social issues.

35% 27%

Sometimes it’s difficult for me to understand the experiences of people who come from
different backgrounds and upbringings than my own.

26% 16%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:
% WHO AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL JUDY FROM THE J

If hate exists in the United States, it hurts all of us, even if it doesn’t affect me personally. 79% 87%

When it comes to equality in the United States, we still have a lot of work to do. 75% 76%

A threat to justice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. 70% 72%

There is a renewed degree of urgency to fight hate in America due to the results of the 
2016 presidential election.

66% 63%

People today are too worried about being politically correct. 51% 58%

Immigrants make America a better place. 62% 52%

I tend not to trust what I read in the main stream media. 40% 44%

In general, police officers treat everyone the same, regardless of race 32% 27%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J
TOO MUCH, NOT ENOUGH OR THE RIGHT 

AMOUNT BEING DONE TO ADDRESS… HATE IN AMERICA TODAY ANTI-SEMITISM IN AMERICA TODAY

Not enough 84% 89%

The right amount 10% 10%

Too much 6% 0%

AMOUNT OF HATE IN THE US 
IS… ANTI-SEMITISM IN THE US IS…

Increasing 82% 73%

Staying about the same 14% 23%

Decreasing 3% 4%

% VERY WORRIED ABOUT… TOTAL JUDY FROM THE J

Hate against Jews in our country 52% 66%

Hate against Muslims in our country 49% 34%

Hate against immigrants in our country 48% 34%

Hate against LGBTQ people in our country 43% 34%

Hate against African Americans in our country 43% 33%

Gender inequality in our country 36% 28%

Hate against Hispanics in our country 36% 25%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J
Jewish Identity: Attitudes  
& Affiliation
Judy’s Jewish identity is very strong. Being 
Jewish is central to who she is, and she’s  
proud to tell others that she’s Jewish. She 
believes strongly that Jews need to stand up  
for themselves because no one else will and  
that Jews have a responsibility to make the 
world a better place.

Judy is more likely to identify as Conservative 
or Reform, and she’s more engaged with the 
Jewish community than other Jews in our 
survey — especially in terms of contributing to 
Jewish causes and following Jewish customs 
(e.g. attending Seders, going to services on the 
High Holy Days).

Judy is deeply supportive of Israel. She 
feels personally connected to Israel and a 
responsibility to support it. What makes Judy 
particularly unique is that she rarely disagrees 
with the actions Israel takes — more so than any 
other target.

INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS YOU AGREE WITH MOST: TOTAL JUDY FROM THE J

Being Jewish is central to how I define myself. 39% 48%

Being Jewish is part of who I am, but it is not central to my identity. 49% 44%

Being Jewish is not really part of who I am. 12% 7%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS ABOUT BEING JEWISH:
% WHO STRONGLY AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL JUDY FROM THE J

As Jews, we have a responsibility to help make the world a better place. 75% 89%

I am proud to tell people I am Jewish. 78% 89%

More needs to be done to teach and educate people about the dangers of  
anti-Semitic behavior.

74% 89%

I worry that the lessons of the Holocaust are being forgotten. 73% 88%

An important part of being Jewish is standing up for others, because as Jews, we know 
what it's like to be persecuted.

74% 87%

As Jews, we need to be concerned with all hate, not just anti-Semitism. 73% 86%

An important part of our Jewish values is standing up for others, even if they are  
not Jewish.

74% 84%

As Jews, we have to stand up for ourselves because no one else will. 60% 80%

As Jews, we have to stand up for others so they will stand up for us. 62% 71%

I think there are other groups that face more discrimination in the United States  
and need our support, more than Jews.

49% 32%

Anti-Semitism hasn't really affected my life personally. 38% 31%

Sometimes I think that some Jews can be too quick to label things as anti-Semitic when 
they might not really be.

42% 21%

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES HOW YOU PRACTICE JUDAISM? TOTAL JUDY FROM THE J

Conservative  23% 34%

Reform 25% 27%

Just Jewish 29% 25%

Orthodox 10% 7%

Reconstructionist 2% 1%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J
PLEASE INDICATE WHICH JEWISH-RELATED ACTIVITIES YOU ENGAGE IN. TOTAL JUDY FROM THE J

Have Jewish friends 66% 86%

Eat traditional Jewish foods 59% 74%

Host or attend a Seder on Passover 53% 67%

Read about current events in Jewish or Israeli news media 41% 63%

Donate your time or money to Jewish causes or organizations 42% 60%

Read Jewish literature or books about Jewish culture or history 40% 58%

Follow Jewish religious customs such as keeping kosher, observing Shabbat, fasting  
on Yom Kippur, displaying a mezuzah, wearing a yarmulke or kippah or having a bar  
or bat mitzvah

38% 57%

Attend services on high holidays or other times of the year 44% 54%

If applicable, had a rabbi officiate your wedding 36% 51%

Engage in activities, either in person or online, that commemorate the Holocaust  
or honor Holocaust survivors.

32% 45%

Attend Jewish cultural events, such as Jewish film festivals, Jewish plays  
or Klezmer concerts

32% 45%

Belong to a synagogue 32% 42%

Have traveled to Israel 32% 42%

Fight for social justice 37% 30%

If applicable, send your children to Jewish Day School or Hebrew School 18% 28%

Belong to your local Jewish Community Center, or JCC 23% 21%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS ABOUT ISRAEL:
% WHO STRONGLY AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL JUDY FROM THE J

In general, Israel makes me feel proud to be Jewish 54% 69%

As a Jew, I feel a responsibility to support Israel 54% 68%

I feel a personal connection to Israel 48% 62%

Criticizing Israel is a form of anti-Semitism 32% 37%

I often disagree with the actions that Israel takes 30% 36%

Sometimes Israel makes me feel embarrassed to be Jewish 25% 27%

I have a hard time defending Israel to my friends 23% 25%

Source: BSG
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How She Feels About ADL
Judy has heard of ADL (77% familiar), but she 
doesn’t have a lot of information about the 
specific issues the organization works on.

If Judy knew ADL works on issues relating to 
Israel and fighting anti-Semitism, a significant 
portion of the segment says they would be 
much more likely to engage with ADL. But the 
challenge is awareness. Only a little more than 
half know ADL works on fighting anti-Semitism 
(58%), and only a third (37%) know ADL stands 
up and advocates for Israel.

Further, while Jewish issues are Judy’s priority 
(standing up for the Jewish people and fighting 
anti-Semitism), she is still looking for an 
organization that fights hate generally — but  
has much less awareness of ADL’s work on  
that front.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J
REASONS WHY NOT INVOLVED WITH ADL  

(OPEN-ENDED) JUDY FROM THE J

I don't feel a personal connection to the organization 24%

I don't know enough about the organization 21%

I am not aware of a way that I can get involved outside of donating 21%

I don't think the organization is effective 11%

I don't agree with the organization's political stances 7%

I don't agree with the organization's mission 6%

There are other organizations that do a better job or are more meaningful to me 6%

They don't focus on issues that matter to me 5%

This organization is not current or relevant enough for me 5%

% “MUCH MORE LIKELY” TO WANT TO GET INVOLVED WITH ADL  
IF THEY KNEW ADL WORKED ON THIS ISSUE JUDY FROM THE J

Stands up for and advocates for Israel 60%

Fights anti-Semitism globally 55%

Researches, identifies and disrupts acts of terror by extremists or hate groups 53%

Fights anti-Semitism in the US 50%

Combats hate speech 42%

Protects free speech 40%

Advocates for racial justice 40%

Develops and delivers programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention 38%

Supports the rights of immigrants and refugees 34%

Providing education, training and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal 
with extremism, terrorism and bigotry

34%

Protects the religious freedom of people of different faiths 33%

Promotes gender equality 24%

Advocates for criminal justice reform 24%

Advocates for the rights of LGBTQ people 14%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J

AWARENESS OF ISSUES ADL WORKS ON JUDY FROM THE J

Fighting anti-Semitism in the US 58%

Combatting hate speech 57%

Fighting anti-Semitism globally 54%

Advocating for racial justice 39%

Protecting the religious freedom of people of different faiths 38%

Standing up for and advocating for Israel 37%

Protecting free speech 36%

Researching, identifying and disrupting acts of terror by extremists or hate groups 34%

Providing education, training, and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal with extremism, 
terrorism and bigotr

33%

Advocating for the rights of LGBTQ people (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer) 25%

Supporting the rights of immigrants and refugees 24%

Promoting gender equality 23%

Developing and delivering programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention 21%

Advocating for the rights of people with disabilities 19%

Advocating for criminal justice reform 18%

ORGANIZATION ATTRIBUTES IMPORTANCE
(6+7)

DESCRIBES
ADL WELL

(6+7)

Stands up for the Jewish people 82% 59%

Is an organization that fights anti-Semitism in the United States 78% 47%

Stands up for people who need a voice 77% 53%

Shows me clear results that demonstrate the impact of the organization’s work 76% n/a

Is an organization that fights hate in the United States 73% 37%

Works to educate communities about standing up to hate 71% 49%

Is an organization that fights for civil rights for all people, regardless of race or religion 69% 43%

Works to educate law enforcement about fighting hate 62% 35%

Creates a sense of community with its other donors 57% n/a

Is active in my local community 56% 24%

Provides opportunities for me to get involved with the organization, other than just making a donation 50% 27%

Is an organization that primarily works on Jewish causes 46% 40%

Source: BSG
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Organization Engagement

Judy is primarily involved with other Jewish 
organizations like the JCC, the Jewish 
Federation and AIPAC.

Judy is a recent donor to the JCC.

She prefers communication primarily via 
e-mail but doesn’t want to be bombarded with 
notifications. Let Judy choose how frequently 
she receives communication, because many 
only want to receive it monthly or less.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J
ORGANIZATION INVOLVEMENT ADL JCC JEWISH

FEDERATION AIPAC AJC JCRC ACLU

Involved in Some Way 24% 69% 67% 28% 40% 18% 49%

Signed a petition from the organization 11% 6% 7% 4% 4% 3% 9%

Followed or 'liked' the organization on  
social media

9% 12% 9% 8% 5% 4% 8%

Posted or shared something online about  
the organization or issue (e.g. on Facebook  
or Twitter)

6% 8% 6% 4% 4% 4% 6%

Attended a conference sponsored by this 
organization

3% 8% 6% 1% 2% 2% 2%

Volunteered for the organization 2% 15% 8% 1% 1% 3% 2%

Attended or organized an event, a rally or a 
march for the organization

2% 19% 8% 1% 2% 1% 3%

Signed up for the organization's email list 2% 14% 10% 3% 5% 3% 5%

Written a letter or email to the editor of a 
newspaper or magazine, or contacted an 
elected official, about an issue that the 
organization works on

1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 3%

Asked or requested that friends, family or 
others in your circles donate to or volunteer 
with the organization

1% 5% 4% 0% 2% 2% 2%

Donated money to the organization 0% 35% 39% 3% 10% 4% 8%

None of these 54% 26% 24% 66% 33% 20% 28%

Unfamiliar with organization 22% 5% 9% 6% 27% 62% 23%

WHEN THEY LAST DONATED TO…
(AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE DONATED TO THE ORGANIZATION) JCC

In the past year 51%

2-3 years ago 17%

4-5 years ago 10%

6-10 years ago 10%

More than 10 years ago 12%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J
PREFERRED METHOD OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS JUDY FROM THE J

Email 58%

Mail 42%

In-person 30%

On social media 23%

Telephone 14%

Text 7%

Don't want any communication 4%

PREFERRED FREQUENCY OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS JUDY FROM THE J

Weekly or more 14%

Daily 2%

A few times per week 6%

Once per week 6%

Monthly 40%

A few times per month 17%

Monthly 23%

Less often 45%

A few times per year 29%

Annually or less 8%

Don't want any communication 8%

Source: BSG
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WAYS THEY’VE BEEN INVOLVED IN AN ORGANIZATION IN THE PAST 2 YEARS TOTAL JUDY FROM THE J

Donated money to a non-profit or a charity 74% 85%

Volunteered for a non-profit or a charity 46% 44%

Signed a petition from a non-profit or a charity 45% 49%

Followed or 'liked' a non-profit or a charity on social media 42% 42%

Posted or shared something online about a non-profit, a charity or issue  
(e.g. on Facebook or Twitter)

41% 39%

Signed up for a non-profit's or a charity's email list 41% 36%

Asked or requested that friends, family or others in your circles donate to or volunteer 
with a non-profit or a charity

38% 34%

Attended or organized an event, a rally or a march for a non-profit or a charity 33% 24%

Written a letter or email to the editor of a newspaper or magazine, or contacted an 
elected official, about an issue that a non-profit or a charity works on

26% 18%

Attended a conference sponsored by a non-profit or a charity 22% 17%

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Judy From The J

Source: BSG
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Target Type: Primary

% of Entire Jewish Universe: 11%

Personification:

Anita grew up in New York and now lives in 
San Francisco where she works as a nonprofit 
professional. She supports Emily’s List, Human 
Rights Campaign and Planned Parenthood.

Anita is proud to be Jewish, but she’s secular. 
Anita needs to know more about how ADL 
stands up for racial and gender equality, LGBTQ 
rights and immigrants’ rights.

Why She’s A Target
Activist Anita is not currently involved with ADL, 
but she cares strongly about the issues that ADL 
works on. She is concerned that hate against 
many groups — including Jews — is increasing in 
America. While Anita is proud to be Jewish, she 
is focused on hate beyond just anti-Semitism. 
Anita is familiar with ADL generally, but largely 
thinks of ADL’s work as being focused mostly  
on Jewish issues. Once Anita learns more  
about ADL, particularly their work fighting all 
types of hate, she expresses a high likelihood 
to get involved.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Activist Anita Applebaum
Communications Guidance:

• Focus communication on the work ADL is doing to fight 
hate generally, particularly ADL’s work on religious freedom, 
combatting hate speech, fighting for racial justice and for the 
rights of immigrants and refugees.

• Make sure Anita knows that ADL fights hate against all 
types of people and groups and is not an organization solely 
focused on Jews and Israel.

• Don’t talk about ADL’s Israel work with Anita — she doesn’t 
care about Israel and it’s not going to motivate her to get 
involved with the organization.

• Make sure to provide opportunities for Anita to get involved, 
beyond just donating, and especially related to volunteering. 
Anita is especially inclined to volunteer her time to causes.

• Include target communication that tells Anita about  
the work ADL is doing in her local community, not just  
ADL’s national work, so she feels that ADL is a local, 
grassroots organization.

• She prefers communication via mail and email. Anita prefers 
less frequent communication — a plurality of the segment 
want to be contacted less than monthly, so communications 
with Anita should be carefully targeted.

Source: BSG
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Demographics
Demographically, Anita tends to be older, female 
and liberal. She’s also more likely to live on the 
East or West Coast. Anita is also more likely 
to feel like she has personally experienced 
anti-Semitism and is slightly less likely to 
have visited Israel than the American Jewish 
population as a whole. 
 
 
 
 
 

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Activist Anita Applebaum

CATEGORY

TOTAL
(AMONG THE 66% OF JEWS  
WHO QUALIFIED FOR THE 

SURVEY BASED ON  
INTEREST IN ADL ISSUES/ 

CHARITABLE INVOLVEMENT)

ACTIVIST ANITA

GENDER Male 47% 35%

Female 53% 64%

AGE 18-34 24% 20%

35-49 25% 16%

50-64 27% 36%

65+ 23% 28%

INCOME < $75K 44% 46%

$75-150K 31% 34%

$150K+ 18% 13%

EDUCATION < College 40% 38%

College + 60% 62%

PARENT Kids under 18 years 28% 9%

MARITAL  
STATUS

Married 57% 46%

Not Married 43% 54%

IDEOLOGY Liberal 41% 73%

Moderate 38% 24%

Conservative 21% 3%

ISRAEL Have Visited 32% 27%

ANTI-SEMITISM Experienced 43% 59%

URBAN/
SUBURBAN/
RURAL

City 40% 41%

Suburb 51% 50%

More Rural, Less Developed 9% 9%

REGION New England (CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT) 8% 10%

Mid Atlantic (NJ, NY, PA) 32% 34%

South Atlantic (DE, DC, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV) 17% 14%

North Central – Eastern part (IL, IN, MI, OH, WI) 9% 7%

South Central – Eastern part (AL, KY, MS, TN) 2% 1%

North Central – Western part (IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, 
SD)

3% 3%

South Central – Western part (AR, LA, OK, TX) 5% 4%

Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, UT, WY) 9% 7%

Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, WA) 15% 20%

Source: BSG
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Key Attitudes & Values
Anita considers standing up for others as a very 
important part of who she is and cares about 
personally working to make her community a 
better place.

Fighting hate is a huge priority for Anita, 
especially in light of the 2016 presidential 
election. She believes America has a lot of 
work to do when it comes to fighting hate, 
and she greatly values immigrants and their 
contributions to the United States.

Almost the entire Anita segment uniformly 
believes that hate in America is increasing and 
that we’re not doing enough about it. She’s also 
concerned about anti-Semitism on a large  
scale but not as much as she is concerned 
about all hate.

Anita is worried about hate against specific 
groups, including immigrants, Muslims, LGBTQ 
citizens and Jews. She believes that that 
amount of hate and anti-Semitism specifically 
is on the rise in America and that not enough is 
being done to combat hate.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Activist Anita Applebaum
ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:

% WHO SAY IT DESCRIBES ME WELL (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL ACTIVIST ANITA

An important part of who I am is standing up for others, even if they are not like me. 59% 67%

It's important to me to be personally involved in making my community a better place. 51% 51%

I'm always “in the know" about what's going on in the world. 50% 49%

If an issue is important to me, I tend to become a ‘promoter’ of it to my friends, family, 
coworkers or other people in my life.

47% 44%

I try not to share my opinions in the open about polarizing topics such as politics, religion
or social issues.

35% 18%

Sometimes it’s difficult for me to understand the experiences of people who come from
different backgrounds and upbringings than my own.

26% 7%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:
% WHO AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL ACTIVIST ANITA

If hate exists in the United States, it hurts all of us, even if it doesn’t affect me personally. 79% 94%

When it comes to equality in the United States, we still have a lot of work to do. 75% 91%

There is a renewed degree of urgency to fight hate in America due to the results of the 
2016 presidential election.

66% 89%

A threat to justice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. 70% 84%

Immigrants make America a better place. 62% 84%

Even if I don't like it, hate speech is protected by the First Amendment of the  
United States Constitution.

57% 52%

People today are too worried about being politically correct. 51% 22%

I tend not to trust what I read in the mainstream media. 40% 14%

In general, police officers treat everyone the same, regardless of race. 32% 8%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Activist Anita Applebaum
TOO MUCH, NOT ENOUGH OR THE RIGHT 

AMOUNT BEING DONE TO ADDRESS… HATE IN AMERICA TODAY ANTI-SEMITISM IN AMERICA TODAY

Not enough 97% 88%

The right amount 2% 12%

Too much 1% 1%

AMT OF HATE IN THE US IS… ANTI-SEMITISM IN THE US IS…

Increasing 96% 77%

Staying about the same 3% 22%

Decreasing 1% 1%

% VERY WORRIED ABOUT… TOTAL ACTIVIST ANITA

Hate against immigrants in our country 48% 80%

Hate against Muslims in our country 49% 76%

Hate against LGBTQ citizens in our country 43% 68%

Hate against Jews in our country 52% 66%

Hate against African-Americans in our country 43% 66%

Gender inequality in our country 36% 55%

Hate against Hispanics in our country 36% 50%

Source: BSG
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Jewish Identity: Attitudes  
& Affiliation
Anita is proud to be Jewish, but she does not 
consider being Jewish a central part of her 
identity. She’s most likely to identify as either a 
Reform Jew or just Jewish, with no affiliation. 
Anita’s Jewish identity is expressed in cultural 
and social ways, rather than religious ways.

Anita is most concerned about hate against all 
people and her Jewish values tell her that she 
must stand up for those in need, Jews and non-
Jews alike, because Jews know what it’s like to 
be persecuted.

Anita is the least personally connected to Israel 
out of all the Jewish segments, and it’s not an 
issue that’s important to her.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Activist Anita Applebaum
INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS YOU AGREE WITH MOST: TOTAL ACTIVIST ANITA

Being Jewish is central to how I define myself. 39% 27%

Being Jewish is part of who I am, but it is not central to my identity. 49% 65%

Being Jewish is not really part of who I am. 12% 8%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS ABOUT BEING JEWISH:
% WHO STRONGLY AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL ACTIVIST ANITA

As Jews, we have a responsibility to help make the world a better place. 78% 94%

An important part of our Jewish values is standing up for others, even if they are  
not Jewish.

75% 93%

An important part of being Jewish is standing up for others, because as Jews, we know 
what it's like to be persecuted.

74% 91%

As Jews, we have a responsibility to help make the world a better place. 74% 85%

More needs to be done to teach and educate people about the dangers of  
anti-Semitic behavior.

74% 83%

I worry that the lessons of the Holocaust are being forgotten. 73% 80%

I am proud to tell people I am Jewish. 73% 75%

As Jews, we have to stand up for others so they will stand up for us. 62% 66%

As Jews, we have to stand up for ourselves because no one else will. 60% 56%

I think there are other groups that face more discrimination in the United States  
and need our support, more than Jews.

49% 53%

Sometimes I think that some Jews can be too quick to label things as anti-Semitic when 
they might not really be.

38% 26%

Anti-Semitism hasn't really affected my life personally. 42% 13%

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES HOW YOU PRACTICE JUDAISM? TOTAL ACTIVIST ANITA

Reform 25% 35%

Just Jewish 29% 35%

Conservative 23% 14%

Reconstructionist 2% 2%

Orthodox 10% 1%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Activist Anita Applebaum
PLEASE INDICATE WHICH JEWISH-RELATED ACTIVITIES YOU ENGAGE IN. TOTAL ACTIVIST ANITA

Have Jewish friends 66% 80%

Eat traditional Jewish foods 59% 70%

Host or attend a Seder on Passover 53% 63%

Fight for social justice 41% 58%

Follow Jewish religious customs such as, keeping kosher, observing Shabbat, fasting  
on Yom Kippur, displaying a mezuzah, wearing a yarmulke or kippah or having a bar  
or bat mitzvah

42% 47%

Attend services on high holidays or other times of the year 40% 47%

Read about current events in Jewish or Israeli news media 38% 46%

Read Jewish literature or books about Jewish culture or history 44% 42%

Engage in activities, either in person or online, that commemorate the Holocaust  
or honor Holocaust survivors.

36% 41%

Donate your time or money to any Jewish causes or organizations 36% 40%

If applicable, had a rabbi officiate your wedding 32% 32%

Attend Jewish cultural events, such as Jewish film festivals, Jewish plays or  
Klezmer concerts

32% 32%

Have traveled to Israel 32% 27%

Belong to a synagogue 37% 25%

Belong to your local Jewish Community Center, or JCC 18% 16%

If applicable, send your children to Jewish Day School or Hebrew school 23% 13%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS ABOUT ISRAEL:
% WHO STRONGLY AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL ACTIVIST ANITA

As a Jew, I feel a responsibility to support Israel. 54% 34%

I often disagree with the actions that Israel takes. 30% 33%

In general, Israel makes me feel proud to be Jewish. 54% 32%

I feel a personal connection to Israel. 48% 24%

Sometimes Israel makes me feel embarrassed to be Jewish. 25% 20%

I have a hard time defending Israel to my friends. 23% 13%

Criticizing Israel is a form of anti-Semitism. 32% 8%

Source: BSG
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How She Feels About ADL
Activist Anita is not involved with ADL primarily 
because she thinks of ADL as focused on 
Jewish issues, which aren’t her main concern, 
so she doesn’t feel a personal connection to the 
organization. She also doesn’t know how she 
can get involved outside of donating money.

Anita is not looking for an organization that 
works only on Jewish causes. Only 13% want 
an organization that primarily works on Jewish 
causes, and only 40% even want an organization 
that stands up for Jewish people. Instead,  
Anita wants an organization that fights all 
hate and stands up for all types of people, for 
example, advocating for racial justice and the 
rights of immigrants.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Activist Anita Applebaum
REASONS NOT INVOLVED WITH ADL ACTIVIST ANITA

I am not aware of a way that I can get involved outside of donating 31%

I don't feel a personal connection to the organization 28%

I don't know enough about the organization 17%

The organization is not current or relevant enough for me 8%

There are other organizations that do a better job or are more meaningful to me 7%

I don't think the organization is effective 4%

I don't agree with the organization's political stances 3%

They don't focus on issues that matter to me 2%

% “MUCH MORE LIKELY” TO WANT TO GET INVOLVED WITH ADL  
IF THEY KNEW ADL WORKED ON THIS ISSUE ACTIVIST ANITA

Protects the religious freedom of people of different faiths 47%

Combats hate speech 45%

Advocates for racial justice 40%

Supports the rights of immigrants and refugees 39%

Providing education, training and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal 
with extremism, terrorism and bigotry

37%

Protects free speech 36%

Fights anti-Semitism globally 35%

Fights anti-Semitism in the US 35%

Advocates for the rights of LGBTQ people 35%

Promotes gender equality 33%

Researches, identifies and disrupts acts of terror by extremists or hate groups 32%

Develops and delivers programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention 30%

Advocates for criminal justice reform 27%

Stands up for and advocates for Israel 19%

Source: BSG
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AWARENESS OF ISSUES ADL WORKS ON ACTIVIST ANITA

Fighting anti-Semitism in the US 79%

Combatting hate speech 70%

Fighting anti-Semitism globally 69%

Protecting the religious freedom of people of different faiths 54%

Advocating for racial justice 53%

Protecting free speech 43%

Providing education, training and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal 
with extremism, terrorism and bigotry

42%

Researching, identifying and disrupting acts of terror by extremists or hate groups 42%

Standing up for and advocating for Israel 41%

Supporting the rights of immigrants and refugees 36%

Advocating for the rights of LGBTQ people (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer) 35%

Developing and delivering programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention 28%

Promoting gender equality 26%

Advocating for the rights of people with disabilities 26%

Advocating for criminal justice reform 25%

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Activist Anita Applebaum

ORGANIZATION ATTRIBUTES IMPORTANCE
(6+7)

DESCRIBES
ADL WELL

(6+7)

Stands up for people who need a voice 83% 60%

Is an organization that fights for civil rights for all people, regardless of race or religion 81% 53%

Shows me clear results that demonstrate the impact of the organization’s work 75% n/a

Is an organization that fights hate in the United States 71% 44%

Works to educate communities about standing up to hate 67% 55%

Works to educate law enforcement about fighting hate 55% 31%

Is an organization that fights anti-Semitism in the United States 52% 50%

Is active in my local community 45% 19%

Stands up for the Jewish people 40% 64%

Creates a sense of community with its other donors 40% n/a

Provides opportunities for me to get involved with the organization, other than just making a donation 39% 25%

Is an organization that primarily works on Jewish causes 13% 40%

Source: BSG
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Organization Engagement

Anita donates to charities she likes, but she 
also wants to engage in other ways, such as 
volunteering and posting on social media. Anita 
is most involved with the ACLU, but has also 
been involved with the Jewish Federation and 
her local JCC, as she cares about making a 
difference in her community.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – Activist Anita Applebaum
ADL ACLU SPLC LOCAL 

JCC
JEWISH  

FEDERATION AJC JCRC

Have Been Involved in Some Way 33% 60% 37% 40% 35% 14% 12%

Signed a petition from the organization 21% 35% 13% 6% 9% 2% 6%

Posted or shared something online about  
the organization or an issue (e.g. on Facebook  
or Twitter)

13% 26% 12% 5% 7% 4% 4%

Followed or 'liked' the organization on  
social media

10% 19% 13% 10% 7% 3% 0%

Signed up for the organization's email list 8% 19% 5% 11% 5% 2% 2%

Written a letter or email to the editor of a 
newspaper or magazine, or contacted an 
elected official, about an issue that the 
organization works on

7% 10% 6% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Asked or requested that friends, family or 
others in your circles donate to or volunteer 
with the organization 

4% 9% 3% 4% 6% 2% 1%

Attended or organized an event, a rally or a 
march for this organization

3% 10% 0% 10% 7% 0% 2%

Volunteered for this organization 3% 8% 2% 9% 6% 3% 2%

Donated money to this organization 2% 32% 16% 20% 22% 6% 3%

Attended a conference sponsored by  
this organization

2% 6% 1% 6% 2% 2% 0%

None of these 56% 36% 26% 39% 35% 26% 14%

Unfamiliar with organization 11% 4% 37% 21% 30% 60% 74%

WHEN THEY LAST DONATED TO…
(AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE DONATED TO THE ORGANIZATION) ACLU JCC JEWISH  

FEDERATION

In the past year 65% 43% 39%

2-3 years ago 16% 32% 35%

4-5 years ago 11% 12% 14%

6-10 years ago 2% 2% 11%

More than 10 years ago 5% 10% 11%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – Activist Anita Applebaum
PREFERRED METHOD OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS ACTIVIST ANITA

Email 67%

Mail 40%

On social media 33%

In-person 26%

Telephone 10%

Text 7%

Don't want any communication 4%

PREFERRED FREQUENCY OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS ACTIVIST ANITA

Weekly or more 22%

Daily 1%

A few times per week 7%

Once per week 14%

Monthly 37%

A few times per month 17%

Monthly 20%

Less often 42%

A few times per year 29%

Annually or less 6%

Don't want any communication 7%

Source: BSG
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Target Type: Secondary

% of Entire Jewish Universe: 10%

Personification:

Brian lives in Dallas, works in commercial  
real estate and belongs to the Reform temple. 
He’s proud to be Jewish and believes in social 
justice. He attends events and serves on 
volunteer non-profit boards. Brian doesn’t know 
much about ADL, but he’d be supportive if he 
heard about local work with law enforcement 
training, combating hate speech and 
cyberbullying prevention.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian
Why He’s A Target
Brian expresses particular interest in many of the areas that ADL already works in, especially 
fighting anti-Semitism, promoting gender equality and supporting the rights of immigrants 
and refugees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In addition, while Brian’s knowledge of ADL’s work is limited, he does become much more 
likely to engage with the organization after hearing more about it.

HOW IMPORTANT THESE ISSUES ARE TO THEM  
(6+7 ON 7 PT SCALE) TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 

BRIAN

Fighting anti-Semitism globally 83% 91%

Fighting anti-Semitism in the U.S. 86% 90%

Protecting free speech 85% 90%

Promoting gender equality 73% 90%

Combatting hate speech 81% 89%

Advocating for criminal justice reform 66% 89%

Supporting the rights of immigrants and refugees 63% 85%

Advocating for racial justice 74% 85%

Advocating for the rights of LGBTQ people 64% 84%

MUCH MORE LIKELY TO GET INVOLVED WITH THE ADL  
IF THEY KNEW THEY WORKED ON THIS ISSUE TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 

BRIAN

Advocates for the rights of LGBTQ people 27% 44%

Promotes gender equality 29% 43%

Providing education, training and resources to law enforcement 34% 46%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian
Communications Guidance:

• Keep in mind that Brian is a long-term target. 
He is going to take more persuasion than Judy 
or Anita, which is why he’s a secondary, not a 
primary target.

• Focus on the Jewish roots of ADL but use that 
to talk about Jewish values that fight all hate, 
not just anti-Semitism.

• Make sure that Brian knows you fight for 
other disenfranchised groups like the LGBTQ 
community, Muslims, Hispanics and women, 
not just Jews.

• Community involvement and local impact is 
crucial for Brian. Tell him about all the work 
ADL is doing in his local community, rather 
than focusing on the national stage.

• Brian prefers communication via mail and 
e-mail. He wants to be in the know about what 
is happening around him, so contact him more 
often than not. 2 in 3 Brians say they would 
like at least weekly communication from the 
charities or causes that they engage with.

Source: BSG
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Demographics
Demographically, All Business Brian is more 
likely to be male, upper income, college 
educated and to live in an urban area. Brian 
is younger — mostly under the age of 50, and 
he’s more likely to be married and have young 
children still in the household.

 

Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian

CATEGORY

TOTAL
(AMONG THE 66% OF JEWS  
WHO QUALIFIED FOR THE 

SURVEY BASED ON  
INTEREST IN ADL ISSUES/ 

CHARITABLE INVOLVEMENT)

ALL BUSINESS BRIAN

GENDER Male 47% 74%

Female 53% 26%

AGE 18-34 24% 44%

35-49 25% 47%

50-64 27% 8%

65+ 23% 1%

INCOME < $75K 44% 38%

$75-150K 31% 37%

$150K+ 18% 24%

EDUCATION < College 40% 37%

College + 60% 63%

PARENT Kids under 18 years 28% 65%

MARITAL  
STATUS

Married 57% 64%

Not Married 43% 36%

IDEOLOGY Liberal 41% 41%

Moderate 38% 30%

Conservative 21% 28%

ISRAEL Have Visited 32% 27%

ANTI-SEMITISM Experienced 43% 43%

URBAN/
SUBURBAN/
RURAL

City 40% 65%

Suburb 51% 31%

More Rural, Less Developed 9% 4%

REGION New England (CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT) 8% 10%

Mid Atlantic (NJ, NY, PA) 32% 34%

South Atlantic (DE, DC, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV) 17% 12%

North Central – Eastern part (IL, IN, MI, OH, WI) 9% 4%

South Central – Eastern part (AL, KY, MS, TN) 2% 2%

North Central – Western part (IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, 
SD)

3% 2%

South Central – Western part (AR, LA, OK, TX) 5% 16%

Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, UT, WY) 9% 9%

Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, WA) 15% 11%

Source: BSG
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Key Attitudes & Values
Brian is focused on his local community, and it’s 
important to him that he’s personally involved in 
making his own community a better place.

While he does think that people focus a little 
too much on being politically correct, he still 
believes that a threat to justice anywhere is a 
threat to justice everywhere and must  
be addressed.

While he recognizes that hate and anti-Semitism 
are both increasing here in the U.S., for the most 
part he still believes the right amount is being 
done to address these issues — this is part of 
the reason why he is a secondary and not a 
primary target.

However, he is worried about hate toward 
specific groups, as he is almost equally worried 
about Jews, Muslims, Hispanics and those in 
the LGBTQ community.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian
ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:

% WHO SAY IT DESCRIBES ME WELL (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 
BRIAN

It's important to me to be personally involved in making my community a better place. 51%  86%

I'm always "in the know" about what's going on in the world. 50% 83%

An important part of who I am is standing up for others, even if they are not like me. 59% 82%

If an issue is important to me, I tend to become a 'promoter' of it to my friends, family, 
coworkers or other people in my life.

47% 82%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:
% WHO AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 

BRIAN

A threat to justice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. 70% 90%

People today are too worried about being politically correct. 51% 88%

Even if I don't like it, hate speech is protected by the First Amendment of the  
United States Constitution.

57% 87%

If hate exists in the United States, it hurts all of us, even if it doesn't affect me personally. 79% 86%

When it comes to equality in the United States, we still have a lot of work to do. 75% 85%

Immigrants make America a better place. 62% 85%

There is a renewed degree of urgency to fight hate in America due to the results of the 
2016 presidential election.

66% 81%

Source: BSG
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TOO MUCH, NOT ENOUGH OR THE RIGHT 
AMOUNT BEING DONE TO ADDRESS… HATE IN AMERICA TODAY ANTI-SEMITISM IN AMERICA TODAY

Not enough 46% 39%

The right amount 34% 40%

Too much 20% 21%

AMT OF HATE IN THE US IS… ANTI-SEMITISM IN THE US IS…

Increasing 51% 54%

Staying about the same 35% 31%

Decreasing 14% 16%

% VERY WORRIED ABOUT… TOTAL ALL BUSINESS BRIAN

Hate against Jews in our country 52% 52%

Hate against Hispanics in our country 36% 51%

Hate against Muslims in our country 49% 50%

Hate against LGBTQ citizens in our country 43% 48%

Hate against immigrants in our country 48% 47%

Hate against African-Americans in our country 43% 47%

Gender inequality in our country 36% 44%

Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian

Source: BSG
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Jewish Identity: Attitudes  
& Affiliation
Brian is proud to be Jewish and believes his 
Jewish identity is a central facet of who he is. 
However, Brian does not participate in many 
traditionally Jewish activities.

Brian believes anti-Semitism is a problem that 
needs to be addressed but that there are other 
groups that face more discrimination than Jews 
and that standing up for others is an important 
part of being Jewish.

Brian feels a personal connection with Israel, 
and he believes that as a Jew, he has a 
responsibility to support the country. While he 
does for the most part agree that Israel even 
makes him proud to be Jewish, he does not 
support everything Israel does and sometimes 
has a difficult time defending Israel’s actions to 
his friends.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian
INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS YOU AGREE WITH MOST: TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 

BRIAN

Being Jewish is central to how I define myself. 39% 56%

Being Jewish is part of who I am, but it is not central to my identity. 49% 37%

Being Jewish is not really part of who I am. 12% 7%

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES HOW YOU PRACTICE JUDAISM? TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 
BRIAN

Conservative 23% 26%

Just Jewish 29% 26%

Orthodox 10% 26%

Reform 25% 14%

Reconstructionist 2% 4%

PLEASE INDICATE WHICH JEWISH-RELATED ACTIVITIES YOU ENGAGE IN. TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 
BRIAN

Have Jewish friends 66% 33%

Host or attend a Seder on Passover 53% 32%

Belong to your local Jewish Community Center, or JCC 23% 32%

Fight for social justice 37% 31%

Read about current events in Jewish or Israeli news media 41% 30%

Eat traditional Jewish foods 59% 29%

Read Jewish literature or books about Jewish culture or history 40% 29%

Engage in activities, either in person or online, that commemorate the Holocaust  
or honor Holocaust survivors

36% 29%

Belong to a synagogue 32% 28%

Donate your time or money to any Jewish causes or organizations 42% 27%

Have traveled to Israel 32% 27%

Attend services on high holidays or other times of the year 44% 26%

Attend Jewish cultural events, such as Jewish film festivals, Jewish plays 
or Klezmer concerts

32% 25%

If applicable, had a rabbi officiate your wedding 36% 25%

If applicable, send your children to Jewish Day School or Hebrew School 18% 20%

Follow Jewish religious customs such as keeping kosher, observing Shabbat, fasting  
on Yom Kippur, displaying a mezuzah, wearing a yarmulke or kippah or having a bar  
or bat mitzvah

38% 10%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian
ATTITUDE STATEMENTS ABOUT BEING JEWISH:

% WHO STRONGLY AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 
BRIAN

An important part of our Jewish values is standing up for others, even if they are  
not Jewish.

75% 90%

More needs to be done to teach and educate people about the dangers of  
anti-Semitic behavior.

74% 88%

As Jews, we have a responsibility to help make the world a better place. 74% 86%

As Jews, we have to stand up for others so they will stand up for us. 62% 86%

Sometimes I think that some Jews can be too quick to label things as anti-Semitic when 
they might not really be.

38% 86%

I am proud to tell people I am Jewish. 73% 85%

As Jews, we need to be concerned with all hate, not just anti-Semitism. 78% 85%

An important part of being Jewish is standing up for others, because as Jews, we know 
what it's like to be persecuted.

74% 85%

I worry that the lessons of the Holocaust are being forgotten. 73% 85%

Anti-Semitism hasn't really affected my life personally. 42% 84%

As Jews, we have to stand up for ourselves because no one else will. 60% 81%

I think there are other groups that face more discrimination in the United States  
and need our support, more than Jews.

49% 81%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS ABOUT ISRAEL:
% WHO STRONGLY AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 

BRIAN

I feel a personal connection to Israel. 48% 85%

I have a hard time defending Israel to my friends. 23% 84%

In general, Israel makes me feel proud to be Jewish. 54% 83%

As a Jew, I feel a responsibility to support Israel. 54% 83%

Sometimes Israel makes me feel embarrassed to be Jewish. 25% 83%

Criticizing Israel is a form of anti-Semitism. 32% 30%

I often disagree with the actions Israel takes. 30% 74%

Source: BSG
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How He Feels About ADL

Brian is familiar with ADL and feels favorably 
toward the organization, even though he does 
not know much about the specifics of what the 
organization does.

Brian isn’t really sure what problems or issues 
ADL works on. In fact, only 28% even know 
that ADL fights anti-Semitism here in the U.S. 
In addition, only about 33% are aware that ADL 
works on combating hate speech.

It’s important to Brian that any organization he 
supports stands up for those that need a voice, 
combat hate wherever it may appear and protect 
the civil rights of all people. And while ADL 
may be working toward all those goals, Brian is 
generally unaware of it.

However, once learning about the issues  
ADL regularly works on, Brian becomes much 
more likely to get involved. This is especially 
true for any on-the-ground efforts that affect  
his local community, like providing training  
to law enforcement or developing programs  
on bullying. 

Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian
PLEASE INDICATE HOW FAMILIAR YOU ARE WITH THE ADL TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 

BRIAN

Very Familiar 43% 51%

Totally Familiar 77% 80%

PLEASE INDICATE HOW FAVORABLEY YOU THINK OF THE ADL TOTAL ALL BUSINESS 
BRIAN

Very Favorable 55% 58%

Total Favorable 90% 89%

% “MUCH MORE LIKELY” TO WANT TO GET INVOLVED WITH ADL  
IF THEY KNEW ADL WORKED ON THIS ISSUE

ALL BUSINESS 
BRIAN

Providing education, training and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal 
with extremism, terrorism and bigotry

46%

Advocates for the rights of LGBTQ people 44%

Promotes gender equality 43%

Combats hate speech 38%

Develops and delivers programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention 37%

Fights anti-Semitism in the US 36%

Supports the rights of immigrants and refugees 36%

Advocates for racial justice 35%

Fights anti-Semitism globally 34%

Researches, identifies and disrupts acts of terror by extremists or hate groups 34%

Protects free speech 31%

Advocates for criminal justice reform 31%

Protects the religious freedom of people of different faiths 30%

Stands up for and advocates for Israel 29%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian
AWARENESS OF ISSUES ADL WORKS ON ACTIVIST ANITA

Providing education, training and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal 
with extremism, terrorism and bigotry

79%

Protecting free speech  36%

Combatting hate speech  33%

Supporting the rights of immigrants and refugees  29%

Fighting anti-Semitism in the US  28%

Standing up for and advocating for Israel  26%

Promoting gender equality  26%

Protecting the religious freedom of people of different faiths  25%

Advocating for criminal justice reform  25%

Fighting anti-Semitism globally  24%

Advocating for the rights of people with disabilities  24%

Developing and delivering programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention 23%

Advocating for racial justice 22%

Advocating for the rights of LGBTQ people (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer) 21%

Researching, identifying and disrupting acts of terror by extremists or hate groups 25%

ORGANIZATION ATTRIBUTES IMPORTANCE
(6+7)

DESCRIBES
ADL WELL

(6+7)

Creates a sense of community with its other donors 90% n/a

Stands up for people who need a voice 88% 68%

Is active in my local community  88% 69%

Stands up for the Jewish people  86% 74%

Is an organization that fights hate in the United States  85% 71%

Is an organization that fights for civil rights for all people, regardless of race or religion 84% 75%

Is an organization that fights anti-Semitism in the United States 84% 70%

Shows me clear results that demonstrate the impact of the organization's work 83% n/a

Provides opportunities for me to get involved with the organization, other than just making a donation 84% 75%

Works to educate communities about standing up to hate  83% 74%

Is an organization that primarily works on Jewish causes 83% 73%

Works to educate law enforcement about fighting hate 81% 71%

Source: BSG
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Organization Engagement
Brian is most involved with the Jewish 
Federation and his local JCC (of the 
organizations we tested). Not only does he 
donate money to the organizations, but he also 
attends events/marches, volunteers his time 
and even posts or shares stuff online.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian
ADL LOCAL 

JCC
JEWISH  

FEDERATION ACLU AJC JCRC AIPAC SPLC J-STREET

Have Been Involved in Some Way 70% 78% 78% 72% 75% 75% 65% 73% 68%

Volunteered for the organization 23% 16% 20% 14% 20% 16% 13% 22% 7%

Followed or 'liked' the organization 
on social media

17% 15% 13% 15% 11% 15% 16% 10% 5%

Attended or organized an  
event, a rally or a march for  
the organization

15% 17% 16% 11% 19% 16% 22% 19% 2%

Posted or shared something online 
about the organization or issue (e.g. 
on Facebook or Twitter)

15% 20% 16% 24% 27% 19% 21% 15% 18%

Signed a petition from the 
organization

15% 19% 12% 13% 14% 7% 13% 10% 7%

Written a letter or email to the 
editor of a newspaper or magazine, 
or contacted an elected official, 
about an issue that the organization 
works on

14% 11% 13% 14% 11% 14% 8% 15% 11%

Attended a conference sponsored
by the organization

12% 15% 14% 13% 15% 18% 18% 18% 6%

Asked or requested that friends, 
family or others in your circles 
donate to or volunteer with the 
organization 

10% 10% 17% 13% 8% 9% 13% 3% 7%

Signed up for the organization's 
email list

10% 4% 7% 9% 11% 10% 8% 12% 3%

Donated money to this organization 2% 25% 21% 18% 14% 18% 19% 22% 12%

None of these 10% 8% 7% 8% 7% 7% 7% 2% 8%

Unfamiliar with organization 20% 14% 15% 20% 18% 18% 28% 25% 24%

WHEN THEY LAST DONATED TO…
(AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE DONATED TO THE ORGANIZATION)

THE JEWISH  
FEDERATION LOCAL JCC

In the past year 58% 64%

2-3 years ago 28% 26%

4-5 years ago 5% 3%

6-10 years ago 2% 2%

More than 10 years ago 7% 6%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – All Business Brian
PREFERRED METHOD OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS ALL BUSINESS 

BRIAN

Email 60%

Mail 49%

In-person 45%

On social media 42%

Telephone 34%

Text 34%

Don't want any communication 2%

PREFERRED FREQUENCY OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS ALL BUSINESS 
BRIAN

Weekly or more 65%

Daily 34%

A few times per week 23%

Once per week 8%

Monthly 18%

A few times per month 12%

Monthly 6%

Less often 16%

A few times per year 11%

Annually or less 3%

Don't want any communication 2%

Source: BSG
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Target Type: Secondary; Non-Jewish

% of Entire Jewish Universe: 7%

Personification:

#Amanda lives in Phoenix where she works 
for a boutique PR firm specializing in Hispanic 
marketing. She’s plugged into current trends and 
especially cares about immigrant issues. Amanda 
is active and outspoken on multiple social media 
platforms. She doesn’t know about ADL but might 
be interested in its work on religious freedom, 
combating hate speech and standing up for 
immigrants and refugees.

Why She’s A Target

It will certainly be easier to attract Jewish target 
segments, but Amanda is still a potential target 
for ADL because she is a millennial who believes 
that not enough is being done to address hate in 
America. Not-Jewish millennials are much more 
likely to worry about hate against specific groups in 
America than other Not-Jewish people.

While she isn’t as worried about hate against Jews 
or anti-Semitism, there are many parts of ADL’s 
mission that would appeal to her, and she is not 
opposed to getting involved with organizations that 
have a different religious affiliation than her.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – #Amanda (Not-Jewish)
WORRY ABOUT HATE AGAINST VARIOUS GROUPS  

% VERY WORRIED
NON-JEWS  

TOTAL #AMANDA

Immigrants 38% 65%

Muslims  37% 65%

African-Americans 34% 55%

LGBTQ people 32% 53%

Gender Inequality 31% 43%

Hispanics 28% 46%

Jews 26% 27%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – #Amanda (Not Jewish)
Communications Guidance:

• #Amanda isn’t familiar with ADL and while 
ADL’s work on anti-Semitism and Israel isn’t 
necessarily a turn off for her, it’s important to 
lead communications with her on ADL’s work 
combatting hate speech and working on behalf 
of people regardless of their faith.

• Specific issues to focus on include work with 
law enforcement, combatting hate speech 
generally, racial justice, gender equality and 
free speech.

• You don’t necessarily need to shy away 
from ADL’s history as a Jewish organization 
with #Amanda. A majority of this group is 
comfortable donating to charity with a different 
religious affiliation from their own, but ADL’s 
Jewish roots alone are not a reason for 
Amanda to engage.

• #Amanda’s preferred way to engage with a 
charity is on social media, so this is easiest 
channel to introduce ADL to her and to peak 
her interest in becoming involved.

Source: BSG
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Demographics
Demographically, #Amanda is slightly more 
likely to be college educated, to live in a city or 
suburb, to be unmarried, to have children under 
18 and to be liberal. She is more likely to be not 
religious or not identify with a religion. 

Donor Segments Deep Dive – #Amanda (Non-Jewish)

CATEGORY

TOTAL
(AMONG THE 66% OF JEWS  
WHO QUALIFIED FOR THE 

SURVEY BASED ON  
INTEREST IN ADL ISSUES/ 

CHARITABLE INVOLVEMENT)

#AMANDA

GENDER Male 41% 40%

Female 59% 60%

AGE 18-34 26% 100%

INCOME < $75K 58% 60%

$75-150K 29% 36%

$150K+ 11% 2%

EDUCATION < College 64% 59%

College + 36% 41%

PARENT Kids under 18 years 26% 32%

RELIGION Christian 69% 51%

Spiritual but not affiliated with a religion 10% 14%

Not religious 17% 28%

MARITAL  
STATUS

Married 59% 48%

Not Married 41% 52%

IDEOLOGY Liberal 29% 43%

Moderate 44% 40%

Conservative 27% 17%

URBAN/
SUBURBAN/
RURAL

City 30% 39%

Suburb 50% 55%

More Rural, Less Developed 20% 6%

REGION New England (CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT) 3% 1%

Mid Atlantic (NJ, NY, PA) 11% 15%

South Atlantic (DE, DC, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV) 21% 21%

North Central – Eastern part (IL, IN, MI, OH, WI) 19% 24%

South Central – Eastern part (AL, KY, MS, TN) 3% 3%

North Central – Western part (IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, 
SD)

7% 5%

South Central – Western part (AR, LA, OK, TX) 9% 9%

Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, UT, WY) 10% 12%

Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, WA) 15% 10%
Source: BSG
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Key Attitudes & Values
#Amanda is looking for an organization that 
will combat hate speech and stand up for the 
civil rights of all people, regardless of race or 
religion. However she doesn’t see hate against 
Jews as much of a problem. When she finds an 
issue or an organization she cares about, she’s 
a promoter of that cause and likes to tell people 
about it. 

She believes that if hate exists in the United 
States, it hurts us all even if it doesn’t affect her 
personally. Amanda believes that the results of 
the 2016 election mean we must focus more on 
combating hate than before. She believes that 
we have a lot of work to do in America when it 
comes to equality, and she wants to be involved 
with making her community a better place.

She thinks not enough is being done to fight 
anti-Semitism in the U.S. today, but she also 
doesn’t sense a rise in anti-Semitism, so it isn’t  
a particularly important issue for her. 

Donor Segments Deep Dive – #Amanda (Not Jewish)

TOO MUCH, NOT ENOUGH OR THE RIGHT 
AMOUNT BEING DONE TO ADDRESS… HATE IN AMERICA TODAY ANTI-SEMITISM IN AMERICA TODAY

Not enough 100% 56%

The right amount 0% 39%

Too much 0% 5%

AMT OF HATE IN THE US IS… ANTI-SEMITISM IN THE US IS…

Increasing 72% 32%

Staying about the same 25% 54%

Decreasing 4% 14%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:
% WHO AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL #AMANDA

An important part of who I am is standing up for others, even if they are not like me. 46% 57%

It's important to me to be personally involved in making my community a better place.  39% 52%

If an issue is important to me, I tend to become a 'promoter' of it to my friends, family, 
coworkers or other people in my life.

35% 51%

ATTITUDE STATEMENTS:
% WHO AGREE (6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) TOTAL #AMANDA

If hate exists in the United States, it hurts all of us, even if it doesn't affect me personally 70%  73%

When it comes to equality in the United States, we still have a lot of work to do 65%  78%

There is a renewed degree of urgency to fight hate in America due to the results of the 
2016 presidential election.

51% 63%

Source: BSG
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How She Feels About ADL

#Amanda is not familiar with ADL, and she 
has very little understanding of what ADL 
does. To draw her in, tell her about ADL’s work 
on combating hate speech, law enforcement 
training, racial justice and gender equality.

Familiarity with ADL: Non-Jews: 43%;  
#Amanda: 36%

Donor Segments Deep Dive – #Amanda (Not Jewish)
#AMANDA % KNOW THAT ADL WORKS

ON THIS ISSUE

Combatting hate speech 39%

Fighting anti-Semitism in the US  37%

Fighting anti-Semitism globally  27%

Protecting free speech  26%

Protecting the religious freedom of people of different faiths  26%

Advocating for racial justice  25%

Advocating for the rights of LGBTQ people (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer) 23%

Promoting gender equality  22%

Advocating for criminal justice reform  20%

Supporting the rights of immigrants and refugees 18%

Providing education, training and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate 
crimes and deal with extremism, terrorism and bigotry  

18%

Standing up for and advocating for Israel  17%

Researching, identifying and disrupting acts of terror by extremists or hate groups  16%

Developing and delivering programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention  14%

Source: BSG
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ADL ISSUES: % WHO SAY ISSUE IS IMPORTANT TO THEM  
(6+7 ON A 7-POINT SCALE) #AMANDA

Providing education, training and resources to law enforcement to help them combat hate crimes and deal 
with extremism, terrorism and bigotry

81%

Combats hate speech 81%

Advocates for racial justice  80%

Promotes gender equality 78%

Protects free speech  74%

Protects the religious freedom of people of different faiths 74%

Develops and delivers programs on bullying and cyberbullying prevention  73%

Researches, identifies and disrupts acts of terror by extremists or hate groups  73%

Supports the rights of immigrants and refugees  69%

Advocates for the rights of LGBTQ people  64%

Advocates for criminal justice reform  61%

Fights anti-Semitism in the US  57%

Fights anti-Semitism globally  55%

Stands up for and advocates for Israel 41%

ORGANIZATION ATTRIBUTES IMPORTANCE
(6+7)

Is an organization that fights for civil rights for all people, regardless of race or religion 72%

Stands up for people who need a voice 70%

Works to educate law enforcement about fighting hate 69%

Shows me clear results that demonstrate the impact of the organization's work 67%

Is an organization that fights hate in the United States  63%

Works to educate communities about standing up to hate  62%

Is active in my local community  55%

Creates a sense of community with its other donors 48%

Provides opportunities for me to get involved with the organization, other than just making a donation 47%

Is an organization that fights anti-Semitism in the United States  30%

Stands up for the Jewish people 29%

Is an organization that primarily works on Jewish causes  16%

Donor Segments Deep Dive – #Amanda (Not Jewish)

Source: BSG
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WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS HAVE YOU TAKEN  
WITH A CHARITY IN THE PAST TWO YEARS NON-JEWS #AMANDA

Donated money to a non-profit or a charity 73% 65% 73% 65%

Volunteered for a non-profit or a charity 41% 38% 41% 38%

Signed a petition from a non-profit or a charity 41% 58% 41% 58%

Followed or 'liked' a non-profit or a charity on social media 39% 70% 39% 70%

Posted or shared something online about a non-profit, a charity or issue (e.g. on Facebook or 
Twitter) 38% 61%

38% 61%

Signed up for a non-profit or a charity's email list 36% 47% 36% 47%

Asked or requested that friends, family or others in your circles donate to or volunteer with a 
non-profit or a charity 29% 38%

29% 38%

Attended or organized an event, a rally or a march for a nonprofit or a charity 25% 33%

Attended a conference sponsored by a non-profit or a charity 15% 21%

Written a letter or email to the editor of a newspaper or magazine, or contacted an elected 
official, about an issue that a non-profit or a charity works on

15% 12%

Organization Engagement

#Amanda donates at a low level (typically less 
than $100), but she likes to get involved in other 
ways, such as posting on social media about 
issues she cares about, signing petitions and 
signing up for e-mail lists.

She’s most familiar and involved with the ACLU 
of the organizations we tested. That said, 
2/3 of #Amandas who are familiar with ADL 
have engaged with the organization in some 
way, showing that there is potential with this 
segment.

Donor Segments Deep Dive – #Amanda (Not Jewish)

ADL ACLU

Have been involved in some way 24% 34%

Donated money to the organization 5% 16%

Volunteered for the organization 3% 2%

Posted or shared something online about the organization or an issue (e.g. on Facebook  
or Twitter)

8% 19%

Attended or organized an event, a rally or a march for the organization 2% 3%

Attended a conference sponsored by the organization 2% 3%

Written a letter or email to the editor of a newspaper or magazine, or contacted an elected 
official, about an issue that the organization works on

3% 5%

Signed a petition from the organization 8% 13%

Asked or requested that friends, family or others in your circles donate to or volunteer with  
the organization

4% 3%

Followed or 'liked' the organization on social media 12% 13%

Signed up for the organization’s email list 1% 4%

None of these 12% 23%

Unfamiliar with organization 64% 43%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments Deep Dive – #Amanda (Not Jewish)

PREFERRED METHOD OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS #AMANDA

Email 59%

On social media 58%

In-person 35%

Mail  23%

Text 14%

Telephone 8%

Other 2%

PREFERRED FREQUENCY OF COMMUNICATION FROM NON-PROFITS #AMANDA

Weekly or more 19%

Daily 3%

A few times per week 5%

Once per week 11%

Monthly 64%

A few times per month 31%

Monthly 33%

Less often 17%

A few times per year 11%

Annually or less 3%

Don't want any communication 3%

HOW MUCH DID YOU DONATE TO
CHARITY IN 2016? NON-JEWS #AMANDA

$1-49 17% 29%

$50-$99 16% 19%

$100-$499 26% 27%

$500-$999 11%  7%

Source: BSG
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Donor Segments One Pager

Source: BSG

ADL Engaged ADL Engaged Primary Target Primary Target Secondary Target Secondary Target
Bob & Shelley Synagogue Steve Judy From the J Activist Anita All Business Brian #Amanda

Demographics
Gender Gender Agnostic 54% Male Female Female Male Female
Age 50+ Age Agnostic 50+ 50+ < 50 Millenial (18-34)
Income Across the board Across the board Across the board Across the board Across the board < $75K
Political Leaning Moderate->Liberal Moderate Moderate -> Conservative Liberal Moderate Moderate -> Liberal
Religious Affiliation Conservative Jew Reform Jew Conservative Jew Reform or "Just" Jewish Reform Jew Not Jewish

Geography
Urban or Suburban
Coasts

Urban or Suburban
Mid & South Atlantic; Midwest

Suburban
South & Mid-Atlantic

Suburban or Urban
Coasts

Urban
Mid-Atlantic

Suburban
Midwest & South Atlantic

Education College + College + College + College + College + Mix of still in college and graduated

Other Married; Community-Oriented

Married; Active in jewish 
community; lawyer or similar 
profession

Tends to donate $ more than she 
engages in other ways

No young kids at home; may work 
at a non-profit; wants to engage 
beyond $

Has young kids; real estate or other 
corporate job; sits on NP boards

Thinks not enough is being done 
about hate in the US

Issues 
Extremism Israel Anti-Semitism Race & Gender Equality Law Enforcement Immigration
Free Speech Anti-Semitism Israel (supports NMW) LGBT Issues Anti-Semitism Religious Freedom
Hate Speech Global Hate Hate Speech Immigration Cyberbullying Law Enforcement
Bullying/Cyberbullying Hate Speech Holocaust Education Hate Speech Hate Speech Hate Speech
Immigration Issues affecting his kids Religious Freedom Gender Equality All hate
Anti-Semitism Immigration Law Enforcement (Skeptical of LE) Immigration Israel 
Israel to a lesser extent Holocaust Education Anti-Semitism AND Local Issues

Israel Issues affecting his kids

How To Reach Them
Medium Email or Mail; Frequent Comms Email or Mail Email or mail Email or mail Email, mail, social media, in-person Social Media or Email

Other Tactics Local JCC High Holiday Services Local JCC
ACLU, Planned Parenthood, NCJW 
and Women's Causes look alikes Industry newsletters and affinity groupsFacebook - followers of ACLU etc.

Through ADL Channels Synagogue Communications Through other Jewish organizations
Other civil rights organizations & 
coalition partners Real Estate and Law Firm Events/Firms

Other civil rights organizations & 
coalition partners

Jewish Media Day School Communications High Holiday Services Local JCC
Occasionally at Synagogue Local JCC

Through ADL channels
Corporate offices
Jewish Media

Example Engagement
Bob & Shelley are likely to read 
about ADL in Jewish Media or ADL 
Newsletters. Bob & Shelley would 
be interested to attend an ADL-
sponsored talk at their local JCC 
about current issues that ADL is 
facing. We should email Bob & 
Shelley about local ADL events, as 
well as place ads in local Jewish 
media about major Regional and 
National events. They would also 
be interested to read Op-Eds by 
ADL experts that they can then 
discuss with their friends. They 
want to feel informed and as 
though they are engaged in an 
organization that fights for all 
marginalized communities, not just 
their own. 

Steve already knows about ADL 
but we should be telling him more 
about our Education work - both 
No Place for Hate as well as A/S 
specific programs like Think. Plan. 
Act. Steve would be likely to pick 
up a flyer at his local Synagogue's 
Brotherhood event or read ADL's 
emails that highlight what we do, 
but we need to make sure 
communications to Steve 
empahsize the impact of our work. 
He is involved in many local Jewish 
causes already so we need to 
make it clear why he should 
continue to support ADL in 
additional to his local Federation, 
JCC etc. 

Send Judy the annual audit of anti-
Semitic incidents (in the mail) 
along with an insert that describes 
how her potential contribution can 
help combat the trends we're 
seeing. Make sure the insert 
mentions fighting BDS and Echoes 
and Reflections. It's OK to ask Judy 
for a check pretty quickly as it's 
unlikely she will engage in other 
ways. We should make it clear how 
ADL fights A/S in a way that other 
Jewish orgs. may not. 

Anita would attend events we 
host with coalition partners. This is 
also a good place to find additional 
Anita's to engage with our work. 
Anita will be excited to hear about 
how ADL partners with other Civil 
Rights organizations and the 
unique skills and expertise ADL 
brings to those partnerships. 
Another good way to engage 
Anita is to invite her to a regional 
walk and ask her to invite her 
friends by posting about the walk 
on social media. Anita will be 
excited about being able to 
actively participate in an event 
that is meant to send a message 
about combatting all forms of 
hate. 

Invite Brian to a Law or Real Estate 
industry regional event. Emphasize 
the ability for him to network at 
these events and also highlight any 
exciting speakers that may be 
present. Brian will want to learn 
about what's happening at the 
regional level to address all forms of 
hate and how he can get involved, 
perhaps by joining GLI or a regional 
board. Brian will perk up and 
engage when he understands why 
ADL's work affects him.

We should target #Amanda on social 
media by highlighting ADL's work 
fighting hate outside of just A/S. For 
instance, we could do a paid 
campign targeting millenial 
followers of ACLU and post about 
the Immigration report or the 
Misogyny report. We should 
encourage #Amanda to share the 
content and perhaps sign a related 
petition. 
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The ADL Signature/Wordmark

Primary logo

Primary logo inverted

Primary Logo
This Primary logo is the official brandmark of ADL. It is 
composed of two elements: the Bridge of Hope graphic  
and ADL Typography.

Consistent usage of this logo is important to the  
integrity of the brand. None of the elements can be  
altered for any reason.

Dos:

Use the logo consistently

Use the logo as stated in this document

Don’ts:

Alter typeface

Alter color

Alter positioning

Recreate, reconfigure, redraw or redesign the logo or any of 
its elements in any way 

Legal Requirements/Mandatory Elements
The logo and logo + tagline must always have the registered 
trademark symbol ®.

541 C

299 C
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The ADL Signature/Wordmark

Grayscale logo

Grayscale logo inverted

Grayscale Logo
Grayscale logos should only be used where color printing 
is not available. This means it should never be used in a 
digital format. Examples include faxes and newspaper 
advertisements. Do not manually convert Primary (color)  
logo to Grayscale.

ADL Typography should always appear in 100% black.

Black

40% Gray
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The ADL Signature/Wordmark

Black Only logo

Black Only logo inverted

Black Only Logo
The Black Only logo should have very limited use. It should 
never be used in a digital format, as digital allows for full color. 
It should also never be used where multiple color printing is 
available, such as on a banner or a sign. 

ADL Typography and the Bridge of Hope graphic should always 
appear in 100% black.

Black
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The ADL Signature/Wordmark
Minimum Clear Space
A minimum clear space must be maintained around the logo.
No other text, graphics, photos or background patterns should 
intrude into this clearance area.

Exceptions:  
Reduced clearance may be necessary when the logo is placed 
on small items, such as a pen, or when the architecture 
surrounding a building’s signage would compromise readability.

Minimum clear space = width of L

Minimum clear space
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The ADL Signature/Wordmark

Print

Digital

Minimum Size
To ensure that the details of ADL's logo will reproduce clearly, as 
well as ensuring legibility of the letterforms, do not reproduce 
the logo smaller than the sizes shown.

Lower resolution reproduction methods, such as silk screen or 
embroidery, may require a size larger than the minimum size 
noted here. Requesting a proof in these cases will ensure the 
logo will print properly.

0.5 in

100 px

0.75 in

145 px
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The Bridge of Hope
The Rationale
The Bridge of Hope in its upward-facing angle directly 
communicates our anti-hate positioning as well as the positivity 
and hope from the result of our work.

It also communicates our tireless effort in always  
moving forward.

The Angle
The Bridge of Hope is an essential identity element.  
It is based on a 9° angle, which should be kept consistent 
throughout the activation. See activation examples on pages 
58-61 for reference.

9°
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ADL Tagline
Usage
The ADL Tagline is an important brand identity element. It 
can be used in a lockup with the ADL logo or as a standalone 
graphic, as well as in copy. 

When locked up with the ADL logo
• We have created logo files with the tagline lockup. Always  

use the official logo file. Do not try to recreate on your own.

• You should use this version of the logo whenever possible. 
However, if the page is busy and you are concerned it will 
become too cluttered, you can use the version of the logo 
without the tagline.

• This version cannot be combined with the regional logos.  
If you are using your regional logo, the tagline should be  
used as a standalone graphic or in copy.

When used as a standalone graphic
• This graphic can only be used when the ADL logo appears 

elsewhere on the piece. For example, on the back of a 
business card or the reverse side of a mug.

• The Tagline graphic should always appear on one line in  
ADL primary blue color (299 C) and in all caps.

When used in copy
• You can use the Tagline in copy if the piece does not include 

graphic elements. 

• When used as text, the Tagline should be in the same text style 
as the rest of copy.

• In text, the Tagline should be written with initial caps.

Tagline with logo lockup

Tagline as standalone graphic

Tagline in copy

Fighting Hate for Good™.
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ADL Tagline
Legal Requirements/Mandatory Elements
If the tagline appears in text or as a separate graphic element 
from the logo (for example, on the back of business cards),  
it should have a TM for the first/most prominent use.

The ownership phrase, “‘ADL’ and ‘Fighting Hate for Good’ are 
trademarks of the Anti-Defamation League and should be used 
wherever possible on collateral pieces, as long as it does not 
create unreasonable clutter (for example, it could appear on the 
last page of a PowerPoint presentation or the inside or back 
cover of a booklet).

To request exceptions to the legal requirements, contact 
Eugenia (Jen) Knopf in the legal department: EKnopf@adl.org.
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Sub-brands, Programs and Business Units Standards
Regions
The logos for various regions should be treated in the same way 
for consistency. Additional text elements should always be right 
aligned and appear in ADL primary blue color (299 C). When 
creating these logos, refer to examples and rules below.

Coming Soon
Our rebrand is an ongoing process. Rules and examples for 
sub-brands, programs, events, policy areas and other unique 
cases will be rolled out over time.

Clear space and the cap height should be  
same height as L bar
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ADL LOGO SYSTEM

Master Brand
USAGE CRITERIA

USAGE CRITERIA

High-level view of organization  
as a whole, or cross-departmental 
initiatives

Default logo if other usage criteria 
don’t apply

Programs/initiatives with distinct 
target audiences (that may or may 
not coincide with primary ADL 
donor target audience)

Deliver unique programs that can 
and should stand alone; do not  
rely on brand ADL but help build 
brand ADL

Building or already have strong 
brand equity on own

CREATIVE

CREATIVE EXAMPLES

EXAMPLES

EXAMPLES

All MarComm that ties to the 
MasterBrand:

Leadership 

Development

Government Relations: GRACE

Law Enforcement

Civil Rights

International Affairs

Impact Report

Education

CTS

COE

Sub-brands

Regional Office Lock-ups
USAGE CRITERIA

ADL New York/New JerseyRestricted to Regional Office names

CREATIVE EXAMPLE EXAMPLES

Master Brand:
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© 2019 ADL

Brand Endorsed

Partnerships

www.adl.org 

USAGE CRITERIA

USAGE CRITERIA

Show expertise in a specific area

Established equity in own right

Support the Master Brand; lend 
equity back to ADL brand

ADL is one of several partners in 
initiative – no lead partner

Target audiences that may not 
coincide with primary ADL donor 
target audience

Own unique branding but with 
some guidelines – need to 
define further

Oneday Against Hate

Communities Overcoming 
Extremism

Renaissance Fellows/
Aspen Institute

CREATIVE EXAMPLES

CREATIVE

EXAMPLES

EXAMPLES

An ADL Program:

Glass Leadership Institute   

Innovate Against Hate

Game Jam

ADL Action

Words to Action

An ADL Law Enforcement Program

An ADL Education Program
An ADL Event:

National Leadership Summit

Never Is Now

Social Cohesion Summit

Scotus Review

Coalitions: 
ADL’s…or The ADL:

Sports Leadership Council  

An ADL Program

© 2019 ADL

Brand Endorsed

Partnerships

www.adl.org 

USAGE CRITERIA

USAGE CRITERIA

Show expertise in a specific area

Established equity in own right

Support the Master Brand; lend 
equity back to ADL brand

ADL is one of several partners in 
initiative – no lead partner

Target audiences that may not 
coincide with primary ADL donor 
target audience

Own unique branding but with 
some guidelines – need to 
define further

Oneday Against Hate

Communities Overcoming 
Extremism

Renaissance Fellows/
Aspen Institute

CREATIVE EXAMPLES

CREATIVE

EXAMPLES

EXAMPLES

An ADL Program:

Glass Leadership Institute   

Innovate Against Hate

Game Jam

ADL Action

Words to Action

An ADL Law Enforcement Program

An ADL Education Program
An ADL Event:

National Leadership Summit

Never Is Now

Social Cohesion Summit

Scotus Review

Coalitions: 
ADL’s…or The ADL:

Sports Leadership Council  

An ADL Program
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Typography
Headline: Titillium Bold/BlackPrint and Web/Digital

These are the approved font families 
for print pieces and web/digital. We 
also have approved fonts for MS Word 
and PowerPoint. 

Always use only approved fonts.  
See design examples on pages  
53-55 for reference.

Subhead: Roboto Slab Regular

Body copy: Roboto Regular

Fighting Hate for Good. 
FIGHTING HATE FOR GOOD.
Fighting Hate For Good. 
FIGHTING HATE FOR GOOD.

More Ways to Give.

Liciis et labor moluptint fugia pres nesed qui doluptatis iustem experatur, sundis esequib erchit 
poremporeius et re vel ipsundae ipis voluptate porunt aut lantur, simpedit, as maximus quia 
iure, seque enectios solor as eius antia am et aceribus. Ratae lacimos sitatem adios eatur, venis 
enihili gnimillo bla dolorata quatquatiae at.

Mus. Modit lam fuga. Epedis et la ima quam, idelendi odi asperorum idenist inci untisquo idel 
magnimi llicit adipsam, ommodis excesed utent, estius acepraes culparum is eum que occaboris 
eaque laborupta dolut.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Typography
Titillium Family Roboto Family

Titillium Extra Light
Titillium Extra Light Italic
Titillium Light
Titillium Light Italic
Titillium Regular
Titillium Italic
Titillium SemiBold
Titillium SemiBold
Titillium Bold
Titillium Bold Italic
Titillium Black

Roboto Thin
Roboto Thin Italic
Roboto Light
Roboto Light Italic
Roboto Regular
Roboto Italic
Roboto Medium
Roboto Medium Italic
Roboto Bold
Roboto Bold Italic
Roboto Black
Roboto Black Italic

Roboto Slab Thin
Roboto Slab Light
Roboto Slab Regular
Roboto Slab Bold

Print and Web/Digital
Our chosen font families offer a  
wide variety of weights and styles.  
Use different styles sparingly.

See design examples on pages  
53-55 for reference.
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Typography
Headline: Arial BlackPowerPoint/Word

These are the approved font families 
for MS Word and PowerPoint. These 
are default Microsoft fonts and will 
allow you to share files with others  
without display concerns.

Always use only approved fonts.  
See design examples on pages  
61 & 64 for reference. Subhead: Cambria Regular

Body copy: Arial

Fighting Hate For Good. 
FIGHTING HATE FOR GOOD. 

More Ways to Give

Liciis et labor moluptint fugia pres nesed qui doluptatis iustem experatur, sundis esequib erchit 
poremporeius et re vel ipsundae ipis voluptate porunt aut lantur, simpedit, as maximus quia iure, 
seque enectios solor as eius antia am et aceribus. Ratae lacimos sitatem adios eatur, venis enihili 
gnimillo bla dolorata quatquatiae at.

Mus. Modit lam fuga. Epedis et la ima quam, idelendi odi asperorum idenist inci untisquo idel 
magnimi llicit adipsam, ommodis excesed utent, estius acepraes culparum is eum que occaboris 
eaque laborupta dolut.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Typography
Cambria Family

Cambria Regular 

Cambria Italic 

Cambria Bold 

Cambria Bold Italic

Arial Family

Arial Regular
Arial Italic
Arial Bold
Arial Bold Italic 

PowerPoint/Word
Our chosen font families offer a  
wide variety of weights and styles.  
Use different styles sparingly.

See design examples on pages  
61 & 64 for reference.
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Typography
Headline: Titillium Bold/Black (as images only)E-Mail

Arial is a universal font that will display 
properly in various email systems such 
as Outlook and Gmail. 

The only way to show a headline in 
Titillium in email is through a banner 
image, such as those CSC has created 
for regional newsletters.

Subhead: Arial Regular

Body copy: Arial Regular

Fighting Hate For Good.  
FIGHTING HATE FOR GOOD. 
Fighting Hate For Good. 
FIGHTING HATE FOR GOOD. 

More Ways to Give

Liciis et labor moluptint fugia pres nesed qui doluptatis iustem experatur, sundis esequib erchit 
poremporeius et re vel ipsundae ipis voluptate porunt aut lantur, simpedit, as maximus quia iure, 
seque enectios solor as eius antia am et aceribus. Ratae lacimos sitatem adios eatur, venis enihili 
gnimillo bla dolorata quatquatiae at.

Mus. Modit lam fuga. Epedis et la ima quam, idelendi odi asperorum idenist inci untisquo idel 
magnimi llicit adipsam, ommodis excesed utent, estius acepraes culparum is eum que occaboris 
eaque laborupta dolut.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Typography
Titillium Family Arial Family

Titillium Extra Light
Titillium Extra Light Italic
Titillium Light
Titillium Light Italic
Titillium Regular
Titillium Italic
Titillium SemiBold
Titillium SemiBold
Titillium Bold
Titillium Bold Italic
Titillium Black

Arial Regular
Arial Italic
Arial Bold
Arial Bold Italic

E-Mail
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Typography
Headline Usage

Capitalization:  
Headlines can be either all caps or sentence 
case. We recommend all caps for shorter 
headlines and sentence case for longer 
headlines, but you should use your discretion.

Height:  
Line height should match the text point size.  
For example, if you have 36 pt text you should 
use 36 pt line height.

We have chosen fonts that should not  
need much, if any, kerning to adjust space 
between letters.

Color:  
When possible, use black or ADL slate blue  
(541 C) as the headline text color.

Typography:  
Headlines should be Arial black in MS Word, 
PowerPoint and e-mail text. Headlines should 
be Titillium bold or black in print pieces, digital/
web, or header images for e-mail. 

Example text styles

36 pt text point size

36 pt line height

CONFRONT  
DISCRIMINATION  
& SECURE JUSTICE. 
Religious Freedom.
Liciis et labor moluptint fugia pres nesed qui doluptatis iustem experatur, 
sundis esequib erchit poremporeius et re vel ipsundae ipis voluptate 
porunt aut lantur, simpedit, as maximus quia iure, seque enectios solor 
as eius antia am et aceribus. Ratae lacimos sitatem adios eatur, venis 
enihili gnimillo bla dolorata quatquatiae at.

Mus. Modit lam fuga. Epedis et la ima quam, idelendi odi asperorum 
idenist inci untisquo idel magnimi llicit adipsam, ommodis excesed utent, 
estius acepraes culparum is eum que occaboris eaque laborupta dolut.
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Typography
Subhead Usage

Capitalization:  
All text should be placed under the headline copy 
and should be set in half of the headline text 
point size.

All text should be set using title case.

Height:  
Line height should match the headline point size.

Color:  
When possible, use the ADL light blue (299 C)  
as the subhead text color.

Typography:  
Use either Roboto Slab regular, Rockwell  
regular or Arial regular fonts, depending on  
the application.

Example text styles

36 pt text size

36 pt clear space

18 pt text size

CONFRONT  
DISCRIMINATION  
& SECURE JUSTICE. 
Religious Freedom.
Liciis et labor moluptint fugia pres nesed qui doluptatis iustem experatur, 
sundis esequib erchit poremporeius et re vel ipsundae ipis voluptate 
porunt aut lantur, simpedit, as maximus quia iure, seque enectios solor 
as eius antia am et aceribus. Ratae lacimos sitatem adios eatur, venis 
enihili gnimillo bla dolorata quatquatiae at.

Mus. Modit lam fuga. Epedis et la ima quam, idelendi odi asperorum 
idenist inci untisquo idel magnimi llicit adipsam, ommodis excesed utent, 
estius acepraes culparum is eum que occaboris eaque laborupta dolut.
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Typography
Body Copy Usage

Size: 
Text point is recommended to be no less than 10 
pt with 14 pt line height. For small pieces, size 
can reduced to 8 pt with 12 pt line height.

Height:  
Line height should match the space between the 
subhead and the body copy should be the height 
of the subhead text.

Color:  
When possible, use black color for best legibility.

Typography:  
Use either Roboto or Arial font families, 
depending on the application.

CONFRONT  
DISCRIMINATION  
& SECURE JUSTICE. 
Religious Freedom.
Liciis et labor moluptint fugia pres nesed qui doluptatis iustem experatur, 
sundis esequib erchit poremporeius et re vel ipsundae ipis voluptate 
porunt aut lantur, simpedit, as maximus quia iure, seque enectios solor 
as eius antia am et aceribus. Ratae lacimos sitatem adios eatur, venis 
enihili gnimillo bla dolorata quatquatiae at.

Mus. Modit lam fuga. Epedis et la ima quam, idelendi odi asperorum 
idenist inci untisquo idel magnimi llicit adipsam, ommodis excesed utent, 
estius acepraes culparum is eum que occaboris eaque laborupta dolut.

Example text styles

18 pt text size
18 pt clear space

10 pt text size
14 pt line height
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Color Palette
Primary

Our primary colors are ADL slate blue (541 C) 
and ADL hope blue (299 C). These are the colors 
that make up the ADL logo.

If you are making a two-color piece, use these 
two colors.

Pantone: 299 C
C 74  M 22  Y 0  K 0
R 20  G 159  B 218
#00a0e0

Pantone: 541 C
C 100  M 84  Y 30  K 15
R 9  G 60  B 113
#093c71
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Color Palette
Accent colors can add style to 
designed pieces, but should be used 
sparingly. For example, you could add 
(267 C + 2655 C) to a two-color design, 
but you would not want to add (267 C + 
362 C + 135 C). 

Grayscale

Secondary/accent

Pantone: 3125 C
C 75  M 11  Y 18  K 0
R 0  G 171  B 199
#00abc7

Pantone: 267 C
C 77  M 97  Y 0  K 0
R 96  G 38  B 158
#60269e

Pantone: 367 C
C 41  M 0  Y 82  K 0
R 161  G 213  B 93
#a1d55d

Pantone: 371 C
C 64  M 42  Y 100  K 31
R 84  G 98  B 34
#546222

Pantone: 135 C
C 1  M 24  Y 76  K 0
R 252  G 197  B 87
#fcc557

Pantone: 199 C
C 8  M 100  Y 86  K 1
R 219  G 6  B 50
#db0632

Pantone: 629 C
C 39  M 3  Y 12  K 0
R 151  G 208  B 220
#97d0dc

Pantone: 2655 C
C 47  M 57  Y 0  K 0
R 148  G 120  B 210
#9478d2

Pantone: 7485 C
C 19  M 5  Y 31  K 0
R 207  G 220  B 186
#cfdcba

Pantone: 362 C
C 75  M 16  Y 100  K 3
R 74  G 156  B 45
#4a9c2d

Pantone: 7403 C
C 7  M 15  Y 58  K 0
R 238  G 210  B 130
#eed282

Pantone: 1575 C
C 1  M 62  Y 90  K 0
R 244  G 127  B 52
#f47f34
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Graphic Elements/Devices
The Bridge of Hope Activation and Usage

The Bridge of Hope activation device can be modified  to 
accommodate various graphic layouts and colors as a 
secondary design. You should never change the color of 
the bridge within the logo.

See activation examples below.

COURAGE

OUR VALUES

Respectfully disagreeing with 
leaders, donors, community 
members, constituents and each 
other when we have a different 
belief or point of view

Being a lead voice when others are 
hanging back or playing it safe

Questioning authority, as 
appropriate

RESPECT

Demonstrating consideration for 
staff at all levels

Acknowledging people by being 
responsive to emails and requests 
in a timely manner

Being present, fully engaged and 
actively listening

Being considerate of co-workers’ 
time and taking into account their 
other commitments when making 
requests

COLLABORATION
Actively seeking the views of those 
with different perspectives

Being a good listener and allowing 
people to finish their thoughts

Identifying key stakeholders early 
in the process and leveraging the 
ideas, creativity and expertise that 
exist within the ADL community

Seeking best practices from all 
sources, both internal and 
external, and sharing with 
colleagues

ACCOUNTABILITY

Taking ownership for work product 
- both successes 
and shortcomings

Delivering on commitments

Taking a solutions-based approach 
to challenges

Assuming/taking a proactive 
role as an individual or as part of
a team

INCLUSION
Ensuring staff feel part of the 
organization and new hires feel 
welcome

Recognizing the value of everyone

Demonstrating personal 
commitment to the importance 
of diversity

Addressing biased behavior when 
we encounter it

INTEGRITY
Being transparent with our actions 
and intent

Giving credit to others/colleagues 
when it’s due

Exemplifying the values of the 
organization in actions and 
statements - in situations where 
there is conflict between your 
personal views and those of the 
agency, you voice concerns 
internally and honor the Agency’s 
positions externally

Operating with the highest levels 
of ethical and legal standards

CREDIBILITY

Demonstrating expertise in your 
area of responsibility 

Demonstration responsibility, 
reliability and trustworthiness

Accessing the correct experts for 
guidance

Providing nuanced and principled 
responses based on facts
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Graphic Elements/Devices
The Bridge of Hope as an “Anti”  
or Reinforcing Symbol 

The Bridge of Hope graphic device can be placed over words 
and images with negative meaning. It can also graphically 
reinforce the positive, adding strength and power to images 
and typography. HATE

Challenging the Negative Reinforcing the Positive

FIGHTING HATE FOR GOOD™

FIGHTING HATE FOR GOOD™

FIGHTING HATE FOR GOOD™

BULLYING

RACISM

HATE

BULLYING

RACISM

HATE
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Graphic Elements/Devices
The Bridge of Hope Standalone Graphic

The Bridge of Hope graphic can be used as a standalone device 
to visually reinforce content. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Ut venenatis eros non 
pellentesque volutpat. In eu rhoncus mi. Fusce 
pulvinar, enim ut consectetur facilisis, leo 
purus efficitur turpisno

$Fee 
Even Date
Adress line1 
Adress line2

Extra information 1 
Extra information 2

RSVP HERE
staffemail@adl.org
For questions contact our 
staff at staffemail@adl.org

Event Title
Two Lines
Please join us

For more information, visit our website adl.org/event-title
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Graphic Elements/Devices
The Bridge of Hope Cropped Graphic

The Bridge of Hope activation device can be scaled and 
cropped to be used as a supporting graphic element as well  
as a container for information. The device can only be used  
once in any graphic unit and should be visually balanced  
with other elements.

TITLE GOES HERE IN ALL 
CAPS AND UP TO THREE 
LINES

SAMPLE SLIDES

TITLE GOES HERE IN ALL 
CAPS AND UP TO THREE 
LINES

APRIL 23, 2018
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Graphic Elements/Devices
ADL Divider

The vertical slash graphic device can be added  
to visually separate content. It can be used as a rule  
or as a dividing shape. TITLE

The angle of the divider is based  
on the angle of the letter “A” in the 

ADL logo. It is a 72° angle.

72°
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Graphic Elements/Devices
Typography and Images Only

In cases where the use of diagonal shapes becomes 
overwhelming, layouts may need to become more simple and 
generic. Brand typography, color, images and simple graphic 
devices, such as rules, can be used to balance the more  
branded moments. See activation examples for reference  
on page 64.

WORDS TO ACTION
Workshops empower Magniae sae mo eicimag nis arumquo diaesequam veliquunt.Harciis com nie 
nem expeles quost, quideli sciminulpa veni de volo quunt, quianimin prest, sumquodis net vendi 

• Offic tes dolest utem que pligent illique vel
• Ped maximi, inullam volo cuptate ctoratem 
• Quid quamus nobis accate nis doluptas quas 
• Ex endam evenet quam la vel millati volore ini cus aboresc
• liberumqui si alit prerume quatu

High School Students Participate during a day of Words to Action workshops at CampRamah in the Berkshires

Since it’s beginning, over 1.4 million adults and youth have been impacted 
by ADL’s Education in New York State.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
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Print Collateral/Stationery
Usage

This is the approved corporate stationery system to be used  
for all external ADL communications.
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Common Mistakes: Dos and Don’ts
Violations
None of the elements, including typeface, color and positioning, 
can be altered for any reason. The following are examples of 
common misuse of the logo that are not permitted.

Do not change the color of the logo. 
Do use approved artwork as is.

Do not remove parts of the logo. 
Do use approved artwork in full.

Do not add unapproved text to the logo. 
Do add text as a headline observing minimum 

space requirements.

Do not put a drop shadow behind  
the logo. Do use inverted logo if more 

contrast is need.

Do not enclose the logo in a shape. 
Do position the logo where no  

holding shape is needed or switch  
to inverted logo.

Do not rearrange or alter scale of the 
Tagline. Do use approved artwork as is.

Do not stretch the logo. 
Do maintain original proportions.

Do not outline the logo. 
Do use approved artwork as is.

Do not recreate the logo. 
Do use approved artwork as is.

ADL
FIGHTING HATE FOR GOODEDUCATION PROGRAM SCHEDULE



KEY MESSAGING 
GUIDELINES
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Editorial Guidelines
ADL Style and Usage Manual 

These guidelines outline the preferred style and usage for  
print and online materials developed by and for ADL. The 
purpose of the guidelines is to ensure consistency of spelling, 
style and description throughout the organization. The style and 
usage rules listed here are based in part on The New York Times 
Manual of Style and Usage. Also, refer to our online Glossary of 
Education Terms. 

Outward-Facing Statement
 
Please use this language whenever you are describing ADL: 

ADL is a leading anti-hate organization. Founded in 1913 in 
response to an escalating climate of anti-Semitism and bigotry, 
its timeless mission is to stop the defamation of the Jewish 
people and to secure justice and fair treatment to all. Today, 
ADL continues to fight all forms of hate with the same vigor 
and passion. ADL is the first call when acts of anti-Semitism 
occur. A global leader in exposing extremism, delivering anti-
bias education and fighting hate online, ADL’s ultimate goal 
is a world in which no group or individual suffers from bias, 
discrimination or hate.
*Abbreviated statement can be found on page 12.

Correct Usage/Spelling for Commonly Used 
Words and Phrases

ABCD 
A World of Difference® Institute (never abbreviate as “AWOD” 
in writing or speech, can be written as “the Institute” after initial 
reference)
advocating for
African American (no hyphen unless it is used as an adjective, 
as in African-American students)

amicus or amicus curiae (“friend of the court”) 
anti-bias
anti-government 
anti-Semitism
antiterrorism (one word)
Abbas, Mahmoud (a.k.a. Abu Mazen)
Arafat, Yasir
audiovisual (one word) 
bin Laden, Osama
Bin Sultan, Prince Bandar
bisexual
black (do not capitalize when using as an adjective; do not use black 
as a noun referring to a person or group of people)
Breakers, The (not Breakers Hotel)
catalog 
Chair (not chairman)
Civil Rights Area Counsel (not counsels)
counterterrorism (one word)
cyberally (unless it’s referring to the training  
program CyberALLY®)  
cyberbullying
cyberworld
data (use with a singular verb)

EFGHIJ
E-mail (use “E-mail” at the beginning of a sentence and “E-Mail”  
in headlines)
federal government (not capitalized unless part of a proper name; 
e.g., Federal Bureau of Investigation)
Facebook
fliers (not “flyers”) when referring to handouts
government (lowercase) 
grass roots (hyphenate when used as an adjective:  
“grass-roots organization", one word when used as a noun)
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Editorial Guidelines
Hamas
hatemonger
Hezbollah
Latino(a)/Hispanic (be aware of regional preferences and see 
additional note below in Race, Ethnicity and Nationality)
home page
IDF (Israel Defense Forces) 
i.e., (means “that is”; not to be confused with e.g.)
Instagram
interfaith  
internet
Intranet
judgment 

KLMNOP
Koran (should not be spelled as Quran. It's an alternate spelling.)
LGBTQ
Los Angeles Times
media (use with a plural verb)
Muhammad (e.g., “the prophet Muhammad”)
multicultural 
Muslim
No Place For Hate® (never abbreviate as “NPFH” in writing  
or speech) 
Op-Ed (when referring specifically to The New York Times; 
otherwise “op-ed”)
policymaker
Pulitzer Prize-winning author
 
QRST
queer/questioning 
re-elect
reestablish
Righteous Persons or Righteous Among the Nations  
(if officially recognized by Yad Vashem or ADL)
role-play

skinheads (lowercase)
teenage
transgender (never to be used as a noun, only an adjective)
Twitter

UVWXYZ
ultranationalism
UN
U.S.
Waffen SS
Wall Street Journal, The
Washington Post, The
webmaster@adl.org 
website
YouTube 
youth (no “s” for plural)

When in doubt:
Follow The New York Times Manual of Style and Usage (2015,  
5th edition)
Use “media” with a plural verb
Put a period after an ellipsis if it is at the end of a sentence (…).
Use “data” with a singular verb

Please do not:
Use contractions (we’ve, that’s)
Shift point of view (from “it” to “we” for ADL)
Format your document (for bold face, tabs, different fonts, hard 
returns, centering, etc.)

Endnotes/Footnotes

The Brand and Marketing department requests that writers use 
endnotes rather than footnotes and enter the numbers manually.
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Editorial Guidelines
Anti-Bias Language Guidelines from ADL  
Education Department 

ADL Education encourages careful attention and sensitivity 
to language on the part of the organization. Recognizing that 
language is ever-evolving, the following guidelines should be 
viewed as a work in progress. More detailed information and 
guidelines can be found in “Understanding the Language of 
Bias” (Unit VIII) in Education’s Master Training Manual.
 
Gender-Neutral Language

a. Do not use the generic “he". Rephrase using nouns or change 
wording to use the plural pronoun “they”.

Example using a noun: When a child is given the opportunity 
to explore bias and discrimination, the student will behave in a 
less prejudiced manner.  
Example changing to plural: When students are given the 
opportunity to explore bias and discrimination, they will behave 
in a less prejudiced manner.   

NOTE: Pronouns and antecedents should generally agree. 
However, with increased awareness of transgender and gender 
non-conforming identities, using “they” is an acceptable pronoun 
for those who don’t identify as male or female, those who do  
not use gender-specific pronouns. 

b. Avoid using “man” as a generic noun or as an ending for 
an occupational title. Most “man” occupation titles have 
excellent equivalent gender-neutral words. Use “chair” instead of 
“chairman” or “chairperson”; “humanity” rather than “mankind”; 
“representative” rather than “congressman.”

Example: Police officers [not policemen] who attend Managing 
Implicit Bias for Law Enforcement workshops are less likely than 
those who have not attended workshops to show prejudicial 
attitudes toward others.

c. Use “he” or “she” (his or her) when a sentence demands this 
type of construction. 
Combination forms such as he/she or s/he are usually awkward 
and distracting. Alternating between he and she is also not ideal 
because doing so implies that he or she can be generic, which is 
not the case. 

Example: Any student who is attending the program should  
provide feedback to their classmates. (Keep in mind that this  
kind of sentence is often smoother when handled in the plural: 
Students who attend the program should provide feedback to  
their classmates.)

d. Add “/a” to “Latino,” to be inclusive of both females and males.
Example: Name five prominent Latino/a Americans. (see also 
Race, Ethnicity and Nationality)

e. Use parallel terms when referring to males and females of the 
same age group unless the facts do not support that usage.

Example: Women and men [not “the girls and men”] participated 
in the workshop.
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Editorial Guidelines
Sexual Orientation 

a. Sexual orientation is not the same as sexual preference. 
“Orientation” is the preferred term. Terms like “lifestyle” and 
“preference” reinforce the misconception that sexual orientation 
is a matter of choice and should not be used. 

Example: Identity includes, but is not limited to, race, religion, 
sexual orientation, ability, ethnicity, gender, etc.

b. Use “lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer/
questioning” (LGBTQ) and not “any other term” when referring 
to the groups encompassed in that acronym. LGBTQ refers 
primarily to a collection of identities and cultures. It's also 
important to understand that one cannot be an “LGBTQ person.” 
Also, use “LGBTQ communities” over “LGBTQ community” as  
it better reflects the diversity of groups encompassed under  
the acronym. 

Do not capitalize “lesbian,” “gay,” “bisexual,” “transgender” or 
“queer/questioning.” However, when using the abbreviation 
of the collective term “lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and 
queer/questioning,” capitalize each letter (i.e. LGBTQ).

Example: The LGBTQ community center provides programs and 
services for LGBTQ people. 

c. When it is not clear in the context of usage whether gay  
is referring to men and women or more narrowly to men, 
specify gender.

Example: Gay men in the community volunteered to help rebuild 
the homeless shelter.

d. “Lesbian” can be used as a noun or adjective; use “gay” and 
“bisexual” as adjectives only.

e. The word “bisexual” is not hyphenated.

f. “Queer/Questioning” is used as a recognition that a growing 
number of people identify as queer to best reflect their gender 
identity, sexual orientation and/or politics. Questioning refers to 
the process of figuring out and exploring one’s gender identity 
and/or sexual orientation and is of particular importance for 
inclusion when developing materials for LGBTQ youth.

g. Use inclusive language that includes all forms of  
committed relationships.

Example: The event will be open to employees and  
their partners.
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Editorial Guidelines
Race, Ethnicity and Nationality 

a. Do not use hyphens in multiword names of ethnic or racial 
groups, except when used as adjectives. 

Example: The African-American students created a community 
mentoring program.
Example: Asian Americans comprised 15% of the  
city population.

b. When using the terms white or black to refer to racial groups, 
do not capitalize.

Example: The film dispels many myths about the ways black 
and white people view one another.

c. Whenever possible, use both “black” and “African American”. 
Other terms are commonly used, and some people prefer one 
term over the other. Not all black people in the United States 
identify as African Americans.

Example: Name five prominent black or African- 
American people.

d. Use “Native American” or “Indigenous Peoples” rather than 
“American Indian.” This term is broader and more inclusive. (The 
U.S. government includes Alaskans, Hawaiians and Samoans in 
this category.) Use the plural “communities” when talking about 
Native American communities to reflect the diversity of groups 
under the term. 

e. It is always preferable to use the names of specific groups 
when known.

Example: The series included a video and text on Native 
Americans. (Or: The series included a video and text on the 
Cherokees and Iroquois.)  
 
 

f. “Latino(a)/Hispanic” are umbrella terms used in the 
United States to refer to people who identify themselves 
as having heritage from countries in the Caribbean, and 
Central and South America. While the differences between 
the terms Hispanic and Latino(a) can be confusing for some 
and clarifying for others, the Census Bureau uses the terms 
interchangeably. Some people of Latino(a) or Hispanic origin 
also use the terms “interchangeably,” and some choose to use 
one or the other or neither. This decision is based on a variety 
of factors, including region of the country, political perspective, 
country of origin, immigration status, family tradition, 
categorization in the U.S. and resulting treatment from others, 
and other factors. Further, some people prefer to identify 
themselves in relation to their country of origin like Colombian 
American, Cuban American and Mexican American. “Latinx,” 
a term that has been gaining popularity, is a gender-neutral 
alternative to Latino and Latina. Used by scholars, activists 
and an increasing number of journalists, Latinx is becoming 
more commonly used among the general public. Ultimately, it is 
best to ask people about their individual preferences and to be 
sensitive to intergroup diversity and dynamics.

g. “Oriental” should never be used to designate people who 
are Asian, Asian American or Pacific Islander. Whenever 
possible, specify the name of the Asian subgroup. “Oriental” 
may be used as an adjective to describe inanimate objects; in 
such cases, it is not capitalized.
Example: Asian task force members from the Chinese, 
Vietnamese, Pakistani and Korean communities were present. 
Example: He spent a long time trying to choose an oriental vase. 

h. Avoid using “non” words to describe people or groups. These 
terms imply that membership in a specific group is the standard. 

Examples: non-white, non-Jew 
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Editorial Guidelines
Race, Ethnicity and Nationality 

i. Mention a person’s racial, ethnic, religious or other identity 
only when it is relevant to the situation.

j. Do not use "ethnic" in reference to people of color only. 
Otherwise, phrases including the word “ethnic,” such as  
“ethnic beauty” and “ethnic foods,” may suggest things not 
racially white and therefore unfamiliar, are exotic and strange. 
White people have different ethnic backgrounds (e.g. Irish, 
Italians and French) as do Asian Americans (e.g. Laotian,  
Korean and Chinese).

k. Never use the terms Caucasoid, Negroid or Mongoloid (or 
any derivation of them, including Caucasian) when describing 
racial groups. In an effort to justify race and racism, late 18th- 
century pseudoscience created these terms to explain race as 
a biological concept. Because this argument has been soundly 
rejected in the scientific community for half a century, use of 
these terms is both incorrect and outdated.

l. Use the terms America and Americans cautiously when 
referring to the United States of America or its inhabitants. 
While the terms America and Americans have become 
synonymous with the United States and the United States’ 
people, such usage ignores the existence of Canada and Mexico 
(as part of North America) and the countries in Central and 
South America. Rather than using these ethnocentric terms, the 
preferred terms are United States and people who live in the 
United States.

m. Do not use the term “citizen” when referring to people who 
live in the United States as it doesn’t include all of the people 
who live here (e.g, undocumented immigrant and others), many 
of whom have lived here for a long time. Instead, use “residents” 
or “those who live in the United States.”
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Editorial Guidelines
Age 

a. “Boy” and “girl” are preferred terms for referring to children. 
When referring to middle school and high school-aged people, 
the term “youth” or “young people” is preferred. 

Example: First grade girls were invited to enter the contest.
Example: The contest is open to all youth who attend high 
schools in the city.

b. “Elderly” is not acceptable as a noun. 
Use “older” as an adjective.

Example: According to recent polls, older Americans are more 
likely than younger ones to vote in presidential elections.

Physical and Mental Ability

a. Put the person first, not the disability.
Example: The doctor, who is deaf, found creative ways for her 
patients to explain their symptoms [not “the deaf doctor”].

b. Use “disability” to refer to an attribute of a person and the 
word “handicap” to refer to the source of limitation, which may 
be legal, attitudinal or architectural barriers.

Example: The young man who uses a wheelchair gave a 
motivational speech at the workshop about living with a 
physical disability. He mentioned that steps and curbs 
handicap people who require the use of a ramp.

c. Avoid euphemisms like “challenged” and “special” when 
describing people with disabilities.

Example: Workshop participants with mental disabilities were 
invited to share their experiences with the group [not “mentally 
challenged participants”]. Avoid using “special education” as a 
label to describe a “student” and instead reflect, if applicable, 
that students receive special educational services.

d. Use emotionally neutral expressions when talking about 
people with disabilities. Words like “victim,” “afflicted,”  
“suffering” and “confined” sound negative and suggest  
continued helplessness.

e. Do not include mention of a disability if it is not relevant to  
the context.

Example: David Thompson delivered an inspiring keynote 
address on the need for bilingual education. [The fact that David 
Thompson uses a wheelchair isn’t relevant in this context and 
therefore should not be included in the sentence].

f. When referring to people with disabilities, be sure to include 
both physical and mental disabilities. 

Example: People with physical and mental disabilities will 
benefit from the new law.

g. “Dementia” is preferable to the word “senile,” which should 
not be used. Do not use the term “demented.” 
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Editorial Guidelines
Potentially Problematic Words/Phrases 

The following are additional loaded or buzz words  
and phrases that one should use carefully or avoid. Used  
carelessly, in written form or in speech, they can trigger  
very strong reactions.

a. Citizen
Do not use the term “citizen” when referring to people who live 
in the United States as it doesn’t include all of the people who 
live here (e.g. undocumented immigrants and others), many of 
whom have lived here for a long time. Instead, use “residents” or 
“those who live in the United States”. 

b. Illegal Alien
Replace with “undocumented immigrant.” No person should ever 
be referred to as “illegal”.

c. Slave
Do not confuse “slave” with “enslaved.” Harriet Tubman, often 
described in books as “born a slave,” was, in fact, born enslaved. 
No one is born a slave; people are enslaved.

d. Minority
The word “minority” implies “less than,” no matter what the 
intent actually is. Use sparingly. When discussing government 
programs or documents that still use the term, put it in quotation 
marks to indicate that you are using the term the way the 
government document does. Further, the use of the term to 
describe some cultural groups in the United States is inaccurate 
based on recent demographic shifts in population. The term 
“majority minority” school should be avoided.  

e. Poor
This word is used loosely and often in connection with people of 

color. Other appropriate terms include “living in poverty” or “below 
the poverty line”. 

f. Lower Class
This value-laden term suggests that people in this class are 
beneath, culturally less than, those “above” who are more worthy 
of respect and dignity. Because the term usually refers to people 
in the low-income bracket, the phrase “low-income” (without the 
“-er”) is preferred.
 
g. Disadvantaged/Underprivileged/“At Risk”
The use of these terms is often associated with students living 
and attending schools in urban settings.  These terms should be 
used with caution so as not to label/categorize people in ways 
that deny their individual experiences or communicate negative 
assumptions about them and their abilities and potential.

h. Achievement Gap
The achievement gap can be frequently cited when referring to 
students from low-income backgrounds and/or students of color; 
however, “opportunity gap” is a more accurate description to 
reflect the inequities in the U.S. education system that start as 
early as preschool and predispose some students to academic 
success more than others.  

i. Culturally Deprived
No one is “culturally deprived” if one assumes that everyone 
has a culture. This term usually refers to the socio-economic 
conditions of a particular group and has more to do with 
economics than culture. It is offensive because the person using 
this phrase is usually assuming the cultural superiority of the 
dominant U.S. culture.
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Editorial Guidelines
Potentially Problematic Words/Phrases 

j. Tolerance
Use of the word tolerance in the context of anti-bias  
education should be avoided. Anti-bias work aims to teach 
understanding and respect instead of encouraging people to 
“tolerate” each other.

k. Prejudice or Bias Reduction
Although commonly used, the idea of trying to “reduce” 
prejudice to some presumably allowable level seems  
too modest a goal. Use “combating bias” or “eliminating  
bias” instead.

l. Celebrating Differences
Differences are neither good nor bad; they just are. Since 
many people operate from the assumption that differences 
are inherently difficult and bad, it may seem like a good idea to 
promote differences by celebrating them; however, even talking 
about celebrating differences puts a value judgment on them. 
Other appropriate terms include “recognizing differences” or 
“exploring differences”.

m. Normal
Who defines normal? What is the standard of comparison? This 
term is often associated with sexual orientation and disabilities, 
and implies that those who are heterosexual and able-bodied are 
“normal,” while others are not.

n. Deal With 
The expression “deal with” is slang and should be avoided. It 
also has a negative connotation as something one has to put up 
with. Use the word “address” instead.
 

o. Equity vs. Equality
Use the term “equity” instead of “equality.” While equality 
usually refers to everyone having the same rights, opportunities 
and resources and stresses parity, the term equity means 
that everyone gets what they need in order to have access, 
opportunities and a fair chance to succeed. The term equity 
acknowledges that the same for everyone (equality) does not 
truly address needs and systemic injustice.

p. Anti-bullying vs. Bullying Prevention
Young people are surrounded by messages telling them what 
not to do, so using “bullying prevention” in place of “anti-bullying” 
helps empower students to do what they can do.  
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Editorial Guidelines
ADL Education Description   

ADL’s Education Department provides educational programs, 
training and resources. Our anti-bias and bullying prevention 
programs for grades Pre-K–12 (A World of Difference® Institute 
and No Place for Hate®) assist educators and students in 
understanding and challenging bias and building ally behaviors. 
Our work in confronting anti-Semitism (Words to Action™) 
empowers middle school, high school and college students with 
constructive responses to combat anti-Semitism. We also have 
programs to help students explore and critically reflect on the 
lessons of the Holocaust, including Echoes & Reflections and 
others.

Correct Usage/Spelling for Education 
Programs and Public Publications 

A World of Difference® Institute (Use “The Institute,” never 
use “AWOD”)
ADL Grosfeld Family National Youth Leadership Mission to the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Anti-Bias Building Blocks: An Elementary Curriculum for  
K–5 Educators
Anti-Bias Study Guide (Secondary) 
Bearing Witness™ Program
Becoming an Ally: Responding to Name-Calling and Bullying 
(Student and Educator models)
Books Matter
Braun Holocaust Institute, Glick Center for Holocaust Studies
Campus Leaders Mission to Israel
Current Events Classroom 
Curriculum Connections
CyberALLY® 
Echoes & Reflections  

Empowering Students, Challenging Bias:  
A Middle School Curriculum
Fighting Back: A Handbook for Responding to Anti-Israel 
Campaigns on College and University Campuses
Hidden Child Foundation
May and Samuel Rudin Bearing Witness™ Advanced Program
No Place For Hate® (Never written as “NPFH”)
Peer Leadership Program 
Peer Training Program
Early Childhood FAQs
Step Up! Assembly Program 
Sugihara Fellowship Program of ADL Grosfeld National Youth 
Leadership Mission to the United States Holocaust  
Memorial Museum
Table Talk: Family Discussions about Current Events
Train-The-Trainer Program
Words to ActionTM (Community and Campus models) 
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Editorial Guidelines
ADL Education Description   

After giving the full title when first mentioned, the following 
programs/resources may be referred to as follows: 

A World of Difference® Institute -> The Institute

ADL Grosfeld Family National Youth Leadership Mission to the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum -> National Youth 
Leadership Mission (or NYLM)

Bearing Witness™ Program: Anti-Semitism, the Holocaust and 
Contemporary Issues -> Bearing Witness 
 
Becoming an Ally: Responding to Name-Calling and Bullying 
(Educator)/(Students) -> Becoming an Ally 
 
Campus Leaders Mission to Israel -> Campus Leaders Mission

Echoes & Reflections -> Echoes & Reflections 
Echoes & Reflections must always be referred to as a joint 
project of ADL, the USC Shoah Foundation Institute for 
Visual History and Education and Yad Vashem. In addition, in 
conjunction with this program, antisemitism is spelled this way.

May and Samuel Rudin Bearing Witness™ Advanced Program -> 
Bearing Witness Advanced

Sugihara Fellowship Program of the Grosfeld Family National 
Leadership Mission to the United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum -> Sugihara Fellowship Program
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Editorial Guidelines
Standard Language for A World of Difference® 
Institute   

Always spell out A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE in caps.  

A World of Difference must only be used as an adjective and in 
combination with Institute. 

Example: A World of Difference® Institute anti-bias  
training programs

Never write A World of Difference® Institute as “AWOD.”

Use: ADL’s A World of Difference® Institute
 The Institute (only when the full program name has  
 already been initially stated)  

A World of Difference® Institute – brief description 
ADL’s A World of Difference® Institute is a leading  
provider of anti-bias education and bullying prevention  
training programs used by Pre-K-12 schools throughout  
the United States and abroad.

Extended description, background and goals 
ADL’s A World of Difference® Institute is a market leader in the 
development and delivery of anti-bias and diversity training 
and resources. Human relations and education professionals 
design training modules and produce curricula that provide the 
necessary skills, knowledge and awareness to promote and 
sustain inclusive and respectful learning environments. 

The origins of the A World of Difference Institute date back to 
1985, when ADL and WCVB-TV in Boston initiated the A WORLD 
OF DIFFERENCE campaign, a year-long series of education 
and media-driven programs designed to combat prejudice and 

create effective tools to address these issues in  
the classroom and community. The campaign’s immense 
success led to ongoing programs in Boston and 28 U.S. cities  
as well as several national awards, including a Peabody,  
Gabriel and Scripps-Howard. In 1992, in an effort to meet 
the increasing demand for its services and to formalize and 
coordinate its anti-bias research, programming and training 
efforts, the League created and officially launched the A World of 
Difference Institute.

A World of Difference Institute training programs and curricular 
materials are developed and evaluated by a research department 
that interacts on an ongoing basis with professionals in the 
field. The Institute collaborates with universities, colleges and 
national funding sources to study and enhance the efficacy of 
its programs. These collaborations have included formal studies 
with prominent institutions, including Yale University, Columbia 
University Teachers College, Claremont Graduate School and the 
University of Pennsylvania.

Through the development and delivery of its programs and 
resources, the Institute seeks to help participants recognize 
bias and the harm it inflicts on individuals and society; explore 
the value of diversity; improve intergroup relations; and combat 
racism, anti-Semitism and all forms of prejudice and bigotry. 
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Editorial Guidelines
Standard Language for No Place For Hate®  

ADL’s No Place for Hate® initiative is a school climate 
improvement framework that provides Pre-K-12 schools 
with an organizing framework for combating bias, bullying 
and hatred, leading to long-term solutions for creating and 
maintaining a positive climate. No Place for Hate schools 
receive their designation by: (1) building inclusive and safe 
communities in which respect is the goal and all students can 
thrive; (2) empowering students, faculty, administration and 
family members to take a stand against hate and bullying by 
incorporating new and existing programs under one powerful 
message; and (3) sending a clear, unified message that all 
students have a place to belong.
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Editorial Guidelines
Guidelines for Written ADL Materials 
(Online and Print)  

It is important for our materials to have a unified voice, tone and 
look. For this reason, ADL’s resources are reviewed and edited by 
a team of people who look for a number of things in their review, 
including clarity of expression, legal constraints, consistency 
in use of logos and organization language, accuracy in ADL’s 
acknowledgments, inclusive writing and good grammar. 

General Writing Guidelines

a. Simple, Direct Language
Keep writing clear, direct and simple. In most cases, the shorter 
or simpler way to say something is preferable to longer, more 
complicated ways. 

Examples: In each pair, the shorter word is recommended. 
“Use,” not “utilize”; “person,” not “individual”; “and,” not “as  
well as.” 

b. Reread for Clarity
Ask yourself if you could read what you wrote without context. 
If the answer is no, write it again. Reread all documents for 
comprehension as if you were reading them for the first time.

c. Pronoun Errors
Know when to use “I” vs. “me”. This is one of the most  
common errors in spoken English, which appears frequently  
in written work. 

Example: Professor Taylor invited Carl and me to come to  
the conference. 

The correct pronoun for that sentence is “me,” not “I”. You can 
verify correct usage by deleting the name Carl from the sentence 
and saying it aloud. You would probably never say: “Professor 
Taylor invited I to come to the conference,” so you don’t use “I” 
when the name Carl is added to the sentence.
 
NOTE: Pronouns and antecedents should generally agree. 
However, with increased awareness of transgender and gender 
non-conforming identity, using “they” is an acceptable pronoun 
for those who don’t identify as male or female or those who do 
not use gender-specific pronouns. In addition, “they” can be used 
when using a gender-specific pronoun is awkward or not relevant. 

d. The Royal “We” 
The pronoun “we” must refer in a sentence to someone who has 
previously been identified. Sometimes writers use “we” for the 
purpose of obscuring who is actually doing a particular action. 
If you mean “ADL” or “ADL staff,” say so, and keep the writing in 
the third person, which is more appropriate than first or second 
person for academic and educational use.

e. Active Voice
Use the active voice for writing. The passive voice obscures who 
did the action. 

Examples: Jefferson’s home was built in only seven weeks; 
Jefferson’s home was built with slave labor. The use of the 
passive voice here [“was built”] obscures who did the building.

f. Parallel Language
If you start a list with “to provide, to explore,” continue with that 
format; if you start the list with action verbs, such as “teach, 
advise, explore,” without using the word “to,” continue with that 
format. Do not shift back and forth.
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Editorial Guidelines
Guidelines for Written ADL Materials 
(Online and Print)  

g. Punctuation
Sentences get initial caps and end punctuation; sentence 
fragments do not.  

Do not use an Oxford comma before “and” or in a series  
(e.g. red, green and blue); but use a comma in sentences  
when avoiding confusion: “A blended program includes a face-
to-face training and online webinar, and a multifaceted facilitator 
is essential.”

Use only one space after a period, not two or more spaces.
 
h. Numbers
Numbers 1 through 9 are written out (i.e., one, two).
Numbers 10 and over are written as the number (i.e., 10, 11).

i. Different From
Something is different “from” something else, not different 
“than”. Use “than” with the expression “it was different than I 
expected it to be”.

j. Between and Among
The simplest explanation is that “between” is used for two 
things and “among” for more than two.

k. Formatting Style of Titles

• Italics: Italicize titles of books, magazines, journals, 
newspapers, movies/videos and names of TV programs.

• Quotation marks: Put quotation marks around chapters/
sections in books, articles in magazines, journals and 
newspapers and specific episode titles of a TV program.

l. Bibliographies
Bibliographies should be prepared using The Chicago Manual  
of Style.

Example: Doniger, Wendy, Splitting the Difference (Chicago, IL: 
University of Chicago Press, 1999).
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Em Dash, En Dash and Hyphens, Explained
Em Dash 

The em dash is perhaps the most versatile punctuation mark. 
Depending on the context, the em dash can take the place of 
commas, parentheses, or colons — in each case to slightly 
different effect.

Notwithstanding its versatility, the em dash is best limited to 
two appearances per sentence. Otherwise, confusion rather than 
clarity is likely to result.

Em dashes in place of commas 
A pair of em dashes can be used in place of commas to 
enhance readability. Note, however, that dashes are always more 
emphatic than commas.
 
Example: And yet, when the car was finally delivered — nearly 
three months after it was ordered — she decided she no longer 
wanted it, leaving the dealer with an oddly equipped car that 
would be difficult to sell.

Em dashes in place of parentheses 
A pair of em dashes can replace a pair of parentheses. Dashes 
are considered less formal than parentheses; they are also 
more intrusive. If you want to draw attention to the parenthetical 
content, use dashes. If you want to include the parenthetical 
content more subtly, use parentheses.
 
Note that when dashes are used in place of parentheses, 
surrounding punctuation should be omitted. Compare the 
following examples.

Example: Upon discovering the errors (all 124 of them), the 
publisher immediately recalled the books.
Example: Upon discovering the errors — all 124 of them — the 
publisher immediately recalled the books.

 
When used in place of parentheses at the end of a sentence, only 
a single dash is used.

Example: After three weeks on set, the cast was fed up with his 
direction (or, rather, lack of direction).
Example: After three weeks on set, the cast was fed up with his 
direction — or, rather, lack of direction.

The em dash in place of a colon 
The em dash can be used in place of a colon when you want to 
emphasize the conclusion of your sentence. The dash is less 
formal than the colon.

Example: After months of deliberation, the jurors reached a 
unanimous verdict — guilty

Source: thepunctuationguide.com
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Em Dash, En Dash and Hyphens, Explained

En dash

The en dash (–) is slightly wider than the hyphen (-) but narrower 
than the em dash (—). The typical computer keyboard lacks a 
dedicated key for the en dash, though most word processors 
provide a means for its insertion.
 
Span or range of numbers
The en dash is used to represent a span or range of numbers, 
dates, or time. There should be no space between the en dash 
and the adjacent material. Depending on the context, the en 
dash is read as “to” or “through.”
 

Example: The 2010–2011 season was our best yet.
Example: You will find this material in chapters 8–12.

If you introduce a span or range with words such as from or 
between, do not use the en dash.
 

Correct: She served as secretary of state from 1996 to 1999.
Incorrect: She served as secretary of state from 1996 – 1999.

Conflict or connection 
The en dash can also be used between words to represent 
conflict, connection or direction.
 

Example: The liberal–conservative debate. 
Example: The Los Angeles–London flight.

Source: thepunctuationguide.com
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Em Dash, En Dash and Hyphens, Explained
Hyphen

For most writers, the hyphen’s primary function is the formation 
of certain compound terms such as eye-opener, check-in or 
free-for-all.  

Compound nouns

Compound nouns are the easiest to deal with: most of them 
can be looked up in a good dictionary. Keep in mind, though, 
that many compound nouns start out spaced or hyphenated 
before eventually becoming solid, with dictionaries often 
lagging behind current usage.

 
Compound verbs

Compound verbs (e.g. waterproof, highlight, rubber- 
stamp, nickel-and-dime) also are typically included in  
a good dictionary.

 

Compound adjectives

The most difficult compound terms to deal with are the 
compound adjectives. For one thing, most of them will not 
be found in any dictionary. For another, whether they are 
hyphenated or not depends on their position within a sentence. 
Whether to hyphenate or not is often a matter of style. Some 
basic guidance is offered below.

Two or more words that collectively act as an adjective should 
be hyphenated when they appear immediately before the noun 
they modify. This helps prevent misreading.

Example: Voters are fed up with this do-nothing congress.
Example: The victim is being described only as a twenty-five-
year-old man. 
Example: Does this come with a money-back guarantee

The major exception is when the compound adjective begins 
with an adverb ending in -ly. In that case, since a misreading is 
unlikely, the hyphen is unnecessary. If the -ly adverb is part of a 
larger compound adjective, use a hyphen.

Example: This is a poorly produced movie. 
Example: He followed up with a not-so-poorly-produced sequel.

Source: thepunctuationguide.com
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Trademark Usage
Trademarks Symbols: ® and TM

The ® symbol should be used only with registered trademarks. 
The TM symbol should be used with unregistered trademarks. 
Never use the ® symbol with an unregistered trademark. 

Apply the trademark symbol to the first or most prominent use. 
Properly designate all trademarks with the ® or TM at the first 
or most prominent use of the mark, which usually occurs in a 
headline, title or heading.  

Within a document/publication, use it only once. Subsequent 
use of the program does not require trademark.

The ®  and TM symbols must always be superscripted.

Put a registered mark (®) after the following programs:
 A World of Difference® Institute
 CyberALLY® 
 No Place for Hate®

Put trademark symbol (TM) after the following programs:
 Words to Action™

For a complete list of ADL's registered and unregistered 
trademarks, see www.adl.org/IP
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Brand Personality - The Vigilant Champion
Our Personality Story
A CHAMPION because,
We fight hate by relentlessly standing up for, defending 
and advocating on behalf of the Jewish people and other 
vulnerable communities. Through moral leadership, we 
are determined to always fight anti-Semitism and injustice, 
even if we are in that fight alone. We are brave, continuously 
developing creative solutions to defend people from prejudice. 
We courageously forge into unknown, unexplored frontiers to 
innovate against hate.

We are VIGILANT because, 
We are vigilant in the way that we monitor, expose and disrupt 
anti-Semitism, hate and extremism. We continuously monitor 
through rigorous, methodical investigation. We expose hate 
with tough-minded tactics that illuminate pivotal facts and 
incidents. We disrupt by ensuring we do not let any hate slip by, 
applying our knowledge in education and training programs to 
prevent and fight against new forms of hate and bias.
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How Our Brand Personality Impacts  
Our Behavior

 
 
 
 
 
Digging In + Standing With 
We are relentless in investigating and rooting out the truth. As 
we monitor and unearth new evidence, we report and act on 
the ground and online. We are pioneers, unafraid to stand with 
those who feel alone. 
 
 
 
 
 
Being Proactive + Reactive 
We have a “never settle” attitude, always challenging ourselves 
and others to proactively adapt policy stances to fight against 
hate and bigotry. We utilize a variety of tools that help us react 
to, and build upon, advocacy initiatives.   

 
 
 
 
 
Leading + Connecting 
We make connections that others wouldn’t see or choose to 
make. We are collaborative as we build lasting partnerships 
with law enforcement, other civil rights organizations, teachers, 
communities and individuals. 
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Content 

 
Directly confronting the core of a specific issue, 
driving a sense of urgency for people to act. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An invitation for the vulnerable to share stories, 
with a CTA that builds a sense of community.

 
Tone Checklist

Urgent

Is our writing imbued with a sense of immediacy 
and an actionable CTA?

Consequential

Does our work have a gravitational force that 
people want a part of?

Credible

Does our work demonstrate our thorough 
analysis and expertise?

Personality Inspiration

Muses 
All strike the ideal balance of being articulate, 
principled and impassioned with their words  
and actions.

Analytical yet impactful 

Motivating, conveys urgency

Wise, historical, credible

Brand Personality - The Vigilant Champion
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RUTH BADER 
GINSBERG

DR. MARTIN LUTHER 
KING JR

HILLEL
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Do
• Always communicate with urgency
• Provide a participatory CTA
• Inspire the heart through storytelling
• Support and promote the partners we 

collaborate with
• Emphasize benefits, not features
• Talk about the impact of the work we do
• Reference our deep experience in combating 

hate where appropriate
• Clarity: clearly communicate what’s most 

important, cut through the clutter
• Sharp: demonstrate knowledge of the 

subject matter through clever wordplay
• Write with an active voice 

USE THESE WORDS:
• Defend 
• Equity
• Empower
• Inclusivity 
• Marginalized
• Bullying Prevention
• Address
• Residents
• Combat/eliminate bias
• Recognizing/exploring differences

Brand Personality - The Vigilant Champion

Don't
• Be alarmist
• Live in the past
• Lead with issues that are not our own
• Bury the lead
• Present facts and investigative work without 

exuding passion 
• Convey passion without backing it up with 

analytical support
• Be lofty and inspiring without a direct CTA
• Present a CTA without the research and 

facts to support
• Write in a passive voice

NOT THESE WORDS:
• Protect
• Equality
• Help
• Tolerance 
• Minority
• Anti-bullying 
• Deal with
• Citizen
• Reduce prejudice/bias
• Celebrating differences 

WORDS TO AVOID

• Normal
• Culturally Deprived
• Poor
• Lower Class
• Illegal Alien
• Elderly
• Mankind 
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Brand Personality - The Vigilant Champion

HOW WE DO THIS

Investigate + Research

We monitor and report hate incidents and extremist activity, online 
and in communities, to inform internal constituents, law enforcement 
and the general public. We use up-to-the-minute information and 
analysis to expose and disrupt anti-Semitism, hate and extremism of 
all types. As vigilant champions, we know having the right information 
and insights enables us to fight for a world free from hate.

Educate + Train

We create anti-bias education and bullying prevention programs 
and trainings for students, educators, communities, law 
enforcement personnel and business professionals alike. We work 
to stop the escalation of hate before it progresses to prejudice 
and discrimination. We teach the importance of creating an 
understanding and open-minded society. We believe one interaction 
with one individual can change the relationships we all have with  
each other.

Advocate + Assist

We speak out against anti-Semitism and discrimination and advocate 
for democratic values and core civil rights. We act as a powerful voice 
for the vulnerable through incident response, coalitions, partnerships 
and our work with all levels of local and federal government. We 
believe in securing justice and fair treatment for all.
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Photo Guidelines
General Guidelines
• Our photographic style is journalistic 

rather than staged or posed.

• We prefer evocative, emotive imagery.

• All photography should be shot in full 
color, but images may be converted to 
black and white for dramatic effect in  
certain applications or to convey 
historical context.

• Our imagery should help tell ADL's 
story and evoke a response, whether 
it's to convey the seriousness of our 
cause, the uplifting nature of our work 
or the urgency of our mission.

• When photographing an event:    

• Capture diverse images, both overall/
scenic and focused/close in.

• Natural light is best (if possible).

• Capture ADL signage or other. 
identifying marks — context  
is important.

• Capture action and emotion.
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Photo Guidelines
Classroom with Children
• Images should be diverse, showing a 

wide range of students and teachers. 

• Take both group shots and  
individual shots.

• Choose interesting angles that 
have a strong composition — sharp 
focus on the person or persons in 
the foreground, soft focus on the 
background while still capturing 
elements of the environment. 

• Use ADL-specific props when 
possible, to give context.

• Images should be bright and friendly 
and capture genuine emotions/
expressions (not posed).

• Allow the teacher to guide the lesson 
and try to capture natural moments.

• Natural light is best.
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Photo Guidelines
Indoor Low Light Events
• Images should be diverse.

• Focus on moments of action —
speakers showing passion, audience/
panelists engaging — and/or impact 
— thoughtful moments that convey 
genuine emotion.

• Capture elements of the environment 
that give context to the image.

• Technical tips: 

• Use fast prime lenses and open up 
the aperture: 135mm 2.0 or 85mm 
1.2 or 35mm 1.4.

• 70-200mm 2.8 is a great long zoom 
lens to capture speakers in front of a 
large room.

• In smaller spaces the 35mm 1.4  
and the 17-55mm 2.8 are good 
versatile choices. 
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Photo Guidelines
Outdoor Events
• Images should be diverse.

• When possible, capture ADL groups 
tightly together to show participation.

• Make sure to capture any ADL signage 
or other markings, if present. 

• Images should capture action/motion 
and emotion. 

• Always capture both sides of the 
action — allies and resistors.

• Don’t focus on children’s faces,  
as you’ll need model release forms  
for them.
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Photo Guidelines
Workshops
• Images should likely be action shots, 

where subjects are discussing, 
working together, etc. 

• Participants do not need to be looking 
towards the camera, but simply 
engaged in what they are doing. 

• Try to capture both people and the 
work they are doing.

• These shots may also be indoor low 
light shots (see technical tips on page 
127).
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Photo Guidelines
Law Enforcement
• Images should convey seriousness as 

well as genuine emotion.

• When possible, capture the 
connection of ADL working with  
law enforcement.
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Photo Guidelines
Headshots
• Headshots should always be taken 

outdoors, preferably in an urban 
setting where available.

• Use balanced natural light and  
catch the light in their eyes.

• Go for a professional and  
friendly vibe.

• Employees should wear what they 
feel awesome in, but lean towards 
business casual.
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Photo Guidelines
ADL Moments
• These are slice-of-life photos that add 

texture to pieces.

• They should be interesting without 
showing too much.

• These will rarely include people, 
except in small parts (e.g., a hand). 

• These images will be added to our  
in-house stock photo library.
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Video Guidelines
Brand Elements

ADL Bug 
Inverted Primary logo should always 
appear in the top right corner over 
a darker fade (gray). Never add the 
Tagline to this logo treatment.
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Video Guidelines

adl.org

Brand Elements

ADL closing slide 
Inverted Primary logo should always 
appear over ADL dark blue. Never place 
the logo over an image or graphics.

Region-specific closing slides may be 
used for videos that are specific to a 
region only.

adl.org
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Video Guidelines

Titillium Web Bold 
Titillium Web Regular 

Brand Elements

Lower-thirds (L3) 
The ADL lower-thirds should be 
used for subject identification and 
include first and last name, title 
and department or regional office. 
If a subject has multiple titles, use 
the title most directly related to the 
content of the story. Lower-thirds 
should be used on the subject’s 
first speaking appearance.

Time permitting, the L3 should 
go through it’s full animation. 
Otherwise, it should just motion in. 

Joseph Kennedy III 
Representative (D-MA) 
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Video Guidelines
Video Styles

Camera movement 
Avoid using shaky shots if possible and 
keep images stabilized.

Exposure 
Images should be exposed for proper 
white balance and images should be  
in focus.

Lighting 
The lighting should be daylight-
balanced and diffused; avoid contrast 
and shadows.
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Video Guidelines
Interviews

Positioning & Framing  
Subjects should be framed to allow 
for suitable headroom and adhere 
to the rule of thirds for framing. For 
interviews, subjects should be framed 
left or right, and center when direct-to-
camera. If offset to the left/right, the 
subject should speak to the interviewer 
placed on the opposite side of the 
camera. If centered, subject should 
speak into the camera.

Treatment 
Interviews should be shot with a 
shallow depth of field at 30 fps.       
B-roll should be shot at 60/120 fps.

Background 
Backgrounds for interviews should 
be non-distracting and out of focus.   
When in doubt, use a background with 
ADL branding.

Wardrobe  
Subjects should wear whatever they 
feel comfortable in. Try to avoid  
busy patterns and any semi-
transparent fabric.
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Video Guidelines
Text/Image Treatment 

Typography  
Text should always be set in Titillium 
Web Bold, in white, using ADL primary 
light blue brand color for emphasis.

Images  
Images should always appear inside 
the angled shape on the opposite side 
of text. The angle should match the 
angle of letter “A” in ADL's logo.

Ficiam explis quis abo.  
Nam, aute nis et et plaut 
eum et adi occulles  
volupti officienda.
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Video Guidelines

Ficiam explis quis abo.  
Nam, aute nis et et plaut eum  
et adi occulles volupti officienda 
et et plaut eum.

FICIAM EXPLIS QUIS ABO.

Title Cards 

Typography  
Text should always be set in Titillium 
Bold and appear in white or light blue 
over ADL dark blue color.
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Video Guidelines
Captions

Captions should be Titillium Bold Italic. 
If there is a lower-third, captions should 
sit above. For 1080p, the position 
should be approximately -300px from 
center on the Y-axis if there is a lower-
third, or -450px if not.

Add gradient as needed for readability.
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Video Tech Specs

Delivery of Finished Pieces

1. ProRes 422 (HQ) 
File Format
• .mov

Size
• 1920 x 1080

• 16:9 pixel aspect ratio

Frame Rate
• 29.97fps

Bitrate
• Constant Bitrate (CBR) 15–30 Mbps

• Main Profile @ Main Level (MP@ML)

• 4:2:0 Color Space

Audio
• 2 channels only

• 16 or 24 bit only

• 48 kHz sample rate

2. H.264 
File Format
• MPEG-4 (.mp4) format only

Size
• 1920 x 1080

• 16:9 pixel aspect ratio

Frame Rate
• 29.97fps

• Constant frame rate only

Bitrate
• at least 50 Mbps

• Main Profile @ Main Level (MP@ML)

• 4:2:0 Color Space

Audio
• 2 channels only

• 16 or 24 bit only

• 48 kHz sample rate

3. Twitter
• H.264 + subtitles burnt-in

4. Instagram
• H.264 + subtitles burnt-in

• 60 sec

5. Closed Captioning 
File Format
• FILENAME.en_US.srt

6. File Format
• JPEG

Acquisition of raw footage

Footage should be shot on any HD 
DSLR or Cinema camera released  
after 2012.

1. Interviews  
Aperture
• As open as possible for shallow  

DOF Frame Rate

• 30fps

Shutter speed
• At least double the frame rate  

Color Profile

• S-Log or similar 

2. B-roll  
Aperture
• As open as possible for shallow DOF

Frame Rate
• 60/120fps

Shutter speed
• At least double the frame rate  

Color Profile

• S-Log or similar

Video Guidelines
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Website Guidelines
MyADL Publishing Help

There are various sections on how to manage pages, posts, 
press releases and more. Be sure to check out each section, 
especially the section on best practices, which will help you 
decide where to put your content.

The WordPress Interface 

To best navigate your MyADL administration panel, you’ll need 
to be familiar with the following features:

The Toolbar 
The toolbar, which runs across the top of the page, contains 
quick links to the most accessed parts of your site. This toolbar 
is visible whenever you are logged into your site, whether you 
are in the administrative section or on your site’s front page.

By hovering over the WordPress “W” logo, you can access 
information about WordPress, as well as the official WordPress 
documentation, which is even more extensive than the help 
pages that are provided here.

If you are an administrator or author of multiple MyADL sites, 
you’ll see a link to “My Sites,” which gives you easy access to all 
of the MyADL sites that you have access to. (If you are only an 
admin/author on one site, you will not see this option.)

The next link is your region’s site name. You can use this link to 
toggle back and forth between your home page, and your site’s 
administrative panel.

Next, you’ll see a speech bubble, which represents Comments. 
When there are comments pending review, this icon will show 
the number of new comments. Just click on it to access the 
Comments administration panel, where you can approve, delete 
and block comments. (For more information, see the Help 
section on managing comments.)

The “+ New” link gives you quick access to adding new content, 
whether it’s a page, blog post, news item/press release, etc.

Finally, if you hover over the “Howdy, [Your Name]” link on the 
right hand side, you’ll be able to either edit your profile (which 
includes your password, email address, etc.), and log out of 
WordPress.

The Menu 
The main WordPress menu runs along the left hand side when 
you are in the administrative section of your site. This menu 
gives you access to all of the options to manage your site. The 
administrative section is divided into several top-level menu 
items (such as Blog Posts, News, Events, etc.)

The section that you are currently accessing is highlighted in 
Dark Grey, and all of it’s option pages are shown right below it. 
(For instance, right now, you are in the Dashboard section, and 
you have two to three options directly below it, including this 
section, Website Help.)

To access any other section of your administration panel, hover 
over the other top-level menu items, and you will see all of the 
options inside of that menu’s section.

At the bottom of the menu is a “Collapse Menu” link. This 
allows you to hide the text-labels on the menu to give you 
more space on the right hand side of the screen. This may be 
activated automatically if your browser window is too narrow, or 
if you are viewing the site on a small device like a smartphone.
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Screen Options & Help 
At the top right of the screen, below the toolbar, there are 
two menus labeled “Screen Options” and “Help”. The Screen 
Options allows you to decide which options you would like to 
see on any given screen within the administrative section. You 
can also configure how many columns the panel is divided into.

The Help menu gives you contextual help for the particular 
page you are on. For instance, when you are on a page for 
adding content, you will see information about how to edit 
content, manage comments, etc. 

The Dashboard 
The dashboard, which is the page that you see when you first 
log into the administrative section of your site, contains an 
overview of what’s going on with your site. From here, you’ll see 
a summary of how many blog posts, pages and comments are 
on your site. You can click on these to go directly to that page in 
the administrative section.

You’ll also see a list of recent comments, which you can 
approve, block or delete right there. Finally, the QuickPress 
widget allows you to quickly write a Blog Post without having to 
leave the Dashboard.

Adding and Editing Content

These are the types of content that you can edit:

• Blog Posts

• News Articles (including Press Releases)

• Pages

• Initiatives

• Get Involved

To manage existing content, click on the appropriate menu 
item on the left side of the screen. You will see a list of all of the 
existing content for that content type. To edit an item, click on 
its title. If you hover over the title, you will also see options to 
Quick Edit certain details about it, send it to the Trash or View it 
on the web site.

To add new content, click on the Add New link at the top of the 
page, or by hovering over the appropriate menu item on the left 
side menu and selecting Add New.

For now, let’s talk about what happens when you go to the  
Edit screen: 
 
Using The Visual Editor 
Whenever you are editing content, you will be presented with 
the visual editor. This editor functions very similarly to a 
modern word processing application such as Microsoft Word.

 
The Editing Toolbar 
Above the editor is a toolbar much like one you might find in 
word processing software. You can:
• Format text (bold/italic/strikethrough),

• Add numbered or bulleted lists,

• Change the alignment of text (left, center, or right),

• Add links to other web pages or page breaks (this will break a 
blog post or page into multiple pages, so visitors will see a list 
of page numbers when viewing the content),

• Run the spell checker,

• Turn on Full Screen Mode (also called Distraction Free Editing, 
which shows you a minimalist view of the content editor), and

• Toggle the “Kitchen Sink” toolbar.

 
 
 

Website Guidelines
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Website Guidelines 
The Kitchen Sink toolbar contains additional editing options:
• More formatting options, (paragraph/title, underline, full 

alignment and text color),

• Options for pasting as plain text, or from Microsoft Word 
(more on that below),

• An option to remove formatting from text (especially useful if 
pasted with different formatting from a different source),

• A custom character selector, for things like accented letters 
and copyright symbols,

• Text Indenting and Outdenting (this also changes the list level 
if you are editing a number or unordered list),

• Undo/Redo (you can also use keyboard commands such as 
ctrl-z, ctrl-y on a PC or cmd-z and cmd-y on a Mac), and

• A Help menu specifically for the visual editor.

 
Pasting text from other sources 
If you are copying/pasting text from another source, such 
as a news article from a webpage, or content from a word 
document, be sure to use either the “Paste as Plain Text” 
or “Paste from Word” option. This is because formatting is 
handled differently within WordPress than it is handled by these 
other sources.

“Paste as Plain Text” removes all formatting, links, headings, 
etc., from the text you are copying. This is especially useful 
when copying text from another web page that uses different 
formatting than MyADL.

“Paste from Word” removes much of the formatting (font styles, 
for example), but leaves in certain formatting, such as bold/
italic, links, etc. Even though it is labeled Paste from Word, you 
can use it to paste content from almost any source, such as a 
different word processor, or even a webpage. (This is useful 
when the content you are pasting has links in it that you would 
like to preserve.)

Note: The default font styling and size is controlled by the 
site design of MyADL. It is recommended to change this 
sparingly to maintain consistent style across MyADL. You 
can emphasize (bold/italic) or style text as headers using the 
editing toolbar as discussed above.

 
Inserting Images 
To add an image to your content, click on the icon above 
the editor, next to Upload/Insert. From here, you can upload 
images from your hard drive or choose an image that has 
already been uploaded to your site. (You can also enter the 
web address of an image hosted elsewhere on the web. You 
should not use the address of an image that is not hosted by 
an ADL site unless you have explicit permission to do so from 
the site owner.)

After you upload an image, you can change the title,  
alternate text (usually a short description of what’s happening 
in the image), caption (possibly a longer description or 
source citation), alignment (left, right, center), or size. It’s 
recommended to use either “Medium” or “Thumbnail” for 
photos so they display at a reasonable size in the post or page. 
If you are uploading a small image, such as a logo, you might 
want to use “Full size.”

WordPress includes some basic editing options for images 
as well. By clicking the “Edit Image” button below the image 
thumbnail. You can crop, rotate, or mirror the image, either 
horizontally or vertically. To crop an image, first select the 
portion of the image you want to be shown with your mouse. 
You can then move, stretch or shrink the visible area. Then, 
click on the crop button to cut the image down to size.

You may also use the image editing window to add descriptive 
ALT tags to images. These ALT tags can improve search 
engine optimization if they include targeted keywords. See 
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“SEO Best Practices” later in the document. Don’t forget to 
save your changes.

Finally, you can either insert the image directly into the content, 
set it as a featured image or even delete it. The featured image 
is used when showing a list of content items (such as blog 
posts, or press releases). Think of it as the main image for 
whatever content you’re editing. Any additional images should 
be inserted directly into the content.

Please make sure that ADL has the rights to any image that 
you add. If the image is copyrighted by another entity, make 
sure to obtain permission to use it.

 
Inserting a Video 
To insert a YouTube video, simply paste the video 
link address (such as http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=qRwjD4X58XY&feature=g-vrec) on a separate line 
in your text, and the video will show up automatically in the 
content when it is displayed.

 
Videos 
There are many different video hosting services available 
on the Internet. For the purpose of the MyADL platform you 
should limit the sources of video to the ADL YouTube Channel.

For the videos from the ADL YouTube Channel you can simply 
paste in the link to the video. Access the link by selecting 
Share under the video and copying the link displayed.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If you need to change the size of the video player you will 
need to wrap the youtube link with [embed width=”640″ 
height=”360″]add-youtube-link[/embed]

Also to keep video in correct ratio: Click here

For the videos from ADLTV please contact MyADL Support 
with the information about the post and the video you would 
like to add. We are looking into adding the ability for users to 
have the ability to embed the video into posts themselves as a 
future enhancement.

 
Edit Screen Widgets 
When ever you are editing content, you will see “widgets” or 
blocks of settings for that particular piece of content. These 
options will vary depending on what type of content you are 
editing. You can move a widget around by clicking on its title 
and dragging it up and down, or from one column to another. 
To hide/show additional editing widgets, click on Screen 
Options at the top of the page.
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Title and Permalink 
The title box is where you add the title of your page. Right below 
it, you can edit the “permalink,” or what the name of the page 
is inside the web address. For instance, you can have a page 
called “Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?,” but have the 
address be regions.adl.org/yoursitename/carmen-sandiego/”. 
The permalink can only contain letters, numbers and hyphens. 
No spaces are allowed in web addresses. 

 
The Publish Box 
Once you’ve added some content, click the “Save Draft” button 
in the Publish box (by default, at the top right of your screen).  
To go back to the draft, just select it again from the . When  
the content is ready to be published to the site, click the  
publish button.

If authors are required to submit content for review before they 
can be published, set the page’s Status to Pending Review by 
clicking the edit link next to Status.

Finally, you can also edit the publication date, for instance, if 
you’d like to have a hide content automatically until a certain 
date. This is also useful when adding past news stories or 
press releases to the site to properly have the date set.

 
Page Attributes 
This widget only shows up while you are editing pages.

Here, you can set the parent page for any page that is a sub-
page of another one. For instance, if you have too many 
initiatives to show on one page, you can create a separate page 
for each one, and set the Parent page to Initiatives.

There are also two templates that you can use on pages. 
The default template shows a “sidebar” on the page, with 
information that helps visitors navigate the site, while the full-
width template hides the sidebar and displays only the content 

on the page. The full-width template should be used sparingly, 
but might be appropriate for certain pages.

 
Blog Post Formats 
Depending on what the content of your blog post is, you should 
select the appropriate post format. Post Formats determine 
how the post is displayed on your site. For instance, a blog 
post that contains a video might be assigned to the Video post 
format. Usually, though, you’ll just use the standard format.

 
Categories and Tags 
To help visitors and search engines find your content, it’s 
important to add categories and tags. Categories are more 
general, and tags are more specific. Think of Categories as 
the sections of a newspaper. You might have categories for 
Featured Persons, New Initiatives, Calls to Action, etc.

For tags, you want to add specific tags. For instance if a 
particular organization person is mentioned, tag the post  
with that particular name.

Website Guidelines 
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Managing Comments

Comments allow your website’s visitors to have a discussion 
with you and each other. When you activate comments on 
a Page or post, WordPress inserts several text boxes after 
your content where users can submit their comments. Once 
you approve a comment, it appears underneath your content. 
Whether you want to customize how your receive comments 
or tweak how your site displays comments, WordPress 
provides a thorough set of options to build a community from 
the visitors to your site.

 
Turning on Comments for a Single Post or Page 
After navigating to the editing screen for the post or Page 
you wish to add comments to, find the “Discussion” box and 
check “Allow Comments.” (If you do not see the “Discussion” 
box on the edit Page, click “Screen Options” in the upper 
right corner of the browser window. Make sure the box next 
to “Discussion” is checked.) Save your changes by clicking 
“Publish”, “Save Draft” or “Update.”

 
Managing Incoming Comments 
Once you start receiving comments on your site, you can 
check the status of quickly by looking at the dashboard, 
the admin bar or the left navigation menu. When you log in, 
the dashboard’s “Right Now” box will show you the status 
of your comments. If you have the “Recent Comments” 
checked under Screen Options, you will also see your pending 
comments in the “Recent Comments” box in the dashboard. 
Hover over a comment to see your moderation options. From 
“Recent Comments” you can approve, reply, edit, mark as 
spam or trash comments. Alternatively, you can look to see if 
there is a number next to comment bubble in the admin bar or 
“Comments” in the left navigation. This number represents  
how many pending comments require your attention.

How do I change the default for comments to be Off for news posts? 
By going into your sites Settings using the left hand navigation and  
then selecting Discussion.

 
 
 

 

At the top of the Discussion Settings page there are three options with 
check boxes next to each one. The third listed controls the default for the 
Comments when adding a post. This is the option to have unchecked. 

You can manually change this as you add posts by selecting the 
checkbox shown below.
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Disqus Overview 
This is a brief overview of how to access, login to and see the 
moderation screen.

 
Accessing Disqus from the WordPress Platform 
You are able to directly access Disqus using the left hand 
navigation in the WordPress platform. After you are logged 
into WordPress using your MyADL credentials access the 
Dashboard. On the left hand side navigation, select Comments 
and then Disqus from the submenu. 
 

Logging into Disqus 
Once selected the login screen for Disqus will appear (if you 
have logged in previously it will take you to the next step): 
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ADL Regional Websites Network 
After logging in you will be taken to the Moderate screen.  
This is where you can see the comments that are posted  
and then take appropriate action on the comment. 
 

The comments are show by default and they must be reviewed 
and manually deleted, or marked as spam.

Please also see the Help menu to the right for information  
from Disqus.

Website Guidelines
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Website Guidelines
Setting Up Your First Event

To set up your first event, navigate to the backend of your site 
and select Events -> Add New. You’ll notice that this looks very 
similar to the page you see when adding a regular post.

Creating events is simple:

Title, description (entry body), categories and featured image 
operate identical to a regular blog post. Assign and configure 
them accordingly before moving into The Events Calendar 
section, which appears below the entry body field.

Once you begin configuring event details, the first thing you’ll 
need to decide is whether or not this will be an all day event. 
If it is, hit the check box; you’ll see the start/end time fields 
disappear upon doing so. If it isn’t an all-day event, leave this 
field unchanged.

Select the start date/time; start date will default to today and 
start time/end time will default to 8 a.m. / 5 p.m. respectively. 
However — assuming you haven’t set this event as all day —  
you can change these to whatever fits your event criteria using 
the dropdowns.

Event Location Details will determine the venue, assuming 
you want to include one. You can either use a saved venue 
from the dropdown, or create a new one on the spot. If you do 
create a new one now, note that it’ll be saved in the dropdown 
for use on any future event you create. It’s also worth noting 
that you can add as many or as few venue details as you see 
fit; whether it’s a specific address or just a country, the plugin 
will accommodate your needs. You can also leave these fields 
entirely blank if you don’t want any venue information to display. 
Remember that the core/free version does not save venues, so 
if you’re on this more limited code base you’ll need to re-enter 
your venue details each time.

If you check the “Show Google Maps Link” box, it will include 
a nice button that links your readers to view the venue 
information at maps.google.com. If you check the “Show 
Google Maps” box, it will embed a map of the venue into the 
events page directly. You can include one, both or neither of 
these on an event-by-event basis.

Event Organizer Details are similar to the venue details we 
added above, only these focus on the person putting the event 
together. Once again you have the option to pick from existing 
organizers via the dropdown or to add a new one using the 
fields available; and once again, you can add as many or as few 
organizer details as you wish.

Event Cost is how much your users can expect to pay for the 
event. If you leave it blank, no cost field will appear. If you enter 
a “0”, it will say the cost is “Free”. Otherwise just enter the 
numeric value you deem appropriate.

The last field on the page is “Excerpt”. If you add any text here, 
it will appear in both the broader events list and upon hover in 
grid view, followed by a link to the full entry. If you leave this 
field blank the list and grid view will pull their preview directly 
from the entry body.
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Where To Go For Additional Help 
Hopefully this primer was an exhaustive (but not exhausting) 
overview of what you can do with Events Calendar PRO on its 
most basic level. Of course, there is tons more the plugin is 
capable of — how far you’ll extend it depends on how much 
time you’re willing to spend. But for those looking to do more, 
we’re here to help. Here’s where we suggest starting, if the 
“Help” tab in the Settings page doesn’t do it:

FAQ: Our frequently asked questions page is probably the best 
starting point to check whether your question has popped up 
more than once. The FAQ is broken out into different sections 
that will hopefully help narrow your search down.

Tutorials: With new tutorials coming on a near weekly basis, 
this is the best place to look for more advanced templating/
development tutorials or other functionality that exists outside 
of what the plugin offers out of the box.

Help Videos: Though you’ve probably seen most of our existing 
help videos in the tutorial above, we’re always adding new ones 
— and looking for suggestions of what to cover next.

Website Guidelines 
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Website Guidelines 
Adding Forms To Posts and Pages

Forms allow you to collect information from your visitors, 
allow them to contact you and much more. To insert a new 
form into a blog post or page, click the Form icon next to 
Upload/Insert above the editor box.

 
Creating a New Form 
The New Form tool provides you with an easy way to create 
a new form. The form editor appears on the left side of the 
screen; clicking on the title of the form will activate the Form 
Settings interface which allows you to manage a variety of 
settings for the form. On the right side of the screen is the 
form field toolbox.

The form field toolbox consists of an accordion interface that 
allows you to select which field types you would like to add to 
your form. To add a form field to your form simply click on the 
field you would like to add and it will be added to the bottom 
of your form.

You may edit individual form fields by hovering over the field 
you would like to edit and click on the Edit link. This will 
display the field editor interface and enable you to fine tune 
the available field options. To re-order fields on your form, 
drag and drop them to arrange them in the desired order.

 
New Form Tool 
After you have edited the Form Settings and added your 
desired Form Fields, click the Save button at the bottom  
of the form editor to Save your new form. 

Once your form has been saved, a screen will display guiding 
you to the next steps in the form creation process. From 
this screen you can preview your new form, setup email 
notifications, continue editing the form or return to the form 
list page.
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Website Guidelines 
ADL Policies 
 
What to Post
• Exercise good judgement

• What you wouldn’t say openly offline — don’t share  
online either.

• What you wouldn’t want to see on a news headline tomorrow 
— don’t share online.

• Post ADL’s own press releases, blog post, events, programs, 
online copies of newsletters or activities in which ADL is 
involved. While ADL is not a news outlet, it makes sense to 
highlight when ADL is cited or positively mentioned in other 
traditional media formats.

• Repurpose content. Content that has been distributed  
and published through ADL’s National Social Media Channels 
can be assumed approved and can be reused  
on regional channels.

• Remember to protect confidential, internal ADL or personal 
information of your constituents and ADL colleagues.

• Respect copyrights and fair use. Do not use material you do 
not have rights for.

• Bring value. Ask yourself if your contribution brings value to 
the constituents or the organization and is in line with the 
overarching objectives of ADL.

 
How to Post

Post to engage 
Not only to inform your constituents. Ask questions, moderate 
discussions, value their input and feedback. Social Media is 
a 2-way communication channel and ongoing conversation 
between the agency and its (potential) supporters.
 

 
Use the right tool
• Not every social media tool is a social networking tool. 

Twitter for instance is a Micro — Blogging platform, whereas 
Facebook is a Social Networking tool.

• Use Social Networks like Facebook and Google+ to build and 
engage with your community, to include multimedia, images 
and stories and to invite to user discussions in a less public 
sphere than Twitter.

• Use Twitter to react to relevant news, link to press releases, 
directly engage with influencers, public officials or media and 
to address a broader, public audience.

• Use Pinterest to visually and thematically pin together  
content from the web created by others and to be shared with 
others, and to drive traffic to ADL’s offers, programs  
and events online.

• Use LinkedIn to maintain your professional network, reach 
out to donors and supporters of ADL, and to highlight and 
underline ADL’s expertise on a variety of subjects.

• Use ADL’s YouTube channel to host and share video content, 
and to embed video content in other online tools

 
Responding to user generated content
Never react on user generated content (blog comment, 
Facebook post, tweet, etc.) immediately. You may often run 
across comments that require a clarifying statement, but turn 
out later to be a bit more complicated than appeared in the 
moment. It’s best to take a bit of time to re-think the drafted 
answer and run by a colleague before posting it.

Do not get involved in public online discussions if you do not 
find the time and resources to remain actively engaged in the 
discussion. You may find that sometimes users have more time 
than expected to make their point and use extensive resources 
to back their position when they feel passionate an issue.
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Website Guidelines 
Consult the guidelines on “Moderating User Generated Content” 
or consult with the Social Media Coordinator if user generated 
content contains profanity or leans toward incitement to hatred 
or violence.

If you receive a direct message requesting the assistance of 
ADL, direct the user to the Contact Us section on the Website.
 
Suggested Language: 
Please note that all requests for assistance or complaints 
about hate or abuse must be submitted through the “Contact 
Us” section of the ADL website: www.adl.org/contact_us.asp
 
Moderation of User Generated Content on Social  
Media Platforms 
As we move forward with our social media efforts with more 
regularly published op-eds, political content, articles and 
increasing numbers of engaged users, we expect to see a 
respective increase in various forms of what we can call, 
‘problematic’ postings in response to our various online 
representations.

It is our aim to moderate a lively discussion and maintain 
positive interaction with users of the various social media 
platforms. While we welcome different opinions, we need to 
make sure that these are expressed in an appropriate and 
socially responsible manner.

A compelling conversation and viable discussion can only take 
place in a civil and respectful environment. We do not intend to 
stifle freedom of expression and wish to avoid accusations of 
censorship; however, in some instances it may be necessary 
to intervene, reminding users of their responsibility and, if 
necessary, removing insulting, racist or defamatory language, 
hate speech, threats or incitement to violence.

Because there is a fine line between the freedom of expression 
and the responsibilities of interacting in the public sphere, the 

following policies shall guide ADL staff acting as social media 
focal points to deal with such content.
 
Threats, Incitement to Violence, Hate Speech 
Threats, incitement to violence and hate speech will not be 
tolerated in any way.

If comments, posts or shared links lead to content that incites 
violence or are otherwise defamatory or involve hateful speech 
directed at either individuals or groups — in particular on the 
basis of religion, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation or gender 
− ADL employees who serve as page administrators shall 
proceed as follows:
• record the content in question as potential evidence;

• report the case and the user to the social media  
platform provider;

• remove such content and ban user from all ADL social  
media platforms;

• inform the appropriate ADL focal points, including the Social 
Media Coordinator

 
Step By-Step Instructions

Recording Evidence 
Record or grab a screenshot of such content as potential 
evidence to retain the possibility of a legal recourse. (Under 
Windows: use program “Snipping Tool”, and under MAC press 
the keys “Command” + “Shift” + “4” to grab a screenshot.)

Report 
Report the incident and user to the Social Media platform (i.e. 
Facebook, Inc.).

Delete and Ban  
Remove the content in question and ban the user from  
those platforms.
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Website Guidelines 
Inform 
Threats should be immediately reported to ADL security by 
calling Chris Delia or by reaching the department, 24-7, at 212-
885-7911 or e-mail security@ADL.org

Keep the Social Media Coordinator informed of all steps taken.

To clarify any of the above, please contact the Social Media 
Coordinator − SocialMedia@adl.org

Examples:

“Kill all Jews”

“I was hoping that Black idiot would die on the operating table 
in 1999 when he had cancer, I wish the Jewish doctors had 
killed him and made it look like an accident [...]”

 
Profanity 
We do not consider profanities as valid elements for 
constructive and lively dialogue.

While excessive profanity should be removed immediately, 
strong words amounting to profanity or vulgarity might 
slip from a user in the heat of the moment, who otherwise 
constructively contributes to the discussions moderated  
by ADL.

In such instances it is recommended to respond to such users 
by calling them out on the unacceptability of their language and 
reminding them of their responsibility and the consequences of 
repeated violation of our policy.

However, profanity with racial connotations, or slurs directed 
against specific groups or individuals cannot be tolerated and 
have to be removed without delay. If individuals continue to use 
such language or display excessive profanity in their postings, 
they should be banned from further contribution.

Examples:

“[..] in all of dumb-‐ass, fascist, Neanderthal, white-‐trash 

psychopath america [...]”

“Brainwashed liberal idiots.”

“[...] the man is as big a jerk as Obama [...]”

Suggested Canned Responses: 
“While we encourage a lively discussion and value difference 
of opinion, please refrain from using profanity in expressing 
yourself. We reserve the right to remove comments containing 
inappropriate language where deemed necessary. Please also 
note that repeated violation may result in a permanent ban from 
our pages.”

“Dear user, we need to remind you again that profanity or 
defamatory remarks are not tolerated on this page. We reserve 
the right to remove inappropriate comments and permanently 
ban users who keep violating our policy.”

“The previous comment was deleted due to profanity and/or 
defamatory remarks. Please be reminded that we do not tolerate 
such language.”

“We maintain a zero-tolerance policy for comments/posts 
attacking any race, gender, religion, ethnicity or sexual 
orientation. We will remove any such negative comments from 
our forums.”

Additional Note
ADL cannot accept language that amounts to calls for 
vandalism, or fraud or similar illegal activity, bullying, 
harassment, privacy violations, spamming, product promotion or 
language that is intended to prevent a meaningful discussion.

Examples include: commercial promotion of a product, 
publishing personal contact information of other individuals, 
calls to illegally occupy land, etc.

Such information should be removed and the user notified that 
such content is not accepted by ADL.
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Website Guidelines 

Adding News Stories (and other external content)

When adding a news story (or other external content) to your website you should not be copying 
and pasting the full article into the post. Instead write a brief summary of the article and included 
the news story source link. 
 
 

 

This also include blog posts or stories from ADL's National Site.

While it is fine to paraphrase an article in summary and provide a link to the original source online 
if publicly available, it is not acceptable to reproduce someone else’s work in its entirety, even 
with credit given, unless explicitly granted in writing by them (e.g “this article reproduced with 
permission from…”).

Please also select the proper News Type when adding a new post.
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Website Guidelines
Event Registration Software/Systems

Currently, there are two basic systems in use for ADL events. 
The first is EventBrite, which has been used for events having 
little or no registration fees. The second, Cvent, is used for more 
complex events and those having significant registration fees 
and/or other associated fees such as hotel registrations, etc. In 
the past there was a third vehicle for event registration, and that 
was through the Convio system. At this time, the Convio system 
is not being used although Marketing and Communications is 
looking into reevaluating its utility.

For more information on event systems, please contact  
Jillianna Richcrick at jrichcrick@adl.org 212.885.5899  
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Website Guidelines 
FAQ

Below you will find topics containing frequently asked questions 
related to adding content or using some of the features available 
to you in the WordPress platform.

 
Content 
What is the difference between a Blog post and a News post? 
A blog post would be a short burst of information that may not 
have to do with ADL. It could be an event in the region you would 
like to promote on the site. A news post would be an official 
news story regarding ADL. The content of the story along with 
the source of the story should be posted.

 
Can I convert a News post into a Blog post or vice versa? 
No, you will have to manually copy and paste the content into the 
format that you wish. At this time there is not an automatic way 
to convert on the platform.

 
Can I make updates to the Donate page? 
No, the only updates that can be made using the MyADL Platfom 
are directly on your region’s site (http://<region>.adl.org). Any 
changes to the Donate page need to be completed by a designer.

 
Can I update the text under the Newsletter page? 
No, the text is the same for each region. 

Is it possible to link downloadable files (PDF forms, etc.)  
to pages?

Yes, the first thing you will need to do is download the files that 
you wish to link from the location. Next you will need to add 
them to the Media library on your site.  Once they are added you 
can insert the media into the page or post on your region’s site. 

Please see the topic about Adding a Link to a PDF for more 
information.

 
How do I insert videos and other media into Blog posts?

Use the [embed width=”123″ height=”456″] Add Youtube Link 
Here [/embed] to add in media. This link can provide more 
details around the specific types of media and other options 
when using the tag.

 
Images  
How large should the banner image be? 
The regional banner image dimensions are 1170 pixels wide by 
250 pixels tall.

You should not change the banner image in your site without 
contacting Mark Onofrio. 
 
Can the image for the banner be of anything? 
No, the banner image should be representative of your region 
and allow visitors to the page recognize what region they are 
visiting. There should not be any promotional banner images. 
You can use the slider location for promotions. 
 
Where can I find photos for the images on my site? 
Your region is responsible for sourcing images and conforming 
to licensing rules and copyrights. If you are having trouble 
locating a public domain licensed image. iStockPhoto has 
reasonably priced images. 
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Website Guidelines 
Slider Images 
If the images you are using are not the same size it will give the 
slider the appearance of “jumping”. There are many different 
online tools you can use to modify your images.

This is a full featured editor which will allow you to edit not only 
the image but also the “canvas size”. The canvas size refers to 
what the image is sitting on. Often times you are able to resize 
an image to the right height or width but still need to add in 
padding around the sides or top and bottom. You are able to 
achieve this by modifying the canvas size.

Slider Image Size: 480px x 270px

http://pixlr.com/editor/
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Website Guidelines 
Adding A Link To A PDF (Or Other Downloadable Media) 
Adding a link to a PDF (or another type of downloadable media) from a page or post is similar to 
adding a link to another page or post.

The PDF file first needs to be uploaded into the media library. This can be done using the button 
above the body of the post or via the left hand navigation menu. 

Once the media is uploaded navigate to that media item to access the file URL, highlight the text 
in the box with your mouse and copy.
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Website Guidelines 
When adding content in the post using your mouse highlight the text and then select the Insert/
Edit Link from the toolbar.

 

 

In the dialog box that appears paste in the copied File URL into the URL box and select Open link 
in new window/tab option. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This will now allow visitors to the site to be able to directly access a PDF file from a post. If you 
choose the option to link to an existing item when visitors select the link they will be brought to a 
landing page for the media item (the PDF) rather than the file itself.
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Website Guidelines
Featuring a Post on the Home Page
With the MyADL Platform there is the feature to have specific 
posts featured on the Home Page slider. There are a couple of 
steps to doing this.

The first is when adding a post (Blog, News, etc.) you need to 
select the option to Set as Featured on the right hand side of 
the screen.

 
 

The second step is selecting the Featured Image for the post. 
Select the link for the featured image in the box on the lower 
right hand section of the screen. 
 
 
 

The screen to either upload an image or select one from the Gallery (an 
image already used in the post) or in the Media Library is displayed.

Note: The slider should not be a square image. The dimensions for the 
images used should be 350–365 pixels wide by 200–250 pixels tall. 
Please take the time to resize or crop the images for them to display 
properly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The next step is to select the hyperlink on this same screen where you 
select the image. 

 
Select the Save all changes button displayed above and return to the 
post to update or publish.
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Website Guidelines 
Formatting 
 
How do I insert line breaks into a post? 
For a single line break in between paragraphs press <ENTER> once. Holding down <SHIFT> and 
pressing <ENTER> will allow you to go to the next line without a space in between. If you would 
like to have a double line break in between paragraphs in your post press <ENTER> twice.

If the line breaks are not appearing as you wish you may need to reset the formatting on the text 
in the post to Paragraph. To do this highlight all of the text and select the Format dropdown on 
the toolbar (lower left) above and select Paragraph.
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Website Guidelines
National Broadcasts 
 
What is a National Broadcast? 
Every so often you will receive an email from MyADL Support 
announcing a National Broadcast post to the regional sites.

These posts are often mandated by National and are an easy 
way to be able to distribute content to the regions all at once.

 
What if there is already a post with the same content? 
In the case there already exists a post with the same content as 
the National Broadcast or a post is planned covering the same 
content, delete post that did not come from National in order to 
maintain consistency.
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Website Guidelines
User Information 
 
How do I change my password? 
After logging into your regional site Dashboard, look to the 
upper right hand corner of your screen for the greeting and your 
username. Selecting this will display a dropdown menu with a 
link to “Edit Your Profile”.

 
 

On the next screen look for the About Yourself section and 
there are fields for the new password with instructions for 
creating a strong password.
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Website Guidelines 
External Links 
 
Can the Social Media links in the header navigation be updated 
to the Region’s social media sites? 
Yes, the sites need to be set up through the ADL Web 
department and if you submit the links the MyADL Support 
team can make those updates for you.

 
How can the No Place For Hate links from the national site and 
the NPFH site be updated? 
Once your regional site is ready to go live please contact MyADL 
Support with the link for the new NPFH page on your region. 
They will coordinate with the Web Group for those changes to 
be made.
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Website Guidelines 

Navigation   
How do I access the area to modify the menus? 
Using the left hand navigation select Appearance -> Menus. 

 
 
What types of content can be added as a menu? 
At the top right of your screen there is a button for Screen 
Options. By selecting this you can select the other types of 
content to appear on the page allowing you to add menus for 
content such as Initiative Categories.
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Website Guidelines
Can I change the order or add to the menu bar navigation on 
the site? 
You are able to add to the menu bar entries using the drop 
down menus or sub-menus. You cannot add new buttons to the 
main menu bar or change the order of the menu selections. To 
change the order simply drag and drop the buttons displayed on 
the screen.

The order must remain as follows:

1. Home

2. About

3. News

4. Blog

5. Events

6. Initiatives

7. Get Involved

8. Donate 

How do I add a drop down menu or sub-menu? 
Once you navigate to the menu using the instruction above 
screen you will see the menu bar laid out on the right. To create 
a sub-menu add the menu item choosing the content you’d like 
to add and selecting the Add to Menu button. 

This places the entry as a sub-menu under the entry above.

How do I add two menu items with different text but that point 
to the same page?

In the middle of the screen you will see the Custom Links entry 
box where you can add in the link to the page that you would like 
to be a custom menu item.

 
 

 

Creating the Initiatives Dropdown Menu 
A number of regions have expressed interest in having a 
dropdown menu for their initiatives similar to that of the 
Philadelphia region. The menu displays the different categories 
defined for the Initiatives. Once selecting a category the visitor 
is taken to a landing page of all of those category specific 
initiatives.

These instructions will assist in setting up the Initiatives 
dropdown menu.
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Website Guidelines 
Step 1 – Creating custom Initiative Categories 
After you are logged in to your region’s administrator site using the left hand navigation 
select Initiatives -> Initiative Categories.

On the screen that appears, you are able to add a new category on the left and edit the 
existing categories on the right.

 

On the form you see the fields to populate the information. If you would like to have a 
sub-category you are able to set that using the Parent field. An example of this would be 
adding US as a subcategory to Anti-Semitism.

One thing to note is that the order they appear on this screen does not have to be the 
order they display on the menu.
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Website Guidelines
Step 2 – Creating Initiatives 
Once again using the left hand navigation select Initiatives to access that section of 
the site to see what is there, or you can select Add New. The Add screen is similar to 
that of a post with the Featured functionality for the image and post on the main page. 
Now that the menus are going to be using the Initiative Categories you must select 
a Category on the right hand side of the screen. You are also able to add Initiative 
Categories from this screen.

 

 
Step 3 – Creating and Configuring the Menu 
Now that there are Initiatives created and the categories are set it’s time to create the 
menu. Using the left hand navigation select Appearance -> Menus.
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Website Guidelines 
At the top right of your screen there is a button for Screen Options. By selecting this you 
can select the other types of content to appear on the page allowing you to add menus 
for content such as Initiative Categories.

 

Make sure you are working in the Main Menu tab. The footer menu is what is displayed 
at the bottom of pages and posts. 

 
 
 
 
In the left hand column there should now be the Initiative Categories displayed. Select 
the categories you wish to add to the menu and then press the Add to Menu button.
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Website Guidelines 
Once the items are added you can drag and drop the menu items to reorder.

 
 
As you can see above you are also able to have a mix of Pages and Initiative 
Categories in the same menu. Make sure to save your menu when you’re done 
before leaving the page.
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Website Guidelines
WordPress Documentation

Below you will find topics and links to documentation from WordPress.

Using Images 
http://codex.wordpress.org/Using_Images

 
Working with Pages 
http://codex.wordpress.org/Pages 
 
Working with WordPress 
http://codex.wordpress.org/Working_with_WordPress

 
Writing Posts 
http://codex.wordpress.org/Writing_Posts



OverviewREGIONAL TOOLKIT
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Toolkit
How to Use the Toolkit

This toolkit provides an overview of the resources and systems 
you have at your disposal to market your region and programs. 

We suggest reading this through once to familiarize yourself 
with what is available to you and then keeping it handy to refer 
back to when the time comes to create materials.
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Brand Ambassadors 
What is a Brand Ambassador?

A Brand Ambassador is an employee that helps bring a brand to 
life. In our case, Brand ADL.

An ADL Brand Ambassador can be in a regional office or at 
CSC. Regionally, a Brand Ambassador acts as an extension 
of the Brand and Marketing Team. While it is important for 
everyone at ADL to understand the new brand, positioning 
and messaging, we rely on the Brand Ambassadors to 
help cheerlead the process and ingrain the new brand into 
everything we do at a regional level. The Brand Ambassador 
helps encourage the ethos that every interaction we have with 
donors, recipients, partners and each other is an opportunity to 
express and reinforce the ADL brand. 
 
 
 

 
 

What does a Brand Ambassador do?

Be an information resource

• Participate in onboarding of new employees to explain the 
brand and ADL’s history, evolution and culture

• Act as a guide for colleagues when it comes to using the 
Regional Office Toolkit

• Share ideas and success stories from around the organization 
to his/her region

• Act as a connector between his/her region and the CSC Brand 
and Marketing Team

 
Be an advocate for the brand

• Learn and understand the new brand ADL attributes and  
style guide

• Give colleagues ideas for how to implement the brand into 
every interaction

• Use brand best practices to set an example for others
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Accessing and Setting Up ADL’s PowerPoint Template
ADL has created a PowerPoint template to ensure all presentations have a consistent look and 
feel. Please always use the ADL template.

To access the template, in PowerPoint go to File > New > Shared (this is a tab at the top)

For full instructions on how to use the template, open ADL_PPT_Template_INSTRUCTIONS  

For a blank presentation so you can begin working, open ADL_PPT_Template_BASIC
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Accessing and Setting up ADL’s PowerPoint Template
Font Styles 

Our brand has four font styles you can use in PowerPoint. 
All fonts are programmed in our template by default and 
accessible with a few simple clicks. There is no need to 
change your fonts.

Headlines: Arial Bold

• All headline fields are Arial Bold, 20 pt by default

Subheads: Cambria

• When you first click into a text box, by default you will see 
Cambria in hope blue. If you do not want to use a subhead, 
increase the list level to access body copy, Arial 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Body copy: Arial

• Arial is a default font in all text boxes. To get Arial text, simply 
increase the list level once.

Bullet copy: Arial with bridge of hope bullet

• Bulleted copy is also a default style in all text boxes. To add 
bullets, simply increase the list level twice. While this seems 
counterintuitive, you do not want to click the “bullets” button
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ADL Portal
home.adl.org is a Single Sign On to access everything ADL from 
one page. This will be the same password you use to login to 
your computer in the morning.
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Salesforce
What is Salesforce?

Salesforce is a robust web-based software that helps you 
improve development efforts, constituent relations, marketing 
and communications. ADL is using Salesforce for a wide 
range of functions. As it pertains to marketing, we are using 
Marketing Cloud to manage our e-mail communications and 
e-newsletters.

Salesforce Training

Carly Gladstone-Strobel has recorded a Salesforce 101 training 
video to take you through basic setup. If you have not already 
watched this video, please contact Carly at cgladstone@adl.org 
for access.

Logging into Salesforce

Salesforce is web-based, meaning you can access it from 
anywhere you can use a browser. To log in to Salesforce, go 
to home.adl.org and enter your e-mail address and password. 
Salesforce uses ADL Single Sign On (SSO), so this will be  
the same password you use to login to your computer in  
the morning.

You will be asked to verify yourself via DUO Mobile with a push 
notification, phone call, e-mail or verification code.
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Salesforce
Editing Your Profile

To edit your profile, first click on the icon on the top right of  
your browser. 

Next click on your name.
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Salesforce
Editing Your Profile

Then click edit.
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Salesforce
Editing Your Profile

Once you save your edits, you will see a green confirmation bar.
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Brand & Marketing New Process Reference Guide
Launchpad is a new, user-centric custom-developed Salesforce application 
that makes it easy to start and track ADL creative projects.

•   Replaces Prompt/Job start

•   Incorporates ADL Project Brief that includes all critical 
     information to begin a project

•   Enables the Creative Studio to track and account for 
     workflow by region and by CSC Team

1.  Login to Salesforce

2.  Click on the 9 dots

3.  Select Launchpad from App Launcher

4.  Select project type and click on Request button below

2.  Routine (simple requests): In the service of  
      communications/news cycle and business-as-usual 
      (business cards, graphics for social media, email copy)

•   Simple form completion

•   Requires signoff from manager

1.  Strategic (complex projects):  Integrated campaigns that   
      have long lead times and are highly integrated, involve  
      multiple channels and multiple internal team

•   Requires additional detail/input

•   A detailed project brief is submitted via Launchpad

•   Project is presented/brief reviewed by the Go Ahead Team

WHAT DOES IT DO?

HOW DO I USE IT?

ACCOMODATES TWO TYPES OF PROJECTS:

LaunchPad
Requesting an Event/Fundraising Landing Page

All requests for event or fundraising landing pages must be submitted 
through LaunchPad. 

We ask that you submit requests at least two weeks before you want 
the event/fundraising page to go live.

To get to LaunchPad, log in to Salesforce, then click on the grid of nine 
dots in the upper left corner of your browser.
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LaunchPad
Accommodates two types of projects

1. Strategic (complex projects): Integrated campaigns that have long 
lead times and are highly integrated, involve multiple channels and 
multiple internal teams.

• Requires additional detail/input

• A detailed project brief is submitted via Launchpad

• Project is presented/brief reviewed by the Go Ahead team 

2. Routine (simple requests): In the service of communications/news 
cycle and business-as-usual (graphics for social media, email copy)

• Simple form completion

• Requires signoff from manager
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LaunchPad
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LaunchPad
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LaunchPad
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LaunchPad
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LaunchPad
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Marketing Input Review and Go Ahead 
Meeting

The objective of this weekly meeting is to assure a consistent 
approval process and aid in prioritization. Every week, we will 
assess new projects and review projects in process at a critical 
decision-making and approval points.  
This process pertains to Strategic/complex projects only.  
We will begin with CSC and roll out to the regions over time.

Go Ahead Decision-Making Criteria

• ROI/ROE

• On Strategy/On Brand

• Clarity of Deliverables and Audience

• Budget

Team Members

• Amy Blumkin

• Emily Bromberg

• Kara Chisolm

• Steve Freeman

• Reisha Goldman

• Carol Goldstein

• Jen Knopf/Steve Sheinberg

• Etzion Neuer/David Waren

• Raf Portnoy

• Rebecca Walters

 

How Does It Work?

1. Submit projects through Launchpad system AND have  
your manager approve by 12PM Friday for the following  
week's meeting

2. B&M schedules project owner presentation time slot  
at weekly meeting

3. Team members receive submissions — project briefs, 
attachments in advance — to maximize meeting efficiency

4. Marketing Input Review/Go Ahead Meeting will take place 
every Tuesday between 2 – 4pm

5. New projects receive Go, No Go or Needs More  
Information designation
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Marketing Cloud Process

ADL BUSINESS  
UNIT NEEDS TO 
SEND A MASS 
E-MAIL.

E-MAIL OWNER 
CHECKS BACK 
AFTER ABOUT 24 
HOURS TO NOTE 
PERFORMANCE.

E-MAIL OWNER 
CHOOSES THE 
AUDIENCE AND 
ADDS ANY REQUIRED 
SUPPRESSIONS.

SEND E-MAIL 
FOR BRAND AND 
TECHNICAL REVIEW 
72 HOURS BEFORE 
SEND TIME.*

SET UP EVERYTHING 
YOU CAN IN 
MARKETING CLOUD.

ENTER GRAPHIC 
DESIGN REQUEST IN 
LAUNCHPAD.

CONTACT CSD  
FOR HELP.

CSD ESCALATES 
TO WEB TEAM.

CSD ESCALATES 
TO WEB TEAM.

SEND YOURSELF  
A TEST.

CSD HELPS.

MAKE EDITS.

ADJUSTMENTS 
MADE.

IS DESIGN 
REQUIRED?

START

FINISH

NEED HELP?

CHANGES 
REQUIRED?

READY TO GO?

CSD CAN HELP?

E-MAIL OWNER 
SCHEDULES 
THE E-MAIL FOR 
DELIVERY.

REVIEW TEAM 
CLICKS “APPROVE” 
AND E-MAIL OWNER 
NOTIFIED.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

When 
graphic  
is ready.

Comments added in Marketing 
Cloud & sent back to originator 
with accompanying E-mail sent 
to facilitate.

Yes

No

Yes

No

* Re-sent pieces will be prioritized for review to target the initial 72-hour send window.  
Please keep in mind that major revisions or delays on response from the regional or other business  
unit side could delay that send time.

 
Marketing Cloud is a Salesforce module that allows you to 
design, send and track marketing emails. You should be using 
Marketing Cloud for all your regional emails. 
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail 

When creating your next email/newsletter please don’t duplicate 
an existing one — create it from scratch. 

 
To create a new E-mail, go to E-mail Studio on your Marketing 
Cloud dashboard. 

In your E-mail Studio, go to the “Content” tab to start a new e-mail.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail  

Next, click on “Create” in the top right corner of the screen and 
select “Email.”
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail 

Select core templates for the most popular content blocks

Select advanced templates for a more expansive array of 
content blocks.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail 

After selecting a template, assign an e-mail name. For now, you 
will leave the “Campaign” field empty.  
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail 

Location defaults to Content Builder. You can click to select a 
different location. We suggest you place the e-mail in a sub-
folder marked “Emails” to keep them organized.

Then hit “Save”.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail 

When you have your selections, click “Save” in the upper  
right corner.

This will take you to the second step, Add Content. From here, 
you can drag and drop content blocks from the left menu into 
your e-mail.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail

Double-click on your content block to make edits like inserting 
images or adding text. 
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Marketing Cloud Process
Important Changes in Marketing Cloud: 
• We do not have to utilize plain text editors like Notepad while 

pulling text/copy from other sources just to remove the 
unnecessary codes.

• Copy text from the outside source (Word, website, other 
emails) and paste it as a plain text, Use a backspace to 
eliminate the space after the dot.
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Marketing Cloud Process
How to use images in Marketing Cloud 

Please use the photo resizing tool: http://webresizer.com/
resizer

Depending on a block layout, there are different steps to  
be followed:

 
One-column layout blocks

1. Images should be 600px wide (height size is flexible but 
please use your judgement when using vertical images) at 
72dpi resolution before uploading

2. ‘Scale to fit’ box should be checked
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Electronic Signature Images within Letter Blocks

1. Electronic signature images should be 180px wide at 72dpi 
resolution before uploading (height is flexible)

2. Do not check ‘Scale to fit’ box
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Marketing Cloud Process
Two-column blocks

1. Images should be 600px wide (height is flexible) at 72dpi 
resolution before uploading

2. ‘Scale to fit’ box should not be checked

3. Make sure that width within the Marketing Cloud Image 
Properties box is set to 250px before you close the box 
 
Attention: Please make sure image width doesn’t revert 
back to 600px 
 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

 
When using blocks with two images side-by-side, please make 
sure that both images are of the same width and height, i.e. if 
image number #1 is 600px and 350px, image # 2 should be 
600px x 350px.
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Three-column layout blocks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Suggestions: 

1. Please append image name with its size — it will make it 
easier to find images of the right size in the future:
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Marketing Cloud Process
CSC Programs Banners for Regional and 
National Use

We have created “CSC: Programs” subfolder under the 
shared Portfolio folder accessible by each region.

For most of the programs that will have a banner created 
for MC, there will be a set of two banners — one with the 
national logo and program name (for CSC use only) and 
another one (for the regional use only) with the program 
name only.  

Regions will have access to those assets through their 
Shared Subfolder:
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail 

If you add a content block you do not want, you can delete it 
by hovering over the block, clicking on the down arrow and 
selecting “Delete”. 
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail 

When prompted, confirm you want to delete the block.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail

When you have finished adding content, click “Save” in the top 
right corner. Then you can click the “Next” button in the top 
right corner. This advances you to Preview and Test.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail 

Select recipient e-mail(s) to send the test to.

 
 
The “From” name will default to your account preset, but you 
can select other accounts from the list based on what you have 
access to.

Next assign a subject line for your test e-mail.

When your settings are entered, click “Send Test.”
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Marketing Cloud Process
Getting Your E-mail Approved  

Once you have completed an E-mail, you can either “Save and 
Exit” if you want to come back later, or if you’re satisfied with 
your preview e-mail, you can submit it for approval.  Please 
note that once your e-mail is approved, you cannot change the 
subject line.

 

All E-mails must be approved by the CSC approvals team before 
they can be sent.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Getting Your E-mail Approved  

You will receive a notification when your e-mail is approved by 
CSC, and the e-mail message will be marked as Approved in the 
content dashboard.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Sending Your E-mail   

Open your approved e-mail and click on “Send” in the top  
right corner. 
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Marketing Cloud Process
Sending Your E-mail     

The next step is to define your e-mail properties.

 
 

The sender profile will default to your account preset, but you can select other accounts from the list.

Click “Next” in the top right corner to move on to audience selection.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Sending Your E-mail     

Expand the tree on the left to see different audiences available 
to you.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Sending Your E-mail    

If, for example, you want to view all your region’s lists, you will click on your 
region in the left tree. You can then select one or more lists saved under that 
region by dragging the list(s) to the “Targeted” panel.

 

Be sure to select “De-duplicate Subscribers” so that people who are on more 
than one list do not get repeat e-mails.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Sending Your E-mail    

Once your audience is selected, click “Next” to go to  
“Configure Delivery.” 

This is what you set when you send your e-mail out. We 
recommend always using the “Schedule” option rather than 
sending immediately. This allows you a little more time for  
any last-minute changes.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Sending Your E-mail  

The final step is to Review and Send. Look over your information 
one last time. If everything is correct, check “This information is 
correct and this e-mail is ready to send.” 

Checking this sentence will activate the “Send” button, allowing 
you to send out your e-mail to your audience.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Tracking and Reporting on E-mails 

After you have sent an e-mail, you can see how it is performing 
by going to the tracking tab, then “Sends”.  
 
 

This will bring up a list of all the e-mails you have sent.
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Marketing Cloud Process
Tracking and Reporting on E-mails 

Click on any e-mail to see the activity for that  
e-mail, including:

“Overview” charts 
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Marketing Cloud Process
Tracking and Reporting on E-mails  

“Click Activity” or what percent of viewers clicked on each link 
in the e-mail. 
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Marketing Cloud Process – Technical Tips and How-Tos
Always Resize Images

Always resize images before uploading to Marketing Cloud. 
Images look best when they are 600 pixels wide and  
scaled proportionally.

Use Spell Check

To enable the spell check function and have misspelled words 
underlined in red, click the “ABC” button and then choose 
“Enable SCAYT” (“Spell Check As You Type”).
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Marketing Cloud – Helpful Tips
Don’t Waste Your Readers’ Time

Keep your message short and straightforward: 11 seconds 
— that’s the average amount of time spent reading an e-mail 
message. Therefore, it’s imperative to keep your e-mail relevant 
and to the point, and provide clear calls to action.

Images should be compelling. No matter how great your 
message is, it can be dragged down by graphics that practically 
shout “stock image”. If your readers see too many obviously 
generic photos, they might dismiss the message as irrelevant or 
even spam.

Images should load quickly. Have you ever opened an e-mail 
where the image took forever (i.e., more than 2 seconds) to load 
and you ended up staring at white space? Don’t let this happen 
to you. Resize your images to 600 pixels wide and preferably 
100kb or less in file size.

Link your images. If there’s a graphic for an evite, then go ahead 
and link the eblast image to the registration site (in addition to a 
button call to action that links to that very same URL).

Spend time on creating a sublime subject 
line — and don’t forget about the Mobile 
Preheader!

Often E-mail creators will dedicate hours writing and rewriting 
the body of an E-mail, only to spare a few seconds on the 
subject line. This is a mistake: According to a survey conducted 
by Constant Contact, 47% of participants said the subject line  
was the primary factor in getting them to open an E-mail 
message from a nonprofit or business. By all means, there’s no 
need to devote an inordinate amount of time crafting a subject 
line, but it should not be an afterthought either. Some pointers 
to keep in mind:

• Keep the subject line short but descriptive: no more than 80 
characters and ideally less than 50 (including spaces). Make 
it enticing, exciting, maybe even a little bit mysterious but not 
misleading!

• Note the difference between these two subject lines for a 
regional newsletter. Which one would you be more interested 
in opening?

• Option A: “Regional Newsletter: March 2018”

• Option B: “March 2018: Anti-Semitism Surges, Women Make 
History, Refugees’ Rights”

• The mobile preheader: Your subject line’s assistant. When 
you look at your e-mail messages in your smartphone’s mail 
app, you’ll probably see a short line of text underneath the 
subject line. This is the message’s preheader text — it allows 
recipients to prescreen the content of the e-mail. While your 
subject line is still the main hook, use the preheader text to 
further entice your constituents, providing more details on 
what your message is about without having to lengthen your 
subject line.

• For example, if your evite’s subject line is “Honor these civil 
rights leaders on July 1,” the preheader can be “Early bird 
ticket prices until 6/1” or “Reserve your seat by June 20!”
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Marketing Cloud – Helpful Tips
When’s the best day and time to send out my 
E-mail? Does it matter?

Tuesdays and Thursdays are usually touted by most industry 
sources as the days for having the highest average open rates, 
with Wednesdays performing not far behind.

Mornings from 8 AM to 12 PM tend to perform well for open 
rates, with 9 AM to 10 AM being the sweet spot. But don’t 
discount early afternoons (during or after the lunch period) or 
at night after the evening commute, especially when the main 
call to action is fundraising or registering for an event. After all, 
some of us might be more inclined to reach for our credit cards 
during down times in the afternoon or evening than at the crack 
of dawn.

Know thy audience! Younger professionals who cradle their 
phones everywhere they go might think nothing of checking 
their messages during evenings and weekends, while those 
with families might reserve their e-mail perusal primarily for 
mornings when they get up or arrive in the office. Figure out the 
“who” and you’ll be able to settle on a “when”.

Note: Per ADL policy, please do not send e-mail messages out 
during Shabbat.
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Lucidpress
What is Lucidpress?

Lucidpress is a web-based system that allows you to create  
and print materials such as one-pagers and invitations. 
Because you are working from a template designed by the CSC 
Brand and Marketing Team, you can be assured your materials 
are on brand.

Accessing Lucidpress

Each region has a designated Brand Ambassador who has a 
login for Lucidpress. Multiple people can use the login, but only 
two people can be logged in at the same time on a given login.

If you would like to work in Lucidpress, speak to your Brand 
Ambassador about the rules and procedures for your region.
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Lucidpress
Logging in to Lucidpress

To login to Lucidpress, go to www.lucidpress.com/users/login.  
Enter your e-mail address and click “Next.”

Enter your password and click “Log In.”

By default, Lucidpress takes you to your “My Documents” folder. 
This is where you can access documents that you have created.
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Lucidpress
From the left menu you can access:

ADL Drive

Where you can view and copy documents from other offices

ADL Templates

Where you can view and use templates that have been created 
by CSC Brand and Marketing
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Lucidpress
Starting a New Document from Template

To create a new document, go to “ADL Templates” and select 
the document type you want. Currently, we only have templates 
for fliers and invites, but we will continue to expand our library.

You can double-click to open a folder, or hover and click “Open.”
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Lucidpress
Starting a New Document from Template

Once in the correct folder, hover over the template you would 
like to use and click “New.”
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Lucidpress
Starting a New Document from Template

You will get an alert that your document cannot be saved in ADL 
Templates and will instead be saved in your “My Documents” 
folder. This is supposed to happen to prevent clutter in the 
templates folder.
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Lucidpress
Editing Your Document

Go to “My Documents” and open the document you have created. The 
newest document will always be on the top left. Once the document 
opens, you will see Lucidpress’ visual editor.
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Lucidpress
Editing Your Document

When admins set up the template, they limit what changes you 
can make as an editor by selectively locking fields. Fields in the 
templates can be locked in three ways: 

• Locked into position, meaning you can’t move it around  
the page

• Locked for style, meaning you can’t change the color or  
font type

• Locked for content, meaning you can’t change anything about 
the field

Fields that have all three locks applied will have a red square 
with a red lock when you click on them. 

 

 

Fields that have one or more locks applied will have a yellow 
box and lock.

 
 

If the field is not locked for content, you can click into the yellow 
box and replace the text (box will turn green) or image (image 
picker/uploader will open).
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Lucidpress
Editing Your Document

Under the “Edit” menu, make sure that spell check is turned on. 

 
 
 
 

 

This will work like Microsoft Word and underline typos in red as 
you edit. 
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You can rename a file in two places:

• From “My Documents” by hovering and clicking “More”  
then “Rename” 

• 

• In the editor in the top toolbar

Lucidpress
Document Naming Conventions

It is important that we all name our documents consistently to 
make them easily searchable later. Names should consist of:

• Document type (e.g., “one-pager” or “invitation”)

• Template name (e.g., “Programs” or “By the numbers”)

• Region name (e.g., “Austin” or “Central Pacific”)

• Subject matter (e.g., “education” or “no place for hate”)

Use As Many of These As Relevant
• Different name parts should be separated with an  

underscore (_).  
Two or more word name parts should be separated with a 
hyphen (-).

Example: I might name a document “one-pager_programs_
Arizona_education_words-to-action”
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Lucidpress
Sending Your Document for Approval

Once you have made all your edits, send your document for 
approval by clicking on the “Request Approval” button in  
the top right corner of your browser. Please allow 3 business 
days for approval.
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Lucidpress
Sending Your Document for Approval

You will receive a green alert confirming your request has been 
sent and a blue alert when your document has been approved.

 
 

Once your document has been approved, you can:

• Download the document for digital use

• Download the document to send to the CSC Print Shop

• Order prints of your document through Lucidpress’ network of 
local printers
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Lucidpress
Downloading Your Document

To download your document, click on “Download” in the upper 
right corner of your browser.

 
You can download as PDF, PNG or PNG with transparent 
background (for fliers and invites, you do not want to use this 
last option).

If you are downloading to send to the Print Shop, check the 
three advanced features at the bottom:

• Crop Marks

• Bleed Marks

• Print-friendly PDF
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Lucidpress
Printing Your Document

To print your document, click on “Order Prints” in the top right 
corner of your browser. 

 
The print sizes relevant to your document will be highlighted. 
Select a print option and click “Next”.
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Lucidpress
Printing Your Document

Select your print options like size, single- or double-sided,  
and quantity then click “Next”.

 

Download a PDF proof to review your document. Once you are 
finished, click on “Approve & Add to Cart”.
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Lucidpress
Sharing Your Document

If you are proud of the piece you just created, you can choose to 
make it public by copying it into your region’s folder.

From “My Documents,” hover over the document, and then click 
on “More”. 
 
 

 

Select “Copy.”

You can rename the file if you prefer.

 

Once your copy is made, simply expand the “ADL Drive” folder on the 
left menu and then drag and drop the copy into your region’s folder.
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Lucidpress
Using the Help Center

Lucidpress has an extensive Help Center where you can browse 
by topic, ask the community questions or search by keywords.

If you do not find the answers you are looking for in the Help 
Center, contact ADL’s CSD or Andrei at alizardi@adl.org.



OverviewCreate Effective 
Event Emails
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Lucidpress
1. 
 
Once you have logged into 
Lucidpress, open Email 
Invitations; it is found under 
the Events Email Invites 
folder in ADL Templates. 
You will see several 
template options.

2. 
 
Hover over the desired 
template, then click the  
New button.

3. 
 
In the Edit window you now 
see, double-click the text 
boxes to edit the event title 
and event date.
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Lucidpress
4. 
 
You can replace the 
placeholder photo if you 
opted to create a version 
of this event graphic that 
includes a photo; to do 
that, double-click on the 
placeholder photo, then 
upload any high-resolution 
photo you prefer to use from 
your computer.

5. 
 
You’ve completed the 
creation process at this 
point, so click on Request 
Approval in the upper right 
corner. You will receive an 
approval notification by 
email within 24–72 hours, 
but feel free to reach out 
to CSC if you need this 
expedited. A contact is 
listed on page 1 of   
these instructions.

6. 
 
Once it’s approved, click 
on Download As; select 
JPEG as your format, and 
72 dpi as the download 
resolution. See the next 
page for instructions about 
of where this image should 
be added to your Marketing 
Cloud template to create an 
effective e-mail.
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Marketing Cloud
How to build invitations on  
Marketing Cloud

Now your email and direct mail invitations can utilize the same 
design  elements!    On the following pages is the recommended 
selection and flow of blocks to create an  invitation in Marketing 
Cloud, utilizing designs we have created in  Lucidpress.  Your 
content architecture might require the use of slightly  different 
blocks,  different permutations of blocks shown, or a different 
number of blocks.
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Image without caption, 
plus headline, text and 
CTA button. On gray 
background (please use
an event image followed by  
key information about the 
eevent in the grey area. 
You create a graphic via the 
Lucidpress process explained
earlier in this document)

Letter with white 
background  block
(Used for event summary  with
or without salutation)

Text Only Block (Please use 
this block in case it is 
neccessary to complement 
the event summary copy)

Header Image for Region 
Block

Section Spacer Block
(used to provide
vertical space between
blocks)

Date Block

Section Spacer Block

Two-column block: 
side-by-side images, 
each with text below.
(Please use this block if you
have an even number of 
speakers )

Two-column block: 
side-by-side images, 
each with text below.
(Please use this block if you
have an even number of 
speakers )

Two-column block: left-side 
image; right-side headline, 
text and text-link
(Please use this block if you
have an odd or even number of 
speakers and prefer this layout)

Two-column block: left-side 
image; right-side headline, 
text and text-link
(Please use this block if you
have an odd or even number 
of speakers and prefer this 
llayout)

Headline, text and CTA 
button. On highlighted 
background.
(Please use this block if you
need to highlight additional
info )

Text Only Block (Please use 
this block to display 
information about 
speakers/experts where 
photos don’t need to be 
shown)

Section Header Block

Section Header BlockSection Header Block

Section Header Block

Section Header Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

HOW TO BUILD INVITATIONS IN MARKETING CLOUD
Now your email and direct mail invitations can utilize the same design 
elements!  

Below is the recommended selection and  ow of blocks to create an 
invitation in Marketing Cloud, utilizing designs we have created in 
Lucidpress.  Your content architecture might require the use of slightly 
different blocks,  different permutations of blocks shown, or a different 
number of blocknumber of blocks.   

b) The block directly above, “Headline, text and CTA button. On highlighted background” contains a placeholder 
CTA button which needs  to be removed in this speciic use case.

a) The block directly below the “Date Block’ contains a signature placeholder which needs to be removed

c)  Some of the recommended blocks contain a “read more” element which is optional and can be removed.

d)  You can use other available permutations of recommended blocks in Marketing Cloud such as an image with credit.

e)  You will ind most of the recommended blocks within the “Core Template Content Blocks” subfolder.  Additional blocks 
are also available within “Expanded Template Content Blocks” subfolder.

f )  Please carefully follow instructions on how to use images in Marketing Cloud.

g) If you use the Social Media block , please insert it into the ‘social’ area above the footer.

Please note:  
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail 

Header Image for Region  Block

Date Block

Letter with white  background  block  
(Used for event summary  with  or without salutation)

Section Spacer Block

 (Used to provide  vertical space between blocks)

Image without caption,  plus headline, on gray  background. 
(Please use an event image followed by   key information about 
the  event in the grey area) 
 
You create a graphic via the  Lucidpress process explained 
earlier in this document.
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Image without caption, 
plus headline, text and 
CTA button. On gray 
background (please use
an event image followed by  
key information about the 
eevent in the grey area. 
You create a graphic via the 
Lucidpress process explained
earlier in this document)

Letter with white 
background  block
(Used for event summary  with
or without salutation)

Text Only Block (Please use 
this block in case it is 
neccessary to complement 
the event summary copy)

Header Image for Region 
Block

Section Spacer Block
(used to provide
vertical space between
blocks)

Date Block

Section Spacer Block

Two-column block: 
side-by-side images, 
each with text below.
(Please use this block if you
have an even number of 
speakers )

Two-column block: 
side-by-side images, 
each with text below.
(Please use this block if you
have an even number of 
speakers )

Two-column block: left-side 
image; right-side headline, 
text and text-link
(Please use this block if you
have an odd or even number of 
speakers and prefer this layout)

Two-column block: left-side 
image; right-side headline, 
text and text-link
(Please use this block if you
have an odd or even number 
of speakers and prefer this 
llayout)

Headline, text and CTA 
button. On highlighted 
background.
(Please use this block if you
need to highlight additional
info )

Text Only Block (Please use 
this block to display 
information about 
speakers/experts where 
photos don’t need to be 
shown)

Section Header Block

Section Header BlockSection Header Block

Section Header Block

Section Header Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

HOW TO BUILD INVITATIONS IN MARKETING CLOUD
Now your email and direct mail invitations can utilize the same design 
elements!  

Below is the recommended selection and  ow of blocks to create an 
invitation in Marketing Cloud, utilizing designs we have created in 
Lucidpress.  Your content architecture might require the use of slightly 
different blocks,  different permutations of blocks shown, or a different 
number of blocknumber of blocks.   

b) The block directly above, “Headline, text and CTA button. On highlighted background” contains a placeholder 
CTA button which needs  to be removed in this speciic use case.

a) The block directly below the “Date Block’ contains a signature placeholder which needs to be removed

c)  Some of the recommended blocks contain a “read more” element which is optional and can be removed.

d)  You can use other available permutations of recommended blocks in Marketing Cloud such as an image with credit.

e)  You will ind most of the recommended blocks within the “Core Template Content Blocks” subfolder.  Additional blocks 
are also available within “Expanded Template Content Blocks” subfolder.

f )  Please carefully follow instructions on how to use images in Marketing Cloud.

g) If you use the Social Media block , please insert it into the ‘social’ area above the footer.

Please note:  
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Marketing Cloud Process
Creating an E-mail 

 
Text and  CTA button, on gray  background. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Section Spacer Block 
 
Text Only Block (Please use  this block in case it is  neccessary 
to complement  the event summary copy)

Section Spacer Block

Section Header Block

 
 
Section Spacer Block

Section Header Block

Text Only Block  
(Please use  this block to display information about  speakers/
experts where  photos don’t need to be  shown)
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Marketing Cloud Process
Section Header Block

Text Only Block (Please use  this block to display information 
about  speakers/experts where  photos don’t need to be  shown)

Image without caption, 
plus headline, text and 
CTA button. On gray 
background (please use
an event image followed by  
key information about the 
eevent in the grey area. 
You create a graphic via the 
Lucidpress process explained
earlier in this document)

Letter with white 
background  block
(Used for event summary  with
or without salutation)

Text Only Block (Please use 
this block in case it is 
neccessary to complement 
the event summary copy)

Header Image for Region 
Block

Section Spacer Block
(used to provide
vertical space between
blocks)

Date Block

Section Spacer Block

Two-column block: 
side-by-side images, 
each with text below.
(Please use this block if you
have an even number of 
speakers )

Two-column block: 
side-by-side images, 
each with text below.
(Please use this block if you
have an even number of 
speakers )

Two-column block: left-side 
image; right-side headline, 
text and text-link
(Please use this block if you
have an odd or even number of 
speakers and prefer this layout)

Two-column block: left-side 
image; right-side headline, 
text and text-link
(Please use this block if you
have an odd or even number 
of speakers and prefer this 
llayout)

Headline, text and CTA 
button. On highlighted 
background.
(Please use this block if you
need to highlight additional
info )

Text Only Block (Please use 
this block to display 
information about 
speakers/experts where 
photos don’t need to be 
shown)

Section Header Block

Section Header BlockSection Header Block

Section Header Block

Section Header Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

HOW TO BUILD INVITATIONS IN MARKETING CLOUD
Now your email and direct mail invitations can utilize the same design 
elements!  

Below is the recommended selection and  ow of blocks to create an 
invitation in Marketing Cloud, utilizing designs we have created in 
Lucidpress.  Your content architecture might require the use of slightly 
different blocks,  different permutations of blocks shown, or a different 
number of blocknumber of blocks.   

b) The block directly above, “Headline, text and CTA button. On highlighted background” contains a placeholder 
CTA button which needs  to be removed in this speciic use case.

a) The block directly below the “Date Block’ contains a signature placeholder which needs to be removed

c)  Some of the recommended blocks contain a “read more” element which is optional and can be removed.

d)  You can use other available permutations of recommended blocks in Marketing Cloud such as an image with credit.

e)  You will ind most of the recommended blocks within the “Core Template Content Blocks” subfolder.  Additional blocks 
are also available within “Expanded Template Content Blocks” subfolder.

f )  Please carefully follow instructions on how to use images in Marketing Cloud.

g) If you use the Social Media block , please insert it into the ‘social’ area above the footer.

Please note:  
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Marketing Cloud Process
Section Header Block

 
Two-column block:  side-by-side images,  each with text below. 
 (Please use this block if you  have an even number  
of  speakers)

Section Spacer Block

Two-column block:  side-by-side images,  each with text below. 
 (Please use this block if you  have an even number of  speakers)

Image without caption, 
plus headline, text and 
CTA button. On gray 
background (please use
an event image followed by  
key information about the 
eevent in the grey area. 
You create a graphic via the 
Lucidpress process explained
earlier in this document)

Letter with white 
background  block
(Used for event summary  with
or without salutation)

Text Only Block (Please use 
this block in case it is 
neccessary to complement 
the event summary copy)

Header Image for Region 
Block

Section Spacer Block
(used to provide
vertical space between
blocks)

Date Block

Section Spacer Block

Two-column block: 
side-by-side images, 
each with text below.
(Please use this block if you
have an even number of 
speakers )

Two-column block: 
side-by-side images, 
each with text below.
(Please use this block if you
have an even number of 
speakers )

Two-column block: left-side 
image; right-side headline, 
text and text-link
(Please use this block if you
have an odd or even number of 
speakers and prefer this layout)

Two-column block: left-side 
image; right-side headline, 
text and text-link
(Please use this block if you
have an odd or even number 
of speakers and prefer this 
llayout)

Headline, text and CTA 
button. On highlighted 
background.
(Please use this block if you
need to highlight additional
info )

Text Only Block (Please use 
this block to display 
information about 
speakers/experts where 
photos don’t need to be 
shown)

Section Header Block

Section Header BlockSection Header Block

Section Header Block

Section Header Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

HOW TO BUILD INVITATIONS IN MARKETING CLOUD
Now your email and direct mail invitations can utilize the same design 
elements!  

Below is the recommended selection and  ow of blocks to create an 
invitation in Marketing Cloud, utilizing designs we have created in 
Lucidpress.  Your content architecture might require the use of slightly 
different blocks,  different permutations of blocks shown, or a different 
number of blocknumber of blocks.   

b) The block directly above, “Headline, text and CTA button. On highlighted background” contains a placeholder 
CTA button which needs  to be removed in this speciic use case.

a) The block directly below the “Date Block’ contains a signature placeholder which needs to be removed

c)  Some of the recommended blocks contain a “read more” element which is optional and can be removed.

d)  You can use other available permutations of recommended blocks in Marketing Cloud such as an image with credit.

e)  You will ind most of the recommended blocks within the “Core Template Content Blocks” subfolder.  Additional blocks 
are also available within “Expanded Template Content Blocks” subfolder.

f )  Please carefully follow instructions on how to use images in Marketing Cloud.

g) If you use the Social Media block , please insert it into the ‘social’ area above the footer.

Please note:  
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Marketing Cloud Process
Section Header Block

 
Two-column block: left-side  image; right-side headline,  text 
and text-link . (Please use this block if you  have an odd or even 
number of  speakers and prefer this layout)

Section Spacer Block

Two-column block: left-side  image; right-side headline,  text 
and text-link . (Please use this block if you  have an odd or even 
number of  speakers and prefer this layout)

Headline, text and CTA  button. On highlighted  background.  
(Please use this block if you need to highlight additional  info)

Image without caption, 
plus headline, text and 
CTA button. On gray 
background (please use
an event image followed by  
key information about the 
eevent in the grey area. 
You create a graphic via the 
Lucidpress process explained
earlier in this document)

Letter with white 
background  block
(Used for event summary  with
or without salutation)

Text Only Block (Please use 
this block in case it is 
neccessary to complement 
the event summary copy)

Header Image for Region 
Block

Section Spacer Block
(used to provide
vertical space between
blocks)

Date Block

Section Spacer Block

Two-column block: 
side-by-side images, 
each with text below.
(Please use this block if you
have an even number of 
speakers )

Two-column block: 
side-by-side images, 
each with text below.
(Please use this block if you
have an even number of 
speakers )

Two-column block: left-side 
image; right-side headline, 
text and text-link
(Please use this block if you
have an odd or even number of 
speakers and prefer this layout)

Two-column block: left-side 
image; right-side headline, 
text and text-link
(Please use this block if you
have an odd or even number 
of speakers and prefer this 
llayout)

Headline, text and CTA 
button. On highlighted 
background.
(Please use this block if you
need to highlight additional
info )

Text Only Block (Please use 
this block to display 
information about 
speakers/experts where 
photos don’t need to be 
shown)

Section Header Block

Section Header BlockSection Header Block

Section Header Block

Section Header Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

Section Spacer Block

HOW TO BUILD INVITATIONS IN MARKETING CLOUD
Now your email and direct mail invitations can utilize the same design 
elements!  

Below is the recommended selection and  ow of blocks to create an 
invitation in Marketing Cloud, utilizing designs we have created in 
Lucidpress.  Your content architecture might require the use of slightly 
different blocks,  different permutations of blocks shown, or a different 
number of blocknumber of blocks.   

b) The block directly above, “Headline, text and CTA button. On highlighted background” contains a placeholder 
CTA button which needs  to be removed in this speciic use case.

a) The block directly below the “Date Block’ contains a signature placeholder which needs to be removed

c)  Some of the recommended blocks contain a “read more” element which is optional and can be removed.

d)  You can use other available permutations of recommended blocks in Marketing Cloud such as an image with credit.

e)  You will ind most of the recommended blocks within the “Core Template Content Blocks” subfolder.  Additional blocks 
are also available within “Expanded Template Content Blocks” subfolder.

f )  Please carefully follow instructions on how to use images in Marketing Cloud.

g) If you use the Social Media block , please insert it into the ‘social’ area above the footer.

Please note:  
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Marketing Cloud
Please note

a) The block directly below the 'Date Block’ contains a signature 
placeholder which needs to be removed .

b) The block directly above, “Headline, text and CTA button on 
highlighted background” contains a placeholder  CTA button 
which needs to be removed in this specific use case.

c)  Some of the recommended blocks contain a “read more” 
element which is optional and can be removed. 

d)  You can use other available permutations of recommended 
blocks in Marketing Cloud such as an image with credit.

e)  You will find most of the recommended blocks within the 
“Core Template Content Blocks” subfolder.  Additional blocks 
 are also available within “Expanded Template Content Blocks” 
subfolder.

f)  Please carefully follow instructions on how to use images in 
Marketing Cloud.

g) If you use the Social Media block , please insert it into the 
‘social’ area above the footer.
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ADL Gallery
Accessing ADL Gallery

ADL Gallery is a source for ADL approved photography that you can 
use in e-mails and marketing collateral. 

To get to the gallery, either go to the ADL Portal, home.adl.org, or from 
the Intranet, go to the “Shortcuts” section.
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ADL Gallery
Accessing ADL Gallery

In the ADL Gallery, you are able to browse images, read the user 
guide or complete a photo admission sheet. 
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ADL Gallery Guide
Search

Searching the ADL Gallery is similar to a Google search. Simply 
type in the keyword(s) you are looking for.

1. Type in one or multiple keywords for your search in the 
“Quick Find” search tab (ex. Civil Rights).

2. After clicking return/enter, the search results will populate 
the window.
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ADL Gallery Guide
Catalog

The search results can be displayed one of five ways: 
“Filename, Cataloged, Created, Modified and Extension.”

Choose the category that is most important/relevant to you and 
the ADL Gallery will reflect your choice.
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ADL Gallery Guide
Select

Selecting your photo(s) is the first step to downloading.

Choose whether you want to download one or multiple photos.

• If you want only one photo at its original size, go to the photo 
and press      .

• If you select multiple photos for download, press       on all the 
photos you are choosing.

QuickFind Cataloged 0 Selected

Selected

Contribute

Cataloged

Download

Image Usage

3

/Guide

Select

Selecting your photo(s) is the first step to 
downloading. 

1)  Choose whether you want to download 
one or multiple photos

 •  If you want only one photo at  
its original size, go to the photo  
and press .

  2)  If you select multiple photos for  
download, press  on all the photos 
you are choosing. 

Download

You can download images one at a time 
using the  icon, or you can download 
one or multiple photos with additional 
options.

1)  If selecting one or multiple photos  
with additional options, first select  
the photos you want. Then go to the 
“#selected” button.

2)  After clicking the “# selected”  
button you will see a window that  
has all the photos selected with a 
button to “Download All.”

QuickFind Cataloged 0 Selected

Selected

Contribute

Cataloged

Download

Image Usage

3

/Guide

Select

Selecting your photo(s) is the first step to 
downloading. 

1)  Choose whether you want to download 
one or multiple photos

 •  If you want only one photo at  
its original size, go to the photo  
and press .

  2)  If you select multiple photos for  
download, press  on all the photos 
you are choosing. 

Download

You can download images one at a time 
using the  icon, or you can download 
one or multiple photos with additional 
options.

1)  If selecting one or multiple photos  
with additional options, first select  
the photos you want. Then go to the 
“#selected” button.

2)  After clicking the “# selected”  
button you will see a window that  
has all the photos selected with a 
button to “Download All.”
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ADL Gallery Guide
Download

You can download images one at a time using the       icon,  
or you can download one or multiple photos with  
additional options.

• If selecting one or multiple photos with additional  
options, first select the photos you want. Then go to  
the “# selected” button.

• After clicking the “# selected” button, you will see a  
window that has all the photos selected with a button  
to “Download All.”

QuickFind Cataloged 0 Selected

Selected

Contribute

Cataloged

Download

Image Usage

3

/Guide

Select

Selecting your photo(s) is the first step to 
downloading. 

1)  Choose whether you want to download 
one or multiple photos

 •  If you want only one photo at  
its original size, go to the photo  
and press .

  2)  If you select multiple photos for  
download, press  on all the photos 
you are choosing. 

Download

You can download images one at a time 
using the  icon, or you can download 
one or multiple photos with additional 
options.

1)  If selecting one or multiple photos  
with additional options, first select  
the photos you want. Then go to the 
“#selected” button.

2)  After clicking the “# selected”  
button you will see a window that  
has all the photos selected with a 
button to “Download All.”
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ADL Gallery Guide
Download
• When clicking “Download All,” you will have access to additional 

options. These options include:

• Download Format: Choose Original or JPEG

• Quality: Maximum, High, Medium, Low (the smaller options                  
compress the images and can cause a loss of quality)

• Color Mode: RGB (digital), CMYK (print), Grayscale (black  
and white)

• Resize: You can resize a photo before downloading using                 
either width or height. This is useful when using the photo for   
social media/web purposes

• Once you have selected all of your options, choose “Download”  
to download to your computer
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ADL Gallery Guide
Image Usage

When using an image from the ADL Gallery, there are a few things  
to know:

• All images are ADL-owned.

• Descriptions of photos can be found by clicking the image.

• If a photo credit is listed, you must credit the photographer/service 
when using the photo.

• Use photos in the correct context. Do not use photos with a subject 
matter that does not correlate with the photo. 

If you have any questions on specific photo usage, please speak with 
General Counsel.
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ADL Gallery Guide
Contributing Photos

ADL Gallery is continually updated with new images. To keep 
the Gallery growing, we need contributions from ADL staff. If 
you would like to contribute images to the Gallery please:

• Choose the photos, either prints or electronic, that you would 
like to submit. All electronic photos must be high resolution 
(300dpi), at least 4” x 5” and saved as either a JPEG or TIFF.

• For each photo submitted, an Excel submission sheet 
(Photo Submission Sheet.xlsx) must be filled out completely 
(submission sheet can be found on the Intranet). Photos 
without complete documentation cannot be accepted. 
Requested information is necessary for the image to be 
searchable in the Gallery.

• E-mail it to jliseo@adl.org. If you are submitting digital photos, 
please attach them or set up a folder on the G-Drive and 
clearly state in the e-mail where they can be accessed. If 
scanning is required, please set up a meeting.
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ADL Gallery Guide
Contributing Photos – Photo Submission 
Spreadsheet

PLEASE NOTE: All fields must be filled out or we will not be able 
to accept any photos. The photo format must be .jpg or .tif at 
a resolution of 300dpi or higher. If photo is approved, it will be 
accessible organization-wide. If submitting physical print, write 
“N/A” under “File Name.” For further information, please see the 
“Instructions for Photo Submission” document.

FILE NAME EVENT DATE LOCATION NAME OF EVENT
PERSON/PEOPLE  

IN PHOTO

CREDIT 
(PHOTOGRAPHER & 

CONTACT INFO)
DESCRIPTION KEYWORDS

Example:  
Foxman Mandela02.jpg

Jan. 1994 South Africa Peace Summit
Abe Foxman,  

Nelson Mandela
ADL-owned

Portrait of Abraham 
Foxman with Nelson 

Mandela

Portrait of Abraham, 
Abe, Foxman, AHF, ADL, 

Nelson, Mandela 
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Approvals and Permissions
When working with outside vendors, all materials must be 
approved by Amy Blumkin, ablumkin@adl.org, and Carol 
Goldstein, cgoldstein@adl.org prior to production. Please allow 
3 business days for approval.
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